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COMMAND GUIDANCE 

JI few Good Men 
AS a member of the National Rifle and as a result stayed out of the race. The 

Association Board, I am nomi- Democrat is a flaming Liberal woman who 
nating a list of candidates for the board this never had a hunting license and borrowed a 
year bf<cause I believe we need some new shotgun to make a "progun" TV commer-
leadership. It is the job of the National Rifle cial, much like Bill Clinton. The woman, 
Association to lead the fight defending who helped write the anti-gun policies for 
firearm rights on all fronts . That is what the the Democratic party and who is a good 
members expect and that is why they pay friend of the Clintons, foo led the NRA, but 
their money. Unfortunately, the NRA seems not NRA members in Wyoming. As a result 
recently to have become confused about the NRA ignored its Wyoming members 
how to do its job. Two examples spring and gave this woman an "A" rating. Mike 
immediately to mind : ~!llJ.ll~I Enzi, a conservative, Jife. 

In the closing days of long hunter, won the elec-
the 104th Congress, Senate tion, but he is not likely to 
Democrats doing Clinton 's forget how the NRA was 
bidding managed to ramrod duped by the Democrats. 
through a dramatic expan- These are but two of 
sion of the Gun Contrnl Act the many mi stakes that 
of 1968. Now, fo r the first were made by the NRA 
time ever, having certain because the current board 
misdemeanors on your was not strong enough. 
record is enough to al.low That is why I offer the fol-
the government to revoke lowing names, to 
your gun rights, even confiscate your guns. restrengthen the NRA so that we can more 

Why didn 't headquarters get the mem- effectively defend the Second Amendment 
bership in an uproar? Because they were during the next four Clinton years : 
asleep at the switch when the Senate let this 
insidious amendment slip through. Some 
versions of the story even have NRA 
staffers giving the amendment the OK. 
Others say that passage of the misdemeanor 
gun ban was Newt Gingrich's revenge for 
being forced to hold a politically damaging 
vote to repeal the "assault weapons" ban 
even when it was D.O.A. in the Senate. 
Either way, the trail leads to headquarters. 

A serious indictment of the manner in 
which the NRA operates in the political 
arena came up during these last general 
elections. We failed , it seems, to recognize 
the fact that the need fo r Republican control 
of the Senate to block Clinton's Supreme 
Court and Federal court nominations, was 
more important than the egos of some NRA 
staff members. In Wyoming, the NRA rated 
both the Democratic and Republican 
Candidates for the U.S. Senate equally -

Lt. Col. Rex Applegate USA (Ret.) 
Lt. Col. Robert K. Brown, USAR (Ret.) 

David I. Caplan , PhD. 
Col. Jeff Cooper, USMC (Ret.) 

Mr. Joe Foss, MOH 
Wayne Anthony Ross 

Mr. Al Rubega 

I fee l so strongly about electing these 
individuals, that in thi s instance I am 
endorsing "bullet balloting, " which means 
if you vote only for the seven individuals 
listed above, and no one else, your vote will 
have the weight of all 26 votes. 

While we're at it, if you are not a mem
ber of the NRA, or wish to upgrade to a life
time membership, call them at 800-NRA-
3888. In th.is election, we need aU the horse
power we can get. ~ 
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It's why Leathernecks 
fought at Tarawa. 

What SEALS felt in Nam. 

And what you'll find, book after 
book, in The Military Book Club.® 

Jake 
for 

with membership 

2840 $24.00 3616 $27.00 0463 $17.95x 1537 $16.95x 3947 $29.95 2931 $24.95 3681 $17.95x 2592 $29.95 3558 $29.95 0125 $22.95 
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3061 $24.95 3756+ $20.00 2964-9999* $29.95 2683 $24.95 1917 $16.95x 1693 $23.00 2675 $21 .95 3160+ $19.95 3111+ $14.95x 

ACES AGA\NST 

JAPAN 
1859++ $23.00 3723 $24.95 2808 $34.95 3913+ $19.95 2451++ $19.95x 3707 $24.95 3665 $34.95 3012 $28.00 3764 $32.95 

5 REASONS TO JOIN NOW: 1.Joiningiseasy.Start r-:;:,:-e----------------:----------.---, 
with 4 books for 981> Your bill (including shipping and handling) wil l come MAIL TO: The Military Book Club Please wnte book · 6550 East 30th Street numbers here: 
when membership is confirmed. 2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're P.O. Box 6357 
not happy with your 4 books, return them within 1 O days at our expense. Your Indianapolis, IN 
membership will be canceled; you 'll owe nothing . 3. Save up to 30% off 8 CJ CJ 1< c Lu 8 "** 46206-6357 

publishers' hardcover edition prices. Every book we offer is a high-quality, YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to the 
full-text edition, sometimes altered in size to fit special presses. Just pick at risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the 4 BOOKS 
least 4 more books at our regular low prices during your membership. Take up I've indicated. Bill me just 98¢, plus shipping and handling. 

to 2 years! Then you may resign any time. 4. A FREE Club Magazine comes SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now and (write book number) 
to you up to 17 times a year. Each reviews the Featured Book Selections plus reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me an I I I 
dozens of alternate books. Some are exclusive Club editions you won 't find added $3.99, plus shipping and handling. 
anywhere else. Look for up to 2 Special Issues a year with super selections and (Books that count as 2 choices are not eligible.) 784 70 41 
more discounts. 5. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are sent to Mr./Mrs. 
you automatically. To cancel-or order other books-simply mail in your Miss/Ms.-----------------

(please print) 

42 
If you select a book that 

counts as 2 choices, write 
the first 4 digits of lhe book 
number in one row of boxes 

and 9999 in the next. Member Reply Form by the marked date. Shipping and handling (plus sales 
tax, where applicable) Is added to each order. You'll always have 1 O days to 
decide. If your Member Reply Form is late and unwanted books arrive, please 

Address _________________ Apt. ____ _ 

return them at our expense. City ______________ state ___ ZIP ____ _ 
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Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 30%. L--------------------------- ~~1~~ 
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FLAK 

SEITING THE RECORD Sl'RAIGHT 
I am mentioned in the December '96 

SOF, in the article by Rob Kratt entitled 
"Mined Camp," regarding the Refugee 
Relief International Inc., mission to 
Cambodia in March of [last year]. Mr. Kratt 
has generously given me credit for things I 
am, and for one thing I am not: I was a Navy 
(Air Command) crash/rescue specialist at 
Moffett Naval Air Station in California, but 
was never a member of the elite Navy 
Search and Rescue (SAR) teams. 

The only "swimming" I ever did was 
through flaming jet fuel and diesel , wear
ing the aluminized asbestos hood, jacket 
and pants commonly seen on firefighters 
involved in aircraft and flammable-liquid 
incidents. 

Rob has written an otherwise excellent 
article and I have high hopes it will stir 
interest in a horrific situation that needs 
and deserves the world's attention. Mr. 
Padgett and the other members of the RRII 
team deserve the highest respect for their 
dedication to the less fortunate human 
beings of the world. 

Andrew M. Hyslop 
Santa Clara, Calif. 

As a long-time reader of SOF, but espe
cially because I'm the father of one of 
Arizona's "Viper Team," I've 
been waiting for the retrac
tion/correction to [assistant 
editor] Marty Kufus' accompa
nying piece to Richard 
Sherrow's feature in the 
October ' 96 issue, "Desert 
Swarm." 

On page 37 "MK" states 
that one of the items on the 
team's T-shirts was a swastika! 
It was, in fact, a peace symbol. 
... I have now read the 
November and December 
issues, cover to cover, and no 
retraction, letter to the editor, 
or anything in a follow-up arti
cle has appeared. 

I am enclosing a blow-up 
of the same logo that appeared 
on the T-shirt. It comes from 
the newsletter that the team 
circulates from time to time. 
Michael Stevens, editor and 
artist of the logo, assures me 
that it's the same logo that 
was on the T-shirts [worn at 
the 1995 SOF Three-Gun 
Match] .. .. 

I have spoken with com-
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petitors from past 3-Gun Matches, and 
they say the match has evolved into almost 
a totally law-enforcement team event. 
Have any of those teams' members written 
you about this error? I bet you haven' t 
heard a peep ! And you probably won't 
print this or correct the error but, at least, 
now I know that you know! 

Ralph C. Pleasant 
Glendale, Ariz. 

WHERE DO I SIGN? 
Great article on the French Foreign 

Legion [Richard Lucas' "Viva La 
Compagnie," Dec. '96 SOF]. The day 
before I picked up this issue, I had sent off 
to the recruitment office for more informa
tion. I have decided that if my career as a 
police officer is not where I want it to be by 
the year 2000, then it's off to France for me. 
Your article helped convince me . ... 

Donald Green 
via E-mail 

MORE ON FED FOLLIES 
SO F 's James L. Pate deserves thanks for 

excerpting the recent House of 
Representatives' report about the Waco dis
aster in "Waco: The Final Verdict" (Oct. 

' 96). I am, however, curious about an 
apparent omission in the repo1t that could 
explain the whole botched raid on the 
Branch Davidians. 

There have been persistent rumors of 
Drug Enforcement Administration involve
ment, and allegations of amphetamine man
ufacture at the Davidian compound in 1985 
were used to justify military involvement in 
the 1993 raid. Interestingly, the DEA is not 
mentioned in the report excerpts. Ron Paul, 
the Libertarian Party's presidential candi
date in 1988, gave a possible explanation 
for the raid in that party's newsletter while 
the standoff was still going on: "My suspi
cion is that this was one of these seize-and
forfeiture deals." In other words, the old 
drug allegations may have led to a decision 
to take the compound in a civil forfeiture 
proceeding, with purported weapons viola
tions simply being cover for the raid. This 
possibility seems obvious, but did anyone 
tell the House subcommittee? 

This brings me to my fear that we will 
see a Jot more Wacos, aimed not at religious 
sects but at gun owners. In Command 
Guidance in the same issue, Robert K. 
Brown worries, with good reason, about 
what Clinton might do [in a second term] 
against gun owners .... I see the current fad 
of states passing concealed-carry Jaws for 
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ADVANCED ULTIMATE SNIPER 
State-of-the-Art Tactics, Techniques, and Equipment for Military and Police Snipers 

with Maj. John L. Plaster, USAR (Ret) 
Premier sniping authority John Plaster redefines "ultimate" in this long-awaited sequel to his landmark book and video The 
Ultimate Sniper. Beginning at the prestigious Gunsite Training Center, Plaster gives you an inside look at the state of the art in 
sniper weapons and equipment with graphic demonstrations of laser range finders, suppressed weapons, ultra-long-range .50-
caliber sniper rifles and the latest generation of night vision technology. He then takes you to the rugged Rocky Mountains and the 
tundra of the frozen north for advanced lessons in sniper tactics and fieldcraft, including methods of evading after the shot, the 
selection and operation of various types of hides and never-before-seen techniques of winter sniping and cold-weather warfare. 
This graduate course in sniper warfare is the most advanced instruction ever captured on video and is must viewing for every 
serious student of the sniper's craft. Color, VHS (U.S. format) only. $59.95 

SNIPER 
, •. ' • 

.,.~ ' -
. 
. . . 

PROTECT 
YOUR 

Revenge 
Encyclopedia 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Training ManuaJ for 

Military and Police Snipers 
by Ma;. fohn L. Plaster, USAR (Ret.) 

This highly readable and extremely valuable 
training book cove:s the practical, field-tested 
details of sniping's three great skill areas -
marksmanship, fieldcraft and tactics. Rifles, 
scopes, ballistics, target detection, stalking, 
hides, cammo, countersniping, special ops, 
police vs. militruy and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
softcover, photos, illus. 464 pp. $39.95 

PROTECT YOUR ASSETS 
How to Avoid Falling Victim to the 

Government's Forfeiture Laws 
by Adam Starchild 

Read the appalling true stories of countless 
innocent citizens whose lives have been 
turned upside down by government seizure 
of their homes, businesses. vehicles and 
bank accounts - without due process. Find 
out what circumstances can place your 
property at risk and what you can and must 
do to protect your assets. 5 1/2 x B 1/2, 
soltcover, 120 pp. $15.00 

'THE REVENGE ENCYCLOP6DIA 
This is the mother of aft revenge booksl You'd 
have to buy more than 25 books to get all the 
wit and wisdom contained in this compilation 
from the best of Paladin's revenge books. 
Oon1 be footed by cheap imitators that daim 
to know how to get even. Paladin is still your 
revenge source when you need to even the 
score with nosy neighbors, bungling 
bUreaucrats, snarly clerks or other pests. For 
entertainment purposes only. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
softcover, 120 pp. $15.00 

NEW 
l.D. IN 
AMERICA 

THE OFAOAL SKS MANUAL 
Traoslation by 

Maj. fames F. Gebhardt (Ret.) 
This Soviet military manual, originally 
published in the Soviet Union and now 
available in English for the first time, covers 
instructions for use and maintainence of 
perhaps the most widely distributed of all 
weapons produced by the arms factories of 
the former Soviet Union: the ubiquitous 

· 7.62mm Simonov self-loading carbine 
(SKS). 8 1/2 x 11, soltcover, illus., 96 pp. 

$15.00 

THE OFFIOAL SOVIET 7.62MM 
HANDGUN MANUAL 

Traoslation by 
Maj. James F. Gebhardt (Ret.) 

This Soviet military manuai, now available in 
English for the first time, covers ins1ructions for 
use and maintainence of two sidearms, the 
Nagant 7.62mm revolver, used by the Russian 
tsarist armed forces and later the Soviet 
armed forces, and the Tokarev 7.62mm 
semiauto pistol, which replaced the Nagant. 8 
1 /2 x 11, softcover, illus., 104 pp. $20.00 

NEW l.D. IN AMERICA 
by Anonymous 

Want one more chance at l~e with a "clean 
slate"? Trade in your old identity for a new 
start. Here is a step-by-step guide to creat
ing a totally new you - with a birth certifi· 
cate, passport. driver's license, Social 
Security number - all you need for break
ing with your past. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soltcover, 
illus., 120 pp. $17.00 

SHOOTING FOR KEEPS 
Point Shooting for Cose-Quarter Combat 

with Col. Rex Applegate 
Gunfights typically have three things in common: they occur at dose range, in low light and under con<frtions of extreme 
stress. Despite this fact, many commonly taught combat shooting techniques don't wOl1< under these reafistic concfmons. One 
method that continues to win real armed encounters is point shooting. Point shooting relies on the body's natural ability to 
point accurately at close-range targets, enabling even inexper;enced shooters to fire with deadly accuracy, in any light 
conditions, while suffering the heart-stopping stress caused by a target that is shooting back. In this all·new Paladin 
production, ciose-oombat expert Cot. Rex Applegate reveals the secrets of this easily learned yet deadly method of handgun 
shooting and shows you why tt is the single most important skill an armed in<flViduai can possess. Through dramatic low-tight 

!Jjj!l~~~r.;~footage you'U also learn why point shooting is the method of d1oice when firing state-of·the-art laser-sighted weapons. tt you 
own a defensive handgun, you can't afford not to have this video. Color, approx. 60 min., VHS (U.S. tonnet) only. $34.95 

HOMEll:ll 
WORKSHOP 
WEAPONRY 

Allldooo..l.a.1<1 °"" .... ~,,.re~ ..... °"" !;~ft• 

HOME WORKSHOP WEAPONRY 
A V ideo Guide to 

Constructing Your Own Guns 
with Bill Holmes 

Learn the secrets of building home 
workshop firearms from the acknowledged 
master of the craft: Bill Holmes. In this 
video, he takes you step by step through 
the construction of all the major com
ponents of his firearms designs and then 
test-fires the finished products. Color, 
approx. 60 min., VHS only. $29.95 

THE GESTAPO AND SS MANUAL 
traoslated by Carl Hammer 

This first English translation of the training 
manual used before and during World WaI II 
provides a rare glimpse into the actual 
operating procedures of the Gestapo, SS and 
Waffen-SS - procedures until now virtually 
undocumented. Part I covers police training; 
Part II describes paramilitary operations in 
open terrain; Part Ill details urban police 
operations during peaoe and war times. 8 1/2 x 
11, softcover, illus., 120 pp. $25.00 

GUNS, BULLETS, AND GUNFIGHTS 
Lessons and Tales from a 
Modem-Day Gunfighter 

by Tim Cirillo 
Learn what it takes to survive a l9al gunfight 
from someone who's been in many - Jim 
Cirillo, top gun In the New York City Police 
Department stakeout unit. Read about the 
stress and intensity of an actual shoot-out and 
how to maximize your training, ammo and 
weapons to prevail. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 
photos, 136 pp. $15.00 

THE WHOLE SPY CA TA LOG 
by Lee Lapin 

The Whole Spy Catalog shows you exactly 
how to hire an ex-KGB agent, order a photo 
of anyplace on earth anytime during the last 
20 years, get an instant background check 
on anyone, open a door from 100 feet away, 
subscribe to an in-house FBI newsletter. 
order and Install the latest electronic 
surveillance gear and many more tricks to 
trace, track, surveil and investigate anyone 
or anything. 8 1/2 x 11 , softcover, photos, 
illus., 448 pp. $44.95 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES r--------- -- ------CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-392-2400 USA and Canada 
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NEW ID (VIDEO). 

AMBUSH! NAVY SEALS IN 

" " $ 14.95 
"" $ 14.95 

DEAOLY ACTION (VIOEO) . . $ 14.95 

ON ANYBODY, BOOK 2 . .. .. . $ 35.00 
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PRACTICAL HAND-TO-HAND 

COMBAT FOR TllE POLICE 

OFFICER (VIDEO) .. . $ 14.95 
SWATBATTLETACTICS ...... $ 17.00 
TACTICAL MARKSMAN . • . .. . $ 35.00 
TACTICAL PISTOL . ..•.. . . . •• $ 25.00 
TACTICAL SHOTGUN . . •.. . . .. . $ 25.00 
Do-Ir-YOURSELF 

SUBMACHINE GUN . . . . $ 20.00 
HIGH-TECH HARASSMENT •..... $ 19.95 

CREOIT: 

THE CumNG EDGE . . . 

GET EVEN 2 ... 
BAIL ENFORCER: 

THE AoVANCEO 
BOUNTY HUNTER .. 

PRACTICAL MARTIAL ARTS 

" . $ 25.00 
" $ 19.95 

"" $ 16.95 

FOR SPECIAL FORCES .. . . .. . $ 15.00 
U.S. MARINES CLOSE 0UARTER 

COMBAT MANUAL . . " .. $ 15.00 
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their citizens as a dangerous Trojan horse. 
Generally, these laws require finger

printing and record-keeping, but many gun 
buffs are willing to submit to these to get a 
concealed-weapon permit. But what better 
means to target these people after a gun ban 
than a handy, state-maintained list of permit 
holders and their home addresses? How 
many Waco-style home raids and standoffs 
can we expect to see when this happens? 

Edwin Krampitz, Jr. 
Drewryville, Va. 

I am new to your Internet site and I read 
with interest the FLAK section about the 
use of federa l troops in police-officer capac
ity. My question is, if the common citizenry 
has to be controlled by the troops, what sit
uation is so grave that troops are needed? I 
saw Waco and Ruby Ridge used as exam
ples of this type of behavior. 

It is a sad day indeed when the policies 
of this nation trample on the individual's 
rights to the point that use of soldiers is nec
essary to implement government policies. I 
thought the people control the government, 
not the government controls the people . ... 

Lee Abbett 
via E-mail 

II ATTABOY11 FROM TWO LOYAL 
READERS 

As a long-time reader of your fine mag
azine I just felt .that it was time I sent you a 

long-deserved comphment on the outstand
ing work and factua l reporting. I am an avid 
follower of World Sitrep and I always turn 
to it to find out the facts that the main
stream media omit because they don ' t 
deem it important or just plain won't sell 
papers ... . People who are not regular buy
ers of SOF are always fascinated by my old 
copies .... 

As a Canadian reader, I would like to 

see more coverage of our military 's cur
rent dilemma. I think "dilemma" is kind 
of a soft way of describing the outright 
bullshit that is wracking the Canadian 
Forces nowadays. 

I have never served with the Forces but 
I have many friends who have and current
ly are. There are many issues that have irri
tated and bewildered us. The disbanding of 
the Airborne Regiment was one. 

The Shirt Holster 

Patent Applied For 
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• Breathable, Cool Poly Mesh• 
•Generic Elastic Holster• 

• Fits Most Popular Autos & Revolvers• 
• Machine Wash & Dry• 

•Won't Show Through Most Clothing • 
•VELCRO® Safety Strap • 

Ordering Information 

CHEST SIZE: 
XS (34") S (34"-36") M (36"-38") LG (38"-40") 

XLG (40"-43") XXLG (43"-46") XXXLG (46"-51") 
XXXLG additional $5.00 

800-510-2666 ~ 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY 

Mail Checks & Money Orders To: 
KRAMER HANDGUN LEATHER, INC. 

P.O. Box #112154 Dept. SOF Tacoma, WA 98411 USA 
8am-5pm Mon-Sat 

Allow 4 Weeks Delivery 
U.S. Orders Add $5.50 S&H, outside U.S. inquire WA State Residents Add 7.9% Sales Tax 

$5 for full color catalog, featuring exotics, hunting, western & full line of concealment holsters. 
Design by: MIKROGRAPHIX P.O. Box 44317, Tacoma, WA 98444 
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Commando 1 and Conunando 2 were first
rate, our "go agai nst anyone, anywhere, 
anytime, and win" units. After Somalia, and 
the bad press that they received at the hands 
of our cutthroat media, they were disband
ed and our country suffered a huge Joss. All 
of thi.s happened as a political whim on 
"public outcry." This is the way our "new" 
military works . It is an officer-heavy polit
ical engi ne for many (not a ll ) who are self
serving, soon-to-be politicians .... 

Once again, SOF is an outstanding pub
lication and I hope that I will be able to 
conti nue reading it for many more years. 
Publisher Robert K. Brown is a true adven
turer and an American hero! 

Tyler J. Yellowknife 
Northwest Territories 
via E-mail 

I just want to thank everybody at SOF 
for continuing the tradition of providing 
those of us who are interested in the art of 
war with such up-to-date information. 

I've been a faithful reader si nce I was a 
child. I can remember sneaking into my 
father's magazine collection , pa sing al l the 
latest issues of Playboy and the such and 
heading straight fo r SOF. 

The years have passed and I've si nce 
joined the United States Navy. I conunend 
you all on your no-holds-barred approach 
concerning the state that this great nation of 
ours is in . As a proud member of the armed 
forces , I extend my most heartfe lt thanks to 
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all of you great people who make this mag
azine possible. 

Edward Y. Braun III 
via E-mai l 

ON A RUSSIAN LEGEND 

The December '96 issue's article on the 
new Russian Dragunov SYDS sniper rifle 
["Dragunov - The Man Behind The 
Legend" by Valery N. Shilin] was just 
superb and it's about time that credit was 
given where it's due here. 

I don't think there is any question any
more that the talent of Soviet and now 
Russian armament designers is superb and 
their execution from blueprints to prototype 
to mass production has been exceptional. ... 
The Russian "design bureau" system has also 
worked very efficientl y for fi ghters and heli
copters .. .. 

The SYDS is undoubted ly a more cost
efficient design than ow· M2 l or new M24 
bolt-action designs ... . If the SVDS were 
produced in ca li ber 7.62x5lmm NATO it 
would be a worldwide bestseller, but the 
Russians (to their credit) have been working 
hard to keep the I 00-year-old 7 .62x54R 
round as modern as possible .... The SVD 
system and now the SVDS prove the con
cept of making a precision, sharpshooter 
rifle to an affordable specification and not 
shooting for d1e pie-in-the-sky standard .... 

Brian P. Dumas 
Easton, Conn. 

MILITARY DISCIPLINE BREAKING 
DOWN? 

Again we see in d1e news stories how 
our once-great mi]jtary has succumbed to 
fem inization .... 

The NCO 's caught havi ng sex wi th 
[lower-ranking] female service members 
are only several examples of the breakdown 
in discipline due to intermingling of male 
and female troops and represents on ly the 
tip of the iceberg. 

Whil e on active duty I would hear all 
kinds of stories of sexual encounters with 
superiors and subordinates. The one thing 
[special-interest advocates] would love is a 
world where sexual tensions don't develop 
whi le opposite (or would-be opposite) 
sexes are in close quarters. Like most so
called reformers, fac ing the rea lity of 
human nature is contrary to their view of 
the world. 

The profess ional bureaucrats, most 
fi eld-grade and general officers, will say 
thi s is a minor problem easily fixed. But the 
reality is different. ... 

Capt. Alexander Shockey (USAF, Ret.) 
Tucson, Ariz. 

The more concise and.focused the lette1; 
the better its chances are of appearing in 
FLAK. Letters can be mailed or faxed to 
SOF, or sent via E-mail to editor@sof
mag.com. SOF'.s popular web site is at 
ht!p:llwww.sofmag.com. ~ 
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UNITED STATES CANADA 
Army's rapid troop movements and prepositioned war stocks, on 
land and afloat for U.S. response in Persian Gulf conflict, challenge 
Marine Corps' ro le as "America's 911 force," USMC brass acknowl
edges. • Science-fiction cataclysm now Air Force and Army threat 
scenario: Planetary defense system against incoming comet or large 
meteoroid - impact highly unlikely but potentially disastrous -
would use emerging technologies, advanced weapons, long-range 
radar and satellite sensors, think tanks say.• U.S. military's plans for 
counterterrorism and response to nuclear, biological or chemical 
weapons rely too heavily on passive defense (including detectors and 
troops' protective suits) , major Pentagon assessment says. Greater 
emphasis needed on "active defense" (next-generation anti-missiles) 
and prep for "surgical " counterforce strikes aided fully by U.S. intel 

To inspire other nations to support a 
global ban on antipersonnel mines, 
military vows to destroy 2/3 of its 
90,000-unit stockpile. 

and strategic-recon assets. 

IS RAEL 
Washington promises to share some NORAD 
satellite early-warning data with intel service in Tel 
Aviv, via secure downlinks in Europe. • Syrian 
saber-rattling , including large troop redeploy
ments in Lebanon and near Mount Hermon (fall 
'96), indicate prep for possible war over Golan 
Heights (captured by Israel in '67), military ana
lysts warn . • Only 16% of Israeli men - a third 
of what is expected - actually per1orm mandato
ry duty in military reserves, the famed "backbone" 
of national defense. 

COLOMBIA 
Army investigates the overrunning of remote base 
by guerrillas (who took 50 prisoners) , finds that 
only 25 of the soldiers' 200 rifles were in work
ing order. • Army and police clashes with FARC 
and ELN guerrillas occur almost daily. Lack of 
funding prevents government from calling up 
120,000 military reservists. • Eleven air-force 
officers arrested after anonymous call brings 
search of President Samper's Boeing 707, discov-
ery of nearly 7 pounds of heroin. 

Long-standing border dispute with Ecuador 
must be resolved by those two governments, 
cannot become "Western Hemisphere's Cyprus," 
leaders from U.S. , Argentina, Brazil and Chile 
agree. (After 18 months of supporting multina
tional observer mission, U.S. mil itary is with
drawing four Black Hawk helicopters and intel 
and signal assets in favor of increased South 
American involvement.) 

Commander of Luftwaffe unit 
that inherited 24 Soviet-made 
MiG-29s from East Germany 
says the "Fulcrum" - long the 
object of worried speculation by 
NATO flyers - has numerous 
technical problems and insuffi
cient power and range , and 
could not prevail in medium
range air combat. In close
range dogfight, however, MiG-
29 would be highly capable. • 
A 1,000-man special-forces 
unit, similar to British SAS, is 
forming for behind-the-li nes 
missions and international res
cue of German hostages. 
(Famed GSG-9 has domestic 
cou nterterro rism/h ostage-res
cue missions.) 

Drug traffickers have made 
Puerto Rico "an island under 
siege" and corrupted the 
governments of Antigua, 
Trinidad and Tobago, St. 
Kitts - Nevis, Aruba, Jamaica 
and the Dominican Republic, 
U.S. DEA reports. 



NORWAY 
Oslo and Washington terminate Cold War military
aid program; Norway buys $12 billion of preposi
tioned U.S. weapons, vehicles and aircraft for $1 .8 
million. • Use of car bombs and stolen military 
ordnance in 3-year turf war between Hell's Angels 
and rival biker gang brings emergency police mea
sures in Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland. 

Departing from Cold War precepts of defensive 
response, Ministry of Defense urges its govern
ment and NATO allies to think the unthinkable: pre
emptive strikes to destroy chemical- or biological
weapons facilities in renegade nations. Such talk 
startles diplomats in Foreign Ministry and echoes 
similar debate in Pentagon. 

RUSSIA 
Prime Minister Chenomyrdin rules out eventual Chechen 
independence, contradicting provision in peace deal 
made by security secretary Lebed (later fired by 
President Yeltsin). Meanwhile, Chechen rebels are not 
disarming; conscription drive is underway for young 
men; and 500 of the movement's best troops are forming 
special-purpose brigade. • Air Force is squeezed for 
money, fuel, and spare parts: Jet fighters and attack 
planes number 2,500 (of which only 900 are modern Su-
27s and MiG-29s and -33s), from Soviet era's 5,000, are 
shared among pilots who now fly less than 25 hours a 
year. • Russia continues shipping arms and materiel to 
Angola's Marxist government, interfering with peace 
accord, U.S. and UNITA officials claim. State-owned arms 
exporter, Rosvoorouzhenie, denies allegation. • Only 
10% of military officers have access to, and skill with , 
modern computers. Defense Ministry and General HQ 
have computer systems while many regional commands 
have little or noth!ng. 

(j " 

JAPAN 
Tokyo and Washington consider 
construction of a huge, floating 
airbase for relocation of U.S. 
Marine helicopters from Futemma 
base on Okinawa. • Squabble 
with South Korea over posses
sion of two rocky islets in East 
China Sea, known as Takeshima 
or Tok-to, and their new maritime 
boundaries sees complaints on 
both sides over illegal fishing and 
piracy, and stirs memories of 
WWII atrocities. Japan, however, 
rules out use of force. 

. )~ 
A ~ 
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SOUTH KOREA 
Most of planned 12% 
hike in defense spend
ing - largest in 1 O 
years - in 1997 to 
improve airborne early
warning and maritime
surveillance systems. 
North Korea's large mili
tary exercises, subma
rine infiltration of com
mandos, and tests of 
intermediate-range bal
listic missiles (a strate
gic program backed by 
Iran) indicate increased 
hostility toward South. 
• New provocation sce
nario: European-made 
unmanned aerial vehi
cles (UAVs), recently 
purchased by North, 
could be used for cross
border spying or even 
scattering of nuclear 
waste on Seoul. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
National Defense Force's support 
of police battling country-wide 
crime wave is significant drain 
on military budget (11 % in 1995) 
and sees deployment of 8,000 
troops in first half of '96 for bor
der protection, quelling of politi
cal violence in Natal (kwaZulu), 
or direct support of police pursu
ing violent criminals. 

Emergency meeting over lslamist revolu
tion in neighboring Afghanistan draws 
leaders from Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajiki
stan and Uzbekistan. All five countries 
agree to forcibly prevent spread of Taliban 
movement into Central Asian republics of 
former Soviet Union. 

AUSfRAUA IRAN 
Commander of Islamic Revo
lutionary Guards Corps con
demns U.S. military buildup 
in Persian Gulf, vows "mas
sive war" in the region if Iran 
is provoked. Tensions are 
especially high from U.S. 
efforts to choke Iran's econo
my in retaliation for Tehran's 
support of terrorism. 

In largest reorganization since WWI , army (now numbering 
26,000 active-duty and 29,000 reservists) to abandon division 
and brigade structure to form integrated, self-contained com
bat task forces; eventually reassign 1,000 soldiers to combat 
units from admin jobs; and convert conventional battalion of 
Royal Australian Regiment to counterterrorism, freeing SAS 
Regiment for strategic recon and other SpecOps tasks. 



BULLETIN BOARD 

UN ACCUSES MERCS 

In a report issued last November, UN Special Rapporteur 
Enrique Bernales Ballesteros accused Angola and Sierra Leone of 
hiring mercenaries to provide security, in return fo r a stake in these 
countries' considerable mineral wealth. The UN gadfl y who 
"investigates" world-wide mercenary activity, Ballesteros said, (in 
perfect UN bureau-speak) " to suggest that some mercenary activi
ties are illegal and others legal is to make a dangerous distinction 
which could affect international re lations of peace and respect 
between states." In the case of Angola and Sierra Leone, 
Ballesteros was referring to their contracting with South-African 
based Executive Outcomes (for information on EO, refer to stories 
in SOF; May '95, Dec. '95, Jan. '96, Aug. '96 and Nov. '96). 

Dangerous distinctions? Some might ask why it is OK for 
Kuwait, India, France, Spain, Bosnia, Croatia, the United States et 
al. to enlist fo re ign nationals, fo r Saudi Arabia to hire foreign tal
ent, for South American countries to hire Israeli advisers, etc. - or 
for myriad other countries to hire fore ign technicians to keep their 
toilets flushing, their commo and transport nets working, their hos
pitals staffed and their militaries functioning. If it's the barter 
aspect of such arrangements he'd better not look at how business is 
done in the NJS, where nobody has cash. Since no country can 
function without an infrastructure, why is it so offensive to UN 
bureaucrats that some developing countries must contract with 
commercial firms for construction, commo, lrnnsport, medical 
facilities - even security? 

Perhaps it just that the mega-government psyche of bureaucrats 
simply can't stand it when a commercial concern does something 
better, more efficiently and competently than can a government -
which they can in almost every case. 

Gls TO GET ANTHRAX VACCINATIONS 

ln what writer Robert Chandler characterized as a "salutary 
demonstration of outside-the-box thinking in the Pentagon," 
defense officials have concluded that Gis need to be vaccinated 
against anthrax. Investigators have concluded that during the Gulf 
War, Iraq had thousands of liters of anthrax, plus aflatoxin (a fun
gal-derived cancer-causing agent) and perfringens (which cause 
gas gangrene). And botulinum - the most poisonous substance 
known to man. Botulinum is roughly three million times more 
lethal than the sarin nerve agent ... and Saddam had enough of it on 
hand to kill 15 billion people. Nice guy. 

Anthrax is more persistent and can cover a larger area than, for 
instance, botulinum, making it an ideal agent against unprotected 
troops massed at afrfields, ports and staging areas - or as a terror 
weapon against civilians in an urban setting. Anthrax deaths can be 
equivalent to those expected in a nuclear attack. Writing in Defense 
News, Chandler concluded that most any Third-World madman 
could amass a substantia l arsenal of such "poor man's nukes" for 
less than $ 10 million. 

S ince American military strategy is based on the Gulf War 
where a reprobate nation causes trouble and the Un ited States 
reacts by deploying tens of thousands of troops to the region, 
Chandler notes American troops would be vulnerable to the 
enemy's biological threat as soon as they entered the theater. 
Better, Chandler concludes, to make use of stand-off weapons or 
use men and machines who strike from outside the region of 
confl ict. 

And vaccinate in advance. 
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In days of yore, spray aild pray meant mowing down attacking 
infantry with canister rounds from muzzle-loading cannon; 
then, mountain men and Indians carried tomahawk, knife and 
black-powder arms for the hunt and defense. It was a lustier, 
simpler time. If you're looking for an action family weekend on 
4-6 July, don't miss the annual "Calamus Valley Rendezvous 
and Historical Festival." Area men and women - dedicated 
students of Americana - re-enact camp life from the 
Revolutionary War, French and Indian War, Lewis and Clark 
expedition, Rocky Mountain fur trade, Native American plains 
tribes, even the War Between the States. Handmade clothing, 
tents and teepees, tools, plus weapons and handicraft skills 
are exhibited ; questions from spectators welcomed. (Dry 
goods, trinkets, and tools are sold.) This rendezvous provides 
a first-rate, all-American event. Adult admission is less than 
$1 0 a day. For more information, contact Homestead Knolls 
Sports Center, on the Calamus Reservoir near Burwell, Neb.; 
phone: 308-346-5695. - Marty Kufus 

THE OLD 11SJRESS" DODGE 

A presidential panel reported in mid-November that "stress" is 
the most likely source of a host of ai lments afflicting Gulf War vet
erans. The panel wants the Pentagon to continue examining the 
possibility that soldiers were exposed to chemical weapons - of 
course - but it heard testimony from the CIA that an "intensive 
probe" has ruled out all but one incident as a likely cause of expo
sure to chemical or biological agents during and after the l 99 l con
flict. The committee 's report stated that "Significant evidence sup
ports the likelihood of a physiological stress-related origin of many 
of these ailments," concluding that "no single causative agent can 
be identified" fo r the variety of symptoms collectively known as 
"Gulf War Syndrome." 

In a re lated matter, two studies done by researchers from the 
Department of Veterans Affairs and by the Navy, published in The 
New England Journal of Medicine state that Gis who served in the 
Gulf War were slightly more likely to die io their first two years 
home (from inj ury, not from illness), but they were not hospitalized 
more frequently than Gis who did not go to the Gu.If. 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID .-C~.· 
Specifically designed to pick -
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Simplified." 
Lockaid $69.95 

PIX MODEL 13 lll 
This deluxe yet compact kit 
features 11 of the most commonly 
used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 

special bonus, a 5-plece set of warded 

PXP 10 
• Shirt Pocket Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 

for discreet undercover operatives. As a ~ 

picks Is Included. A 16-piece set total. 
Also included, a copy of "Lockplcklng 

• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wrenchs and Broken Kay 
Extractor. 

Simplified." Receive all this at a low price of • All Picks w~h Metal Handles. 

Pix 13 $42.95 • Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 

~ 
Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 

Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 Combination Locks $8.00 
Tubular Locks $8.95 00 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11.95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 • Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER ff) ES~13 · · · · ·· ~ This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesames padlock wi thou t 
dq.maging the lock. Detai led instruction included. 

This handy new pick set is the most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This kit consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-plece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockplcklng Simplified." 17-plece set total. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

$17.95 

The most elleclive tubular pick on the marl<et, unike the larger picks with long 
handles or screwdriver handles. The longer the tool, the more pressure needed 
which causes easy braakage. The advan1age of the Mini Pick is tt is so short. $79.95 
)Qi only use )QJr thumb and index finger. Wrth a little practice this tool will open a tubular lock in less than a minute. 
A. 'lllur Choice: (1) Center (2) Offset left (3) Offset right; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C 5-pin Tubular; D. 6-pin Tubular; E. s.Pin Pee. 

• 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular double
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
. . The most fantastic tool you will 

Electric Picks ever use. This set consists of two 
base keys and pick. Complete in-

••----structions included. 

The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks• Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

E100C (3 volt). 

Catalog $3.00. 
Free with order. 
Sorry, no credit card orders. 
Allow three weeks delivery 

on Personal Check Orders. 
Money orders ship same day 

received. 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Made! 
As convenient to carry 
and use as a pocket knifel 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, weighs under five 
ounces, works fast and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, with very little effort. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension wrench. $34.95 

WKSPICKS ~ 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel, thi s 5-p iece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock-
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1-MD-1 6 DELUXE SET .... .... .. $59.95 
1-SCHALGE WAF ER SE.T .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .......... $29.95 
1-SESAMEE DECODER ...... .. ....... . $17.95 
1-WKS PICKS ......... .... .. ....... ............... $ 9.95 

1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS .. ... ... ... ~ 
A VALUE OF $147.75 

AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches,· . 
Broken Key 

Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, 
has 60 picks, Tension Wrenches, Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys. $109.95 

The law requires all 
purchases be 
made in good faith, 
without make 
believe or fraud by 
genuine persons 
witllin this industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handling 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF2, Dexter, OR 97431; (541)726-6360 
Web Address: www.gun-room.com 

Must be 18 years 
of age 
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BURMESE FILE SUIT, CALL FOR BOYCOTT 
The democratically elected Burmese government-in-exile has 

filed a lawsuit in federal court against UNOCAL, charging the 
multinational oil company with wide-scale human-rights violations 
in its joint venture with the ruling SLORC military regime in 
Burma/Myanmar. The suit seeks a court order halting UNOCAL's 
role in the joint venture with Total Oil and the SLORC regime, 
worth an estimated $ 1.2 trillion, alleging that UNOCAL, Total and 
SLORC have caused the forced labor of tens of thousands of vil
lagers, the systematic destruction of villages and other human
rights atrocities in the region of an undersea pipeline being con
structed to facilitate natural gas production. The State Law And 
Order Restoration Council, which seized power in 1988, is 
acknowledged to be one of the most brutal regimes in the world. 

AMERICAN AIR MUSEUM IN BRITAIN 
One of the more worthwhile projects contemporary with the 

50th anniversary of World War II is the construction of the 
American Air Museum at Duxford, 50 miles north of London and 
eight miles south of Cambridge, England. Duxford Airfield was a 
USAAF during World War II, home to the 78th Fighter Group of 
the 8th Air Force. Today Duxfield is Europe's leading aviation 
museum. The American Air Museum will highlight the role of U.S. 
air power in World Wars I & II, Korea, Vietnam, Desert Storm, as 
well as in NATO and during the Cold War. This worthwhile project 
has received the endorsements of American military notables from 
Gen. Colin Powell and Brig. Gen. Jimmy Stewart to George Bush 
and Ronald Reagan. Charlton Heston, who was with a B-25 crew 
in the Aleutians during WWII, serves as co-chairman of the 
American Air Museum in Britain Campaign, and he has been 
joined by more than 60,000 American founding members. 

The museum will feature a 295-foot expanse of glass and a great 
domed concrete roof, with raised walkways from which visitors 

can view the collection of histo1ic craft. Ground was broken in the 
fall of 1995, and it is scheduled to open in mid-1997, displaying 
American planes from a WWI French-built Spad, to a BUF and U-
2 spyplane. More drnn 400,000 visitors tour Duxford every year. 

The building project is coming along on schedule, but they ' re 
still a couple million short of the $17 million the museum wi!J cost. 
You can help, by joining the 60,000 American founding members, 
or by having your organization participate. Contact The American 
Air Museum in Britain, Dept. SOF, 655 15th Street NW, Suite 475 , 
Washington, DC 20005; or phone: 800-233-4226. 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, INC., THE 1V SERIES 
"The producers of SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, INC. are in die 

process of writing the first 13 one-hour episodes into which die 2-
hour movie will be incorporated. Casting is in progress and wi ll be 
announced soon. Shooting begins in March." 

MICROBOTS m THE RESCUE 
Isaac Asimov would be proud: official DoD funding for robot

ics in 1997 is some $39.74 million, and industry is probably spend
ing more than that on its own. But that's not news. The news is, the 
military may be about to get some return on its investment. Current 
researchers are closing in on workable insect-size robots that will 
be able to perform recon missions without detection, detect and 
analyze chemwar agents and transmit information - and according 
to a recent article in Defense News even engage in proactive mis
sions such as destroying computers by eating silicon chips, or seek
ing out and detonating mines. Advances in micromachining tech
niques are enabling scientists to design robots the size of large 
insects, and they look forward soon to creating mission-specific 
robots the size of dust mites. 

Other robots could infiltrate, survey and map closed installa
tions, destroy materiel or even kill people by swarming on them 

SHIPPED FREE ANYWHERE IN CONTINENTAL USA 
(ALASKA • HAWAII • FOREIGN ADD $5.00 SHPG) 
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All metal badge made in the USA. Gold lettering over 
blue banner panels. Gold plated law enforcement size. 

($10.00 Dynahyde l.D./Badge case) $5.00 with badge order. 
Send check or money order (no charges at this price) 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

SHIP TO: (print clearly) 
NAME ___________________________ _ 

ADDRESS--------~~~~---------- APT# __ 
(No P.O. Box) 

CITY ______________ STATE ____ ZIP _____ _ 

SEND: --- BADGE(S)@ $25.00 TOTAL$----------

SEND: ___ DYNAHYDE CASE(S)@ $5.00 TOTAL$ _________ _ 

ENCLOSED IS PAYMENT IN FULL$ ______ Alaska/Hawaii/Foreign + $5.00 shpg 

MAIL TO: MfiXSELL CORPORfiTIOtl 
4038 POWERLINE ROAD • DEPT. SOF • FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309 

*also available 
0 SECURITY ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 
0 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 
0 LOSS PREVENTION OFFICER 
http://www.gate.net/-zofo/badges.htm 
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New, Eye-Opening, Documented 
FREE REPORT Proves ... 

Now, You Can Destroy Any Attacker Using 
Never-Before-Seen ''Killing'' Techniques 

Creator of Official U.S. Navy SEAL Combat System· Releases Brutal New 
Glln. & Knife Sections Of His Instructor Qualification Fighting Series 

Can you disarm a man holding a knife to 
your throat? What if a car-jacker sticks a 
gun through your window - and your 

wife, girlfriend, or child is sitting beside you? 
In an often brutal yet professionally direct ap

proach, Jerry Peterson's new video series shows 
you how to destroy these attackers, while taking 
you to the ~ level of fighting. 

The culmination of a 2-year transformation 
from actual SCARS military archive techniques, 
his Instructor QualiOcatlon Serles offers you the 
opportunity to learn what until now was taught to 
military Special Operations forces (SEALS, Rang
ers, Green Berets, etc.). 

It's been called "the most brutally effective 
fighting m1ll.m ever seen." 

Before explaining more about this system, 
here's how Jerry Peterson, the creator of this sys
tem, became the first - and only -- civilian ever 
to standardize, license and teach a hand-to-weapon 
fighting system to the United States military. 

In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command 
(NSWC), the group which controls all SEAL ac
tivity, was looking for ways to standardize hand
to-weapon combat techniques. After an exhaus
tive review, they had rejected every single mar
tial art form In the world. 

They found each completely unworkable in 
combat-oriented fighting situations where SEALS 
were in full gear, carrying 100# packs, and often 
knee-deep in water. 

Amazing Sclentlftc System 
Then a SEAL NSWC officer (with black belts 

in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson's scientific 
fighting system. What he stumbled on wasn't mar
tial arts. In fact it was unlike anything he'd ever 
seen before. 

The SEAL officer watched in disbelief as a 
class of inexperienced students threw real punches 
for virtually I full hour, never repeating the same 
sequences. In one session he witnessed more fight
ing than most martial arts students see in a year. 

Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer 
demonstrating moves he'd learned. But intrigue 
turned to doubt when they learned the originator 
was an ex-Army enlisted man. 

Still they met with Jerry, as much out of admi
ration for his Vietnam record as anything (he spent 
15 months as lead point for Charlie Company, the 
173rd Airborne -one of the most decorated units 
of the war). As Vietnam vets, the SEAL officers 
figured Jerry at least would understand their needs. 

Easlly Defeats Decorated SEAL 
But they were totally unprepared for what hap

pened. To prove his system, Jerry Peterson and a 
highly-decorated SEAL Officer (and at 240, 100 
pounds heavier than Jerry) went toe-to-toe - but 
at half speed. To the Officer's amazement he was 
Instantly disabled and dropped to his knees. 

Only then did he realize - had he not been 
talked out of going full speed by others who knew 
the awesome power of Jerry Peterson's system, 
his false confidence in his martial arts training and 
in his sheer size advantage would have left him 
with an arm broken as easily as a match stick! 

In 5 short minutes these SEAL officers - men 
who had seen everything in the way of brutal fight-
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ing, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to 
develop the SEALS into the world's best - were 
blown away by Jerry Peterson's Autokinematicn• 
fighting system. 

Officially Required SEAL Training 
Following a pilot program at Command head

quarters all SEALS began receiving this training. 
Still, hardheaded, cocky, non-believing SEALS, 
many with extensive martial arts backgrounds, con
stantly tested Jerry: 
0 SEALS are the most proficient combat swim
mers in the world. Yet 40-year-old Jerry (who 
wasn't a particularly good swimmer) "drowned" 
SEAL after SEAL in training. His scientific prin
ciples apply on any terrain. 
0 SEALS are trained to run 20 miles in soft sand. 
But Jerry (who really wasn't in great shape) had 
them gasping just 5 minutes into his first work
outs while he participated effortlessly. He used 
breathing techniques others had never seen (tech
niques he can teach you in minutes). 
0 In Europe Jerry challenged a deployed SEAL pla
toon to pin him against a wall.All thought it a joke. 
Yet he escaped - from the grasp of 14 of the most 
proficient fighting men in the world (then showed it 
was no trick - simply physics, and easily learned). 

Today SEALS use all these scientific techniques 
and many more. Since 1989, Navy SEALS go 
through a minimum of 40 and up to 600 rigorous 
hours of Jerry Peterson's training prior to deploy
ment (often in intense, 24-hour a day sessions). 

Top Government Officials Amazed 
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admi

rals, a 4-Star General, and Congressional leaders 
- as well as the Secretary of the Navy and the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense! 

Jerry was even called in prior to Desert Storm 
to brief the military on using Neural Offensive 
Linguistics'" (a cornerstone of his system, it de
fines a mind set which eliminates all defensive 
thinking, allowing anyone, even you, to make in
stantaneously correct decisions in the midst of any 
hostile environment). 

Devastating Power Gives You 
An Unfair Advantage 

In his HCS video course Jerry Peterson intro
duced you to his revolutionary system. 

Now, with the publication of Jerry Peurson 's 
SCAR-HCS Hand-To-Weapon fighting system, 
Jerry leads you into the never-before-seen world 
of brutal, no-holds-barred gun, knife and club fight
ing - material you've never seen (unless you were 
in elite Special Operation forces). 

You'll learn the same hand-to-weapon tech
niques, the same mental approaches, the same 'kill' 
sets Jerry developed for over 200 SEAL SCARS 
instructors. (These SCARS instructors now teach 
this system to i!ll branches of the military Spec Op 
forces - Anny, Navy and Air Force). 

You'll know how to defeat, seriously disable 
and, when necessary, kill anyone threatening your 
life or the life of a loved one or friend! 

Guaranteed To Work In Your Most 
Nightmarish Hostile Situation 

Everything in his system was proven in the most 
intense war lab of the past 30 years - Vietnam! 

But this isn't a 
course to impress 
friends at your Karate 
studio. The Instructor 
Qualification Series is 
Jerry Peterson's £2Dl:. 
12.lfil professional 
fighting system. 

And professional 
fighting has but one 
objective: to defeat an 
attacker incredibly 
fast. In 29 years 
Jerry's longest fight 
lasted but 5 seconds! 

Official SEAL SCARS-CFC 
Creator Jerry Peter.son 

This system is only for those who need a pow
erful yet amazingly ~system (simple because 
it's based on quickly-mastered scientific principles 
not a difficult art form) to protect them in life
threatening situations. 

No Navy SEAL has ~ lost in hand-to-band 
combat when correctly applying Jerry's system! 
And they never will (nor will you) because ... his 
system is undefeatable! 

This Totally Integrated System Enables 
You To Destroy Any Attacker -

With Absolutely No Fear Or Hesitation! 
Cheap imitators advertise fighter after fighter 

after fighter - a hodgepodge of unrelated, nonsci
entific moves. Now they even~ hoping to con you 
into believing SEALS would lose to these guys. But 
they know. No one beats a Peterson-trained SEAL. 

These 'wanna-bes' teach one move if an attacker 
swings a fist at you, another if he's got a knife. 

But Jerry Peterson's scientific system teaches 
you why you MUST use the exact same techniques 
-with a weapon or without! What everyone else 
teaches is wrong. Just ask the SEALS! 

The imitators claim they've trained Navy 
SEALS. But Jerry Peterson is the a ~ of 
the .Qffillil hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon com
bat fighting system used by the SEALS today. 

He's the only civilian with a Naval Special 
Warfare course number (SCARS-CFC# K-431-
0096) plus a new $2.5 million military facility 
predicated solely on his SCARS training. 

The Navy SEAL 'wanna-be' trainers? They've 
got nothing - no official status, no course number. 

Free Special Report Reveals 
GUN And KNIFE Fighting Secrets 

Jerry Peterson's system is brutal. It has to be. 
Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn. It requires NO 
athletic ability, NO speed, NO conditioning. 

And because his videos offer an unprecedented 
3 camera angles (including a new overhead shot), 
you can learn this scientific system in just days; 
specific techniques often in just minutes. 

Jerry has created a Free special report reveal
ing the amazing details about his scientific weap
ons fighting system - the system which has made 
the Navy SEALS an undefeatable fighting force. 

It's easy to get your free copy. Just call 

1-800-600-1420 
24-hours for a Free recorded message to get your 
Free report, International, call 602-921-8533. 

o Copyrighl 1Qi6 Cho11on & Co, Ille 
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SHOTGUN NEWS SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIPTION NECESSARY 

MONTHLY PRIZES-Eleven 
monthly drawings with First and 

Second Place Winners of rifles, 
shotguns, handguns or accessory kits. 

TO ENTER - Simply subscribe or 
renew your subscription to Shotgun 
News. To enter without subscription 
or purchase, see Rule 2 below. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS - Call us at: 

ShC$Jtr:1un 
news 

P.O. Box 669 • Hastings, NE 68902-0069 

1-800-345-6923 
~== 

1. TO ENTER: Each time you l:leg!n or ren.ew a subscription lo Shotgun News during the monlhs or March, April. May, June, Juty, August, September, October, November or December 1996 or January 1997, you will be au1omarically entered into a drawing forthal monlh's 
prize (a~d s~bsequent monthly pnze drawmgs) and 1or lhc Grand Prize/Trip Prize drawing to be conducted at t11e close of the program. (Note: If you begin or renew a subscription to Shotgun News between 211197 and 214/97 inclusive, you will be eligible lor the Grand 
Prire/TnpPr1zeonly.) 

2. TO ENTER WITHOUT PURCHASE OR SUBSCRIPTION: On an Official En!ry Form only. available by mail as Indicated in Rule 2A. hand p1int your name. address. (including zip code). daylime and evening telephone numbers. Residents of lhc State ol Washing1on only, need 
nolalliltpostage toretumenvelopes 

2A. For each OtriciaJ Entry Form you wish to be sent by mail. send a separate, sell·addressed, stamped 110 envelope to; SHOTGUN NEWS ENTRY FORM REQUEST. P.O. Box 5081 , Blair. NE 68009. Requests mus! be received by 2/11197. Limil one request per envelope. 
Completed entry forms musl be received at the add1css I isled on !he entry lorm by the lasl day of each month indicated in Ruic 1 to be e1Jg1b!e lor that montti's prize drawing (and subsequent monthly prize drawings) and.for by 3111197 to be eligible for 1he Grand Prize/Trip 
Prize drawings. 

3. RANDOM DRAWING: Monthly winners will be selected in a random drawing on or about the 201h day of the monlh 1ollowing the mon!h ol drawing e!igibili!y from among au eligible entries received by D.L. Blair. Inc .. an independenl judging organization whose decisions are 
final on all mailers related to 1his program. Grand Prize and Trip Prize winners will be selected in a random drawing conducled on or about 3112197 from among all eligilJ!e ent1ies 1eceived lhroughout !he duration of this prog1am. Winners will De no!ified by mail. Odds ol 
winning will depend upon the lotal nurnDer of all eligible entries received in a given month for monthly p1izes and/or ove1 Ille course of the en1ire promotion for the Grand Prize and Trip Prize. 

4. PRIZE & APPROXIMATE RETAIL VALUE: (I) Grand Prize cousisting ot a Shotgun News model nel'I JCi!p Wrnngler wi1h op!ional sofHop & doors. AM·FM radio and 5-speed transmission. (515,000) or S15.f}(){} C<lsh: (I) Trip Prize - A 5-day. <I-night deluxe hunting expedi
tion (White Wing & Morning Dove) in Mexico for lour, including air transporlation (from major U.S. city), lodging at lhe "Haciend.1 Cazadores'', th~ee meals per day, guide and transportation to hunting areas. (Shells, licenses. gun permilS, guns. etc. not included) (S6J)00) OR a 
5-day, 4-night Mexican vacation lor lour in a restored 300-year-o!d Hacienda, includes air transportation (from major U.S. city), two meals per day, Resta, sightseeing and Je<?Jl lours (S6.000). Monthly Prizes: March: (1) lsl Prize - lshapore Enfield 2 A Rifle plus a Webly & 
Scott Brass Flare Pistol (S279.90); (1) 2nd Prize- a Shooter's Vise Ullimate Pack ($127.98): April: (1) 1st Prize-a Browning Hunter Gold, 12 gauge self-loading sholgun ($700); (1) 2nd Prize - a Shoo1er's Vise Ultimate Pack (5127.98): May: (1) ts! Prize- Schofield 
Revolver ($795): (1) 2nd Prize- a Shooters Vise Ul1unate Pack {$127.98); June: (1) 1st Prize - Model .308 Guardia Civil SJlilnish Mauser. Caliber .308 Win. complete with sling and muzzle cover in Special Selecl Condition. plus a Model 98129 Persian Mauser Caliber 7.92 
mm (8 mm Mauser) complete with bayonet & leather sling in Special Select Condition 1 A· 1 Spring1ield .45 Cali1Je1 !,$459): (1) 2nd Prize - a Shooter's Vise Ultimate Pack 
(S127.98). August: (1) 1st Prize - lshapore Enfield 2A Rifle plus a Model 98K Mauser WWII carbine Caliber 7.92 (8 mm Mauser) with Winter Trigge 5399.90): (1) 2nd P1ize - a Shootei's V'ise Ul1imare Pack (5127.98); September: (1) Isl 
Prize - a Browning Hunter Gold.12 gauge se!Hoading shotgun (5700): (1) 2nd P1ize -a Shooter's Vise Ul!imale Pack ($127.98): October: (I) 1s1 CaliDer ($459): (1) 2nd Prize -a Shoo!er's Vise Ultima!e Pack (5127.98): November: (1) 
1st Prize - a Bro1•ming Hunter Gold. 12 gauge sell-loading shotgun (5700): fl ) 2nd Prize - a Shoo1er's Vise Ultimate Pack (5127.98); December: (1 · · r. 
bone handles. framed under glass ($450): ( 1) 2nd Prize - a Shooter's Vise U11imate Pack {S 127.98). January 1997: (I ) Isl Prize - a Classic Bullalo 
Inc (5875): (1) 2nd Prize - Cooch Gun. side-by-side. 12 gauge Stoeger IGA ($400). 

5. GENERAL RULES: Open 011ly to U.S. residents who. as of February 28. 1996, are 21 yea1s or older. Employees of Snell Publishing Co., Inc .. Shotgun News. 1hcir alfllia1es. subsidiaries. advertising and promotion agencies and the immediate family rnemtJers and/or those 
living in the same household of each are not eligible. Void where prohibited by law. Winner may make no subslilu1ion or lransler ol prize. Atl ledcral. slate and local taxes. insurance, licensing, 1egislration and ti!lc Ices are lhc sole 1esponsibility of the winner. All fetlcral, stale 
and local laws and regula!ions apoly. Polential winners must execu1e any required Affidavit of Eligibil1ty/Release ol liabilily/Prize Acceptance Form within 15 days of attempted notification. Noncompliance within this time pe1iod may result in disquafllication and an allemate may 
be selected. Return of any prize notification as undeliverable will result in disqualilica!ion and an alternate will be selected. Sponsor reserves the right lo substitu1e prize ot equal for greater value. Limi1 one prize per household (with exceplion ol Grand Prize and Trip Prize). 
Acceptance ol prize conslitutes permission to the sponsor and its agencies 10 use wrnner's name and/or likeness lor pu1poses of advertising and trade l'lithout lurlher compensation. unless prohibited by law: (Note: U hunt expedition is selected by Trip Prize winner. hunt trip 
must be taken during NovemlJer 1997. If vacation is selected by trip prize winner it must _be taken 111 NovemlJer 1997 or betl'ICi!rl January 2. 1998 and Ma~ch 31. 1998. Trip P1ize must be taken on dates s~cllied by sponsor. Travel blackout dates will apply.) AU traveling com· 
panion_s must ~ 21 years ol age or older and will be required 10 execute a release ol liab1lity pno1 to departure: No mechanfCill~ reproduced entries pernutted. All firearms will tie lranslened to !he res11Cchve winners through federally licensed firearms dealers. All winners must 
be eligible tor lueaim's possession under all federal and respective stale laws. In the event the sponsor Is protubite~ lrom awardmg pnze to winner, as a matter of federaVst_a1eJ1ocal law or !or any reas~n whatsoev~r (e.~. fe_lony_convictioo. licensing requirements, etc.) prize wi!I 
De awarded to an alternate winner. Nol responsible for losl, la1e, postage due. illegible, damaged or misdirected marVenlries or entries not tor warded 10 prize headQuarters 111 time for the random drawings. By part1cipa1111g m this promolion. en1rants agree to be bound by the 
Officia!Rulesand thedecisionsoflhejudges. 

6. For the names o! lhe wmners. available alter May 31 . 1997. send a separate, stamped. sell-addressed (110) envelope to: Shotgun News Winners, P.O. Box 5082, Blair. NE 68009. 
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and choking their breathing passages or injecting 
them with venom. An example of an evolving micro
bot being developed for surveill ance purposes in the 
"Mini turized Auto nomous Robotic Vehic le" 
(MARV). Designed for signals intelligence, MARV 
operates by identifyi ng a target communications 
medium and its source. Currently MARV is about 
5mm in diameter, but it is expected to be only l /8th 
that size within two years. 

Current research, upon which the practica]jty of 
such devices pivots, is directed toward methods to 
supply such robots with energy. 

Various agencies are interested in microbots, for 
diverging purposes. The CIA is examining the tiny 
robots for surveillance use. The Air Force is investi
gating their possible use to clog aircraft engines, eat 
the si]jcon guts from computer systems, and ki ll enemy 
troops. The Army is interested in using them for fi nd
ing and blowing up land mines, while the Navy inves
tigates crab-like robots to find mines in the surf zone 
fo r amphibious landings. 

AN EXOTIC VACATION OPTION 

The 4 1 st Annual Fuze Conference is to be held 14-16 April at the 
St. Louis Airport Marriott Hotel and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 
in St. Louis, Mo. This year's theme is "The Spectrum of Fuzing 
Technologies" and the conference wiII provide a forum for exchang
ing information throughout the fuzing community. Unclassified 
abstracts are sought on the topics of fuze setting concepts, new sig
nal processing components, none-U.S. fuze elements, smart mun i
tions, explosive trains, environmentally compliant fuze elements 
and fuse power sources. For a copy of the call for papers, contact the 
American Defense Preparedness Association, phone: 703-522-
1820; fax: 703-522- 1885, and refer to meeting #756. 

This4' 
Tanto 
Point 
Voyager® 
severed 
131.' of 
free 
hanging 
manila 
rope ... and 
withstood 
60 lbs 
of pressure 
on its lock. 
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KOREA.. 1953, 
BTHARMY, 
20TH TRANSPORTATION COMPANY 

Jean LeFrancois is searching for anyone who remembers him 
from the 8th Army, 20th Transportation Trucking Company, which 
was stationed in Korea between January and July of 1953. He par
ticularly would like to make contact with those who saved his life 
after he sustained head injuries during an artillery attack. Please 
contact him, collect; phone: 603-588-2841, or by mail at 106 Pine 
Meadows, Bennington, NH 03442. ~ 

This 6' 
Vaquero™ 
Grande 
severed 
3' of 
free 
hanging 
manila 
rope ... 
and 
withstood 
125 lbs 
of pressure 
on its lock. 

~ .; 1!1[ 

"' 
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and boast of 
PERFORMANCE yet 

show nothing! 

Where's the Proof? 

Our Voyager® Series and 
the Vaquero™ Grande are 
the strongest, sharpest, 

lightweight folders on 
the market , and we 
challenge ANY knife 
maker or factory to 

prove ot herwise! 

Anybody want to rumble? 

Call Today for a FREE 
Full Color Catalog 

Call Toll Free: 
1•800•255•4716 

~ .... ~~· , ---"'L~~ 
.-....=>:.' 2128-0 Knoll Drive, Ventura, CA 93003 

The tests shown in this ad are dangerous and should not be duplicated. All tests are doctmented on video~ 
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FULL AUTO 

The Dog of War 

I n 1934 Charles J. Manville introduced a unique rotary-cham
ber, shotgun-type weapon designed to fire 12-gauge tear-gas 
shells for law-enforcement applications. The first-generation 

version was a 24-shot, spring-driven, cam-and-lever-operated 
semiautomatic weapon meant to be fired from the hip as it had no 
buttstock. Two years later Manville developed a 25mm version 
with an 18-shot skeletonized cylinder. The unloaded weight was 
15.25 pounds. Blast-dispersion projectile ammunition was also 
developed to replace muzzle-blast ammunition, which had a short 
range and often affected the operator as well as the intended target. 
A 37mm Manville gun was introduced in 1939. Deployed from an 
odd quadrapod mount, it weighed more than a 60mm mortar, yet 
fired a high-explosive round of less than half the effectiveness. No 
orders materialized. In 1943, Manville had all drawings, remaining 

Effectively bridging the gap between hand grenades and mor
tars, the South African MGL Mark I continues to reign supreme 
among shoulder-mounted 40x46mmSR grenade launchers. 

weapons, parts and the fixtures and dies for his tear gas guns 
destroyed for reasons known only to him. In 1946, the Lake Erie 
Chemical Co. acquired all of Manville's assets. They produced 
only his 5-shot, 12-gauge tear-gas revolving pistol. 

Manville's unconventional rotary-chamber gun would have 
remained no more than a footnote in the history of small arms were 
it not for Hollywood. In the 1981 movie version of Frederick 
Forsyth's novel, The Dogs Of War, one of Manville's 25mm guns 
was featured as a supposed high-explosive grenade launcher. 
Although a hoax, it generated some visually exciting scenes. 

By coincidence, a 40mm Multiple Grenade Launcher (MGL) 
was demonstrated as a concept to the South African Defense Force 
(SADF) also in 1981. It was adopted one year later. The MGL, a 
six-shot, revolver-type weapon, fires high-low propulsion 
40x46mmSR (Semi-Rimmed) grenades. The MGL consists of a 
light progressively-rifled (one turn in 1,200 mm - 1:47.2 inches 
- final) steel barrel with a length of 12.2 inches (310 mm), an 
Armson Occluded Eye Gunsight (OEG), a steel frame with a firing 
mechanism, a spring-actuated revolving cylinder and a folding 
buttstock. The buttstock is adjustable to accommodate the eye 
relief and firing stance of the operator. The safety catch can be 
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operated from either side. The MGL cannot be accidentally dis
charged if dropped. The weight, empty, is 11.7 pounds (5 .3 kg). 

Manufactured by MILKOR and marketed by Mechem (Dept. 
SOF, 329b Mundt Street, Waltloo, Pretoria, P.O. Box 912454, 
Silverton 0127, Republic of South Africa; phone: 27-12-803-7290; 
fax : 27-12-803-7189), the MGL is in service with the SADF, the 
Croatian armed forces and numerous other countries. 

The MOL is loaded by releasing the cylinder axis pin and swing
ing the steel frame away from the cylinder. Rotating the aluminum 
cylinder will wind it against its driving spring. After loading the 
chambers, the frame is closed and the axis pin re-engaged. Its dou
ble-action firing mechanism is not linked to the cylinder. Cylinder 
advance is controlled by a gas-operated plunger, which is activated 
when a round is fired. When the trigger is pulled, the firing pin is 

cocked and then released to fire the grenade. Gas pressure 
on a piston unlocks the cylinder and permits the spring to 
rotate it until the next chamber is aligned with the firing pin. 
If a misfire occurs, the trigger can be pulled repeatedly. 

The Armson OEG is a collimating-type sight which 
provides a single vertical red bar. It requires binocular 
vision on the part of the operator, who aims with both eyes 
open and sees the aiming bar superimposed on the target. 
The sight's elevation quadrant is graduated in 25-meter 
increments. The OEG enables the operator to increase hit 
probability at ranges up to 375 meters. This bridges the gap 
between hand grenades (maximum effective-throwing 
range of 30-40 meters) and the 60mm mortar (with a min
imum range of 300 to 400 meters). 

Although providing a higher rate of fire than the M79, M203 or 
HK69A1 single-shot 40x46mmSR grenade launchers, the MGL 
Mark I is heavier (11.7 pounds) and somewhat more bulky. 

After 12 years of production and more than a decade of users ' 
feedback from different countries all over the world, it became evi
dent that redesign of some of the MGL's component groups would 
enhance reliability and simplify maintenance. As a consequence, 
the MOL Mark I has just been introduced. All previous MOLs can 
be upgraded to the Mark I configuration. During my most recent 
trip to South Africa I was able·to examine the new MGL Mark I in 
detail and fire it extensively. 

Some of the major modifications include combining the index 
mechanism cover with the manual release cover to simplify field 
stripping; the old sleeve bearing screw (which functioned as a shaft 
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EXPLORE THi-~Wonlo oF-ADvEN-TURE & IN1R1GuE ... , 
IN YOUll l~llEE 'l'IHAJ, ISSI:E 01~ SOUHEll 01~ l~Oll'l'UNE! 

No other publication takes you into 
~· action like SOIJ)IEU OJI flOJl'l'UNE! 

In just one issue we'll take you all 
over the world ... behind the lines in 
Grozny, into the sweltering jungles of 
Sri Lanka, to the liberation campaigns 
of Zululand ... and we'll give you the 
inside story about what's really going on 
here at home! 

SOUHEll 011 HHl'l'UNE writers 
trekked the Kyber Pass into 
Afghanistan with the Mujihadeen 

and infiltrated Nicaragua with the 
Contras . We fought with the Karen 
rebels in the jungles of Burma and with 
Croatian freedom fighters in Bosnia. We've 
rescued missionaries in Mozambique 
and smuggled relief supplies to besieged 
Muslims in Sarajevo. 

WITH AFRICA'S CHILD WARRIORS: 
Children at war in Sierra Leone 

y =r "l" 

• 
.. 

WHAT IN THE WORLD'S GOING ON: 
From new nations rising out of the ashes of co lonialism to the cratered streets of Sarajevo, SOl1 takes you there. 

l .,or over 20 controversial years, 
4 SOUHEll 011 HHl'l'UNE has 

been bringing the "story-behind
the-story" to discriminating readers 
world-wide. Every one of our editors is a 
U.S. Army veteran. Publisher Robert K. 
Brown commanded a Special Forces 
A-team in Vietnam. Our managing editor 
is a West Point graduate. 

l)lus no-nonsense articles on new 
weapons and equipment, world-wide 
situation reports and great ads featuring 

hard-to-get books, videos and more! 

)

-,very month, SOIJ)IEU OJI fl(Hl'l'IJNE 
4 brings our readers this remarkable 
~blend of action and adventure, 

terrific reporting and hard-to-find news. 
But why take our word for it? Send for 
your free issue today! 

WILD GEEZERS: 
Perilous Parachuting at the top of the World 

17 ou can find us on the Web at 
www.sofmag.com! You'll find the 
latest news updates plus links to 

other international sites. 

HERE'S WHAT OUR READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT SOF: 
"You have an outstanding magazine. In fact, I have ordered 
numerous back issues for research and training purposes. Keep 
up the good work. Semper Fi!" 

Sur. B., 29, U.S . . MARINE Co.RPS lnsraucmR/PARATROOPER 

'Thank you very much for the excellent ccverage of the war in Croatia." 

BILL, 29, fuGHT ENGINEER, CANADA 

"Defining his magazine as 'The Journal of Professional 
Adventurers,' Publisher Robert Brown, a Vietnam Veteran, has 
carved out and dominated a unique editorial niche." 

tl£w YOllK TIMES, MOHDAY, DEC. 11, 1995 

"The coverage on military contractors in Angola was fascinating. 
A great news story that I couldn't find anywhere else." 

Lr. J, U.S. ARMY 

"As a newspaper man who was one of the original sub%ribers 
to Soldier of Fortune in 1975, I know how important a periodical's 
reputation for accuracy is and how hard SOF has worked to 
maintain such a solid reputation for factual reporting." 

H.J., JOURNALIST 

"Having served in the Italian Bersaglieri Corps, I read the arti
cle 'Sarajevo Olympics' with great interest. Thank you." 
A. M., tTALY 

'We would very much like to acquire a cop:y of the manual 
'Psychological Operations in Guerrilla War' which you recently printed." 

J.B., Curator, Lalin American .Collections, Stanford 

"As a Navy diver and Corpsman, I look forward to the articles 
on underwater operations, SEALs, etc." 

PETTY OFFICER C., FLORIDA 

"/just missed my first issue in 10 years. Maybe I should subscribe?!" 
MARK, 35, VIA E·MAIL FROM CANADA. 
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for the index mechanism) was replaced by a 
straight shaft; the manual release was com
pletely redesigned for easier operation; the 
cylinder shaft and the trigger mechani sm 
shaft have been undercut to provide true 
bearing surfaces; and the release plunger is 
now provided with a cover plate fo r easy 
thumb operation. Other components that 
were either redesigned or replaced were the 
friction spacer (a spring added to maintain a 
constant friction effect), firing-pin bushing, 
butt-plate pin, buttplate, hammer, index 
mechanism 's hook, spring toggle, hand-grip 
clamp and sleeve bearing. 

The unusual high-low pressure system 
employed in the 40x46mmSR grenade was 
developed at the U.S. Army 's Balli stic 
Research Laboratories (BRL) at Aberdeen 
Prov ing Ground. The launching method itself 
had been developed in Germany in World 
War II. An aluminum cartridge case with a 
brass powder-charge cup in front of the per
cuss ion primer is used to hold about five 
grains of M-9 flake-type mortar propellant 
(an enhanced, fast-burning, BuUseye-type 
powder). The propeUant/high-pressure cham
ber has six sealed holes around its circumfer
ence. When the launcher's firing pin strikes 
the primer, the resulting primer flash ignites 
the powder within the high-pressure chamber. 

The burning propellant creates a pressure 
of close to 35,000 pounds per square inch 
(psi) within the chamber, forcing the gases to 
rupture the vent holes and bleed into the larg
er (low pressure) chamber of the cartridge 

The MGL Mark I is equipped with an 
Armson OEG collimating-type sight 
which provides a single vertical red bar. 
It requires binocular vision on the part of 
the operator, who aims with both eyes 
open and sees the aiming bar superim
posed on the target 

case itself. When the gases enter the larger 
chamber, the pressure drops to no more than 
3,000 psi, which is sufficient to propel the 
grenade through the launcher's barrel and to 
the target, and yet generate a low enough 
recoil impulse to permit firing from a shoul
der-mounted weapon. The projectile 's muz
zle velocity is only 250 fps; rounds can eas i
ly be seen sailing downrange. The MGL's 
progressive rifling imparts a spin of about 
3,700 rpm on the grenade to provide the 

required stabilization for accuracy and to arm 
the impact-type fuze. 

A wide variety of 40x46mmSR muni
tions are available. The most prevalent type 
is an HEDP (High Explosive Dual Purpose) 
grenade which wovides some penetration 
on light-skinned armor in addition to its 
antipersonnel effects. Most of the High
Explos.ive rounds, including the South 
African Swartklip HE M848Al , produce a 
casualty rad ius (the area within wh ich 50% 
of exposed personnel will become casua l
ties) of at least 5 meters. Swartklip also pro
duces High Explosive Hollow Charge, Red 
Phosphorus and Baton Hard Rubber rounds. 
A large number of caliber 40x46mmSR sig
naling rounds have been developed by sev
eral producers worldwide, including smoke 
parachute, smoke canopy and ground mark
er smoke types. In addition, there are star
parachute, and also star-cluster pyrotechn ic 
illumination and signaling rounds. Other 
ri ot-control munitions include tear gas (CS), 
stun bag and "knee knocker " (five pieces of 
oak dowel) rounds. Several types of prac
tice rounds have also been fielded . 

With its wide range of available muni
tions and relatively high rate of fue, the 
MGL Mark I wi ll continue to reign supreme 
among shoulder-mounted grenade launch
ers well in to the foreseeable future. Quite 
effectively bridging the gap between hand 
grenades and mortars, the MGL Mark I pro
vides unmatched reliability in a significant
ly enhanced package. ~ 
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FROM OUR ULTRA SLICK, CO RROS I ON RES I STANT 8LACK- T CO ATE D MODEL 
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CARB ID E C UTTING SURFACE BENCHMAOE TRULY OEF'IN ES HIGH PER FORMANCE. 
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BLACK INVESTIGATION! 
Secrets of the Information Bro
kers {books I and II) originally 
sold only to licensed investiga
tors for $400 - look at our 
price ... After Al Schweitzer was 
arrested for procuring inside 
information from the FBI, IRS, 
phone companies, banks, 
creditors, and utility companies 
we got him to put his amazing 
tricks and techniques into a 
great book detailing exactly 
how he dug out forbidden information. 
You've seen Al on Nighlline, NBC, CBS Morning Show, Oprah 
{"most dangerous man in America"} featured in Playboy, etc. 
9 Ways to locate your subject's bank accounts, 7 ways to really 
develop anyone's unlisted phone number, obtain "unavailable" 
telephone records, find anyone's employer/salary, get "forbid
den· credit card reports, break post boxes, medical records, 
how to really use a credit report and more! 
Black Investigations Books t and II $119.95. 

THE STING 
DISAPPEARING INK 
Reverse engineered from a 
Russian formula by our engi
neers this "magic' ink vanishes 
completely from bank note grade pa
per several hours after it is applied. The 
higher the grade of paper the better it works 
{not for use on recycled, cheap paper or on 
cardboard). Oon't leave a paper trail on hotel reg
isters or other tracking documents. Disappearing ink 
comes in an attractive designer roller ball-type pen that 
will provide up to an entire year of fun. Sold for entertainment 
purposes only. $69.95. 

SURREPTITIOUS SUPPLIES? 
Surveillance, counter surveil
lance. audio surveillance. 
video surveillance, people 
trackers. covert entry equip
ment, night vision, cellular in
terception. untraceable phone 
calls. electronic trackers, the 
world's smallest video cameras 
and transmitters. encryption, 
scramblers. and devices to de
leat both, aerial photos of any
place. The MASTER LIST of 
information suppliers. specialized newsletters. OEM lock picks, 
thru wall listeners, reverse engineers, Spy Shops, alternate ID's, 
non-lethal weapons .. program crackers, and more. 
The Covert Catalog provides hundreds of addresses, sample 
pages. catalog prices and recommendations that will save you 
money on everything from break-in books to undetectable bugs. 
The latest and the best. Designed for Pl's, cops, security folk 
and those with a need to know .. 
The Covert Catalog, $34.95. Hell, you'd spend that much 
on postage alone .. 

MINIPICK 
We are proud to offer the brand new Mini Pick. Designed from 
the ground up as a lock pick the MiniPick offers a slick alumi
num body and proprietary pick needles designed to maximize 
the unit's effectiveness. It's slim design offers efficiency in a 
small package-the motor does not have as many RPM's as 
larger electronic picks but it's a real bargain at $129.95. 
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OUR BEST BOOK EVERl 
How To Locate And: Research Anyone - Research 
Anyone's Assets - Bug Anyone - Tap Any Phone 
- Conduct Video Surveillance - Install The Latest 
Counter Measures - Hire ex-CIA/KGB Agents 
- Real Inside Secrets ... 
Plus the latest in Night Vision, how to order satellite photo
graphs of anywhere on earth, find best book sources from CIA 
publ ications to ID changing, private detective schools, best 
newsletters, courses and associations, latest B & E tricks. "Rec
ommended' (or hated) by CIA directors and station heads, the 
world's most famous private detective, KGB officers. Lee Lapin 
does it againl The Whole Spy Catalog, 440 pages $44.95. 

HIGH LEVEL TAP FINDER 
Don't Place Your Security 
on a Cheap "Bug 
Detector" or 
"Defeater" 
You can't bend the laws 
of physics, cheap units just don't work. 
The C31 is the only device in the world that will automatically 
show the presence ol professional or law enforcement taps 
including bridges, slaves and splits. Patented $599.99. 

PRICE BREAKTHROUGHll 
The latest 3rd Generation 
Night Vision Scope lrom 
the world's largest supplier 
of night vision equipment
now at a special low price. 
The ITT Night Enforcer is 
a palm sized, 16 ounce, crystal clear, gen 3 (minimum gain 
20,000) NVD, designed specilically for law enforcement. 
The brightness and amplification of this scope will amaze 
you! Includes the optional accessory pack with carrying case. 
tripod adapter, very powerful IR laser. and a 1-6x magnify
ing lens assortment for only $1995. (New. NO surplus or seconds.I 

SURVEILLANCE 
/COUNTER 
SURVEILLANCE 
Automatic Tap Stopper Just designed. first time on the 
market. this state of the art unit stops most phone tap attacks 
in their tracks. Beats/defeats drop-out relays, auto recorder start
ers. VOX recorders, infinity transmitters, X-phones. room mies 
(on phone lines) hot hook switches, auto transmitters and most 
free running transmitters! More Bang for your buck! The ATS 
will II at out prevent almost every possible telephone tap or room 
audio (via the phone or phone line) bug. does no! interfere 
with normal calling. ff you value your privacy you need the 
ATS! $495. 

BLACKTRACKING-THE VIDEO 
How to follow anyone, anywhere. The first hands-on, hard and 
fast guide to the black arts of physical surveillance and counter 
surveillance. Includes: 
• Side-by-side comparisons of 6 

of the world's best electronic 
automobile tracking systems 
including the latest FBI unit 
and the brand new (and bloody 
amazing!) GPS real time trackers. 

• Covert black bumper beepers that 
graphically display exactly, instantly, 
where the target vehicle is, or where he has 
been. anywhere in the United States. 

• A nothing-short-of-amazing, passive bumper box that 
records everywhere the target vehicle has gone in !he past 
few days, where it stopped, as well as how long it was parked 
in any given location. 

• Low cost. computerized tracking units for cars. packages, 
people. or your favorite animal. Which, where. why, and how 
much. Even where to rent them .. 

• Low cost aerial surveillance, amazing unseen optical sys
tems. infrared vs. thermal viewers. 

Counter Tracking: 
• Simple countermeasures to keep your car/body tracker free 

as well as a conversation with MOSSAD-an agent shows 
exactly how to tell if you are under surveillance plus a how
to guide called "lose the watchers ... • Real stuff from run
ning a route to final options. $59.95. 

It's been exactly 10 years since the best selling lock opening 
and entry tape ever was produced ... Just when you thought it 
was safe to go back into the water .. . 

VIDEO II B AND E A TO Z 
Brand new, state ol the art tools, tricks and techniques lor pick
ing, bypassing, and opening buildings, locks, and automo
biles. Technology so new you will think it's part magic. 
• Smart Opens-2 fantastic new tools that open most doors 

regardless of the type of lockwilh no damage, on-site tests 
of three "code grabbing" automatic garage door openers, a 
side by side look at 5 electronic picks. new pick sets that let 
you go where no man has gone before. latest tips to im
prove your picking hit rate. how to pick Ace (tubular) locks, 
nifty new automobile openers. alarm defeaters. security bar 
opening tricks, plus much more! 

• Swat Openings-Speed vs. damage, lrom bombs to pad
lock poppers. snake picks to jam spreaders-getting in with 
speed and a degree of finesse. 

What's New, What's Hot. 
Where to Get It and How to Use It. 
VIDEO II B AND E A TO Z contains nearly an hour and fifteen 
minutes of hands-on instruction from several experts includ
ing cut away views and graphics. If you are involved with 
security, SWAT teams. locksmithing, or just curious about your 
own security you need this tape! $59.95. 

• • • • • • 
Don't mistake us for another "spy shop." Get our product cata-
log ol the world's most amazing surveillance. countermeasures. 
and investigative resources absolutely FREE 
Please include $6.00 shipping on all orders. California resi
dents 8% sales tax. 
Call 1-415-513-5549. Credit cards accepted for all books and 
videos. Check or money order for other products. Catalog FREE 

INTELLIGENCE INCORPORATED 
2228 S EL CAMINO, #349D 

SAN MATEO, CA 94403 
+ $6 shipping. CA residents include 8% tax. 

(Checks held for clearance.) 
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The Secret Wars of America's Commandos in Vietnam 
by John L Plaster 

These are the never-before-told true stories of the commandos of SOG, the elite combat unit in the Vietnam War so secret that 
its existence was denied by the U.S. government. Code-named "Studies and Observation Group," this all-volunteer unit took on 
the most dangerous combat assignments: penetrating North Vietnamese military facilities in Laos and Cambodia and along the 
heavily defended Ho Chi Minh Trail, identifying targets behind enemy lines for 8-52 bombings, and recovering downed U.S. 
pilots deep in hostile territory. With teams of highly trained soldiers that seldom exceeded a dozen men, SOG managed to tie 
down thousands of enemy troops while performing their daring missions. As colorful as they were heroic, SOG commandos 
won ten Medals of Honor and dozens of Silver Stars and other awards for bravery in battle. And they generated some of the 
most extraordinary combat stories to come out of the Vietnam War. The author served three one-year tours with SOG. 6 1/8 x 9 
1/4, hardcover, photos, 368 pp. $25.00 

&Rti 
BEYOND 

SILENCER HISTORY AND 
PERFORMANCE, VOL. 1 

Sporting and Tactical Silencers 
by Alan C. Paulson 

This is the most significant book on firearm 
silencers in years. Find out the story 
behind and incredible capabilities of 
modern silencers used by elite military 
units and secretive government agencies. 
Author Alan Paulson has been called "the 
dean of the American silencer experts 
today.' 8 1/2 x 11, sottcover, photos, illus., 
424 pp. $50.00 

SCAMS FROM T HE 
GREAT BEYOND 

How to Make Easy MoneyOff of 
ESP, Astrology, UFOs, Crop Circles, 

Alien Abductions, Channeling, 
and Other New Age Nonsense 

by Peter Huston 

l"HANDGUNG 
~TOPPIN 

.. 
JUSl SAY 

M<Ot 
DIRIUG 

HANDGUN STOPPING POWER 
The Video 

Based on the best-selling book Handgun 
Stopping Power, this dynamic video cuts 
through the theory and conjecture and 
reveals what handgun bullets really do 
when fired into human targets. From interviews 
with gunfight survivors to ballistic testing of the 
latest bullet designs, this video is the most 
graphic look ever taken at this hotly debated 
topic. Color, approx. 75 min., VHS only. 

$37.95 

JUST SAY NO TO DRUG TESTS 
How to Beat the Whiz Quiz 

by Ed Carson 

hwllbliyhelHlalOI 
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Learn how the new breed of con artist fakes 
everything from ESP powers to UFO photos 
- then expose them as the thieves they are . 
.. or utilize their simple tricks to your own 
financial benefit! 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, sottcover, 
photos, illus., 208 pp. $20.00 

TIE~"D"§ 
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Urinalysis is a blatant violation of human 
freedom and dignity, and now you can fight 
back! Ed Carson, who handled drug testing 
for a large U.S. military base, reveals how 
the tests are done and how to beat them. He 
did ii successfully for eight years using the 
exact methods outlined in this book. Find out 
how to preserve your life-style and keep your 
job. 5 1/2 x B 1/2, sottcover, 48 pp. $12.00 

c., 

STREET STOPPERS 
The Latest Handgun 

Stopping Power Street Results 
by Evan Marshall and Ed Sanow 

This long-awaited sequel to Handgun 
Stopping Power gives the very latest results 
of hundreds of actual shootings involving 
£Nery major handgun caliber, inducting the hot 
new .40 S&W. Also covers exotic ammo street 
results, the controversial Strasbourg Tests on 
live goats, the Fuller Index for predicting 
stopping power and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
softcover, photos, 392 pp. $39.95 

THE TACTICAL SHOTGUN 
The Best Techniques and Tactics 

for Employing the Shotgun 
in Personal Combat 
by Gabriel Suarez 

In his second book on tactical weapons, 
Suarez sets the record straight on the true 
role of the shotgun in combat. He shows you 
what you need to know to defend your 
home, family or business, including multiple 
hostiles, low-light situations, moving targets 
and more. 5 1/2 x B 1/2, sottcover, photos, 
illus., 232 pp. $25.00 

CARLOS HATHCOCK: 
MARINE SNIPER 

War Stories and Tactical Tips 
from the Master Sniper 
with Carlos Hathcock 

The most aocomplished sniper of the Vietnam 
War and the founder of the U.S.M.C. sniper 
school tells in his own words how snipers 
outthink and outshoot their prey. In this 
entertaining and informative video, Hathcock 
talks about observation, target selection, shot 
placement and much more. Color, approx. 55 
min., VHS only. $14.95 

IDCAl>SON 

ULTIMATE SNIPER: THE VIDEO 
with John Plaster and Carlos Hathcock 

Learn the art of sniping from two masters. 
Maj. John Plaster instructs you in all areas of 
sniping fieldcraft, marksmanship and tactics, 
and famed USMC sniper Carlos Hathcock re
counts some of the field-tested tactics he 
used to rack up 93 confirmed kills in Vietnam. 
Covers optics, weapons, shooting drills, cam
mo, stalking, hides, oountersniping, range and 

~~llllf~~ wind estimation and more. Color, approx. 90 
min., VHS only. $14.95 

RAGNAR'S ACTION 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE 
AND PROVEN l[(lillKJIJEI 
A DO·ff.YOURSElf GUIDE TO: 
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GET EVEN 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 

by George Hayduke 
A hilarious overview of the methods people 
use to get even with big business, 
government and enemies. These dirty 
tricks range from the s imple to the 
elaborate, including more sophisticated 
schemes devised by CIA and Mafia 
members and political dirty tricksters. For 
entertainment purposes only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
hardcover, 208 pp. $19.95 

RAGNAR'S ACTION 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE 
AND PROVEN TECHNIQUES 

by Ragnar Benson 
Learn how to build weapons and 
explosives, trap anything that moves, drop 
out of the rat race, protect your privacy, 
elude the bad guys, defend yourself, 
change identities, land a job and live well -
as well as a little bit about everything else 
that might be important. 8 1/2 x 11, 
sottoover, photos, illus., 456 pp. $45.00 
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CREDIT 
SECRETS ... 
Howto Erase 

Bad Credh --

Videotapes are nonreturnable. Defective tapes will be replaced. 

WANTED 

ACQUIRING NEW ID 
How to Easily Use the Latest Computer 

Technology to Drop Out, Start Over, 
and Get On witlt Your Life 

by Ragnar Benson 
Forget about using the old "dead-baby's birth
oenificate" ruse to get new ID. Eveiyone's on 
lo that trick. What you need is the know-how to 
make your own documents on a home com
puter. And by following the simple instructions 
in here, you can. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 
photos, illus., 152 pp. $20.00 

FUGITIVE 
How to Run, Hide, and Survive 

by Kenn Abaygo 
If you're serious about going on the lam, 
this book may just save your life. Le am to 
build an evasion shelter, erect path guards, 
lose a pack of tracking dogs, enter the 
"Network" of people willing to assist 
evaders, apply natural camouflage and 
utilize primitive first aid skills. This unique 
manual exposes you to possibilities you 
never even considered. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover, 96 pp. $12.00 

SWAT LEADERSHJP AND 
TAQ'ICAL PLANNING 

The SWAT Operator's Guide 
to Combat Law Enforcement 

by Tony L. fones 
Veteran SWAT cop Tony Jones lays out the 
essential elements of planning and carrying 
out tactical SWAT operations. Covers 
mission analysis, obstacle breaching, light
armored vehicle use, fire and maneuver, 
target recon, hostage/suspect/team 
considerations and more. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
sottcover, illus.,128 pp. $18.00 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 

by Bob Hanunond 
Solve your financial problems once and for 
alll These proven methods show how to 
eliminate debts and establish a perfect 
credit rating. Discover the inside tricks 
used by lawyers and professional credit 
consultants with this easy·to-follow pro
gram. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 80 pp. 

$14.00 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING 
ON ANYBODY 

by Lee Lapin 
Get the goods on others with this 
encyclopedia of advanced investigative 
and surveillance techniques. Here are 
expert ways to secretly bug any target! Info 
on lock-pick technology, how polygraphs 
and voice lie detectors can be tricked and 
much more, including more than 100 
sources for spy equipment. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
sottcover, illus., 272 pp. $30.00 

ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS ON WEAPONRY, MILITARY SCIENCE, SELF-DEFENSE, PERSONAL FREEDOM AND RELATED SUBJECTS. 
SEND A COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT TO: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. BOX 1307, BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 OR E-MAIL US AT clubed@rmii.com 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE • DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED • RESPONSE CODE: 7BS 
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OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
REVENGE & HUMOR 

Don't Get Mad-Get Even: 
The Fine Art of Revengemanship ... $ 22.95 

Your Revenge Is In the Mail . . . . . . . . . . 12.95 
Revenge Book: 

The Chilling Sequel . . . . . 10.00 
Get Even: The Video of Dirty Tricks (video) . . . . . . 14.95 
Screw Unto Others: 

Revenge Tactics for All Occassions. . . . . . 19.95 
Make My Day! Hayduke's Best Revenge 

Techniques for the Punks in Your Life . . . . . 19.95 
Techniques of Harassment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95 
Up Yours! 

Guide to Advanced Revenge Techniques. 19.95 
The Revenge Book 10.00 

PERSONAL FREEDOM & MONEY 

How to Hide Anything ........ . ...... . ...... $ 12.00 
Secrets of a Super Hacker.......... 19.95 
Never Say Lie . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95 
Real World of Alternate ID Acquistion . . . . . • . . . . 8.00 
How to Beat the Credit Bureaus . . . . 12.00 
Living Well on Practically Nothing . . . 19.95 
Keep What You Own: 

Protect Your Money, Property, and Family 
from Courts, Credttors, and the IRS . . . . 15.00 

Swiss Money Secrets: How You Can Legally 
Hide Your Money in Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . 15.00 

1.D. by Mail . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95 
Reborn in the U.S.A.: Personal Privacy through 

New Identity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00 

ESPIONAGE & INVESTIGATIONS 

Don't Bug Me: The Latest High-Tech 
Spy Methods . . .. . ... . .. . . .. ....... $ 19.95 

Detective's Private Investigation Training Manual . 14.95 
How to Investigate by Computer . . . . . . 35.00 
SpyGame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00 
SOE Secret Operations Manual 20.00 
Surveillance Countermeasures . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 20.00 

WEAPONS 

Ragnar's Big Book of Homemade Weapons ..... $ 25.00 
AR-15/M16 Super Systems....... 19.95 
The Gatling Gun: 19th Century Machine Gun to 

21st Century Vulcan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
The AR-15/M16: A Practical Guide . . . . . . . . . 16.95 
The Ruger .22 Automatic Pistol: 

Standard/Mark I/Mark II Series . . . . . 12.00 
The Combat Shotgun and Submachine Gun: 

A Special Weapons Analysis . . . . . . . . . 25.00 
The Shotgun in Combat . 12.00 
Shooting to Live . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and Resistance: 

Vol. II, The Handgun . . . . . . . . . 14.00 
The Complete Book of Combat Handgunning 16.95 
Blowguns: The Breath of Death . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00 
Streetsweepers: The Complete Book of 

Combat Shotguns 17.95 
Home Workshop Guns for Defense and 

Resistance: Vol. Ill, The .22 Machine Pistol . 16.00 
The Complete AR-15/M16 Sourcebook: 

What Every Shooter Needs to Know . . . . . . . 35.00 
Bazooka: How to Build Your Own . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Glock: The New Wave in Combat Handguns 25.00 
Home Workshop Prototype Firearms: 

How to Design, Build, and Sell 
Your Own Small Arms . . . . . . . . 25.00 

ACTION CAREERS 

Unrepentant Sinner . .... . .•... . •.• .. . . • .... $ 19.95 
Keep 'em Alive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 12.00 
Dead Clients Don't Pay . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .. . . 12.00 
American Bounty Hunter (video) 14.95 
Bounty Hunter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 12.00 
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MILITARY SCIENCE 

Shadow War: The CIA's Secret War in Laos 49.95 
U.S. Navy SEAL Combat Manual . . . . . 22.95 
Red Cell: Secret SEAL 

"Terrorisf' Operations (video) . . 14.95 
Marine Special Warfare and Elite Unit Tactics 20.00 
Death in the Jungle: Diary of a Navy SEAL . . . 29.95 
Killing Zone: A Professional's Guide to Preparing 

or Preventing Ambushes . . . . . . . . . . 25.00 
German Assualt Rifle: 1935-1945 . . . . 49.95 
MIA Rescue: LRRP Manhunt in the Jungle . . . . . 29.95 
KGB Alpha Team Training Manual 20.00 
SEALs: UDT/SEAL Operations in Vietnam . . . 26.95 
U.S. Army Special Forces Medical Handbook . . . . 22.95 
Special Forces Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
War Story . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
Special Forces Operational Techniques . . . . . . . . 25.00 
Special Forces Close-Quarter Combat Manual . . . 25.00 
Soldiers on Skis: A Pictorial Memoir 

of the 10th Mountain Division . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 

SURVIVAL 

Ragnar's Ten Best Traps: and a Few Others 
That Are Damn Good, Too ...... $ 10.00 

Survivalist's Medicine Chest . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Survival: A Manual That Could Save Your Life . . . 18.00 
The Trapper's Bible: 

Traps, Snares, and Pathguards . . . 8.00 
Live Off the Land in the City and Country . . . . . . . 29.95 
Combat Survival . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.95 
Ditch Medicine: 

Advanced Field Procedures for Emergencies 25.00 
The Survival Retreat: 

A Total Plan for Retreat Defense . . . . . . . . . 10.00 
Wilderness Wayfinding: How to Survive in the 

Wilderness As You Travel . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00 
4-Wheel Freedom: The Art of Off-Road Driving . . 25.00 
Ultimate Outdoorsman: Critical Skills for Traveling, 

Surviving, and Enjoying Your Time 
in the Wilderness (video) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 

SNIPING 

One-Round War: USMC Scout-Snipers in Vietnam .. $ 59.95 
Pro Sniper: An Inside Look at Today's Top 

Military and Police Snipers (video) . . . . . . . . 14.95 
S.W.A.T. Sniper: 

· Deployment and Control . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 12.00 
Long-Range War: Sniping in Vietnam . . . . . • . . 39.95 
SEAL Sniper Training Manual . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 30.00 
Sniper Training: FM 23-10 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 25.00 
The Complete Book of U.S. Sniping . . . . • . 39.95 
The German Sniper: 1914-1945 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.00 
Modern Sniper Rifles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.95 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping: FMFM1-3B . . . . . . . 14.95 
U.S. Marine Corps Seoul/Sniper: 

World War II and Korea . . . . . . . . • . 39.95 

KNIVES & KNIFE FIGHTING 

Street Steel: Choosing and Carrying 
Self-Defense Knives .... . .. . .. . .... $ 23.00 

The Complete Bladesmith: 
Forging Your Way to Perfection ... 

Modern Knife Combat: 
The Training of a Knife Figher . . 

Practical Knife Fighting for Personal Protection: 
Volume 1, Vital Concepts and 
Techniques (video) . . ... 

Knives, Knife Fighting, and Related Hassles .... . 
Randall Made Knives: 

The History of the Man and the Blades ..... 
Switchblade: The Ace of Blades . . . 
Surviving a Street Knife Fight (video) ...•...... 

SELF-DEFENSE 

Guge Gongji: Seven Primary Targets to 

35.00 

29.95 

29.95 
12.00 

50.00 
12.00 
14.95 

Take Anyone Out of a Fight . .. . . . . . . . $15.00 
Real Fighting: Adrenaline Stress Conditioning 

through Scenario-Based Training 
Bouncer's Guide to Barroom Brawling: 

Dealing with the Sucker Puncher, 
Streetfighter, and Ambusher . . 

Secrets of Street Survival- Israeli Style: 
Staying Alive in a Civilian War Zone 

Principles of Personal Defense . . .. .. .... . ... . 
101 Sucker Punches . .. . . ...........• ... ... 

. COMBAT SHOOTING 

19.95 

17.95 

25.00 
10.00 
10.00 

Handgun Stopping Power: The Definitive Study .. $ 39.95 
Shooting for Keeps: Point Shooting for 

Close-Quarter Combat (video) . . 34.95 
Tactical Pistol: Advanced Gunfighting 

Concepts and Techniques . . . . . . . • . . . 25.00 
Instinct Combat Shooting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.00 
How to Become a Master Handgunner: 

The Mechanics of X-Count Shooting . . 10.00 
Quick or Dead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00 
Handgun Muzzle Flash Tests: 

How Police Cartridges Compare . . 20.00 

POLICE SCIENCE 

Practical Patrol Tactics for the 911 Officer (video) . $14.95 
Practical Hand-to-Hand Combat 

for the Police Officer (video) . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.95 
D.E.A. Narcotics Investigator's Manual . . . . . . . 50.00 
Gang Intelligence Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00 
Death Investigator's Handbook: A Field Guide to Crime 

Scene Processing, Forensic Evaluations, and 
Investigative Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00 

Street Cop: Innovative Tactics for 
Taking Back the Streets . . . . . . . . 20.00 

Street Crime Investigations: A Street Cop's 
Guide to Solving Felony Crimes . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 

... ------,ii. PALADIN PRESS® --------C'ii:: CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-392-2400 

I 1~ P.O. Box 1307-7BS 
Iii!:. ® Boulder, CO 80306 

• Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Send $2.00 for 72-page 
Ill CATALOG of over 650 titles (free with order). 
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ADVENTURE QUARTERMASTER 

THE BOOTS YOU DON'T BREAK IN 

Danner bas been making hard-use boots for decades, and any 
Northwest logger would tell you they 're the boots that were com
fortable right out of the box. Anybody wearing Danners we've met 
simply was convinced that Danners are the best there is. Case in 
point is SO F's intrepid Tom Reisinger shown here testing a pair of 
Danner's Dri-Foot 800s. Noted Reisinger, "these versatile, rugged, 
waterproof (Gore-Tex) and insulated products are the finest I've 
worn and I've been around a bit, from the Colorado mountains to 
Southeast Asia and Central America. Never have I worn work 
boots, military boots or outdoor recreational footwear that equal the 
durability, reliability, comfort and overall stability of boots by 
Danner. If you demand absolute top-of-the pyramid foot protection 
- go Danner. Your very life could depend on it. " SOFer Paul 

Fanshaw, who's trod all points of the globe with the French Foreign 
Legion and for SOF, wore a new pair of high-top Dri-Foot 400 
Danners to the SOF hunting camp this year, and said, "they ' re the 
best I've worn. They fit like a glove, or a moccasin. They give out
standing ankle support, even worn loosely. They did not pick up 
mud and did .not chafe [right out of the box]. I carried a 70-pound 
pack over steep terrain for more than 10 miles and my feet did not 
tire, because of the Danner's firm but comfortable support. They 
were very warm, but my feet did not sweat." Danner has a com
plete, versatile line of footgear in waterproof leather or intelligent
ly used synthetics. Danner boots: as good as it gets. Ask for them, 
or contact Danner Boots, Dept. SOF, 12722 N.E. Airport Way, 
Portland, OR 97230-1027; phone: 800-345-0430. 

ITT NIGHT QUEST 200/210 

The li ghtweight, durable and versatile Night Quest 200/210 
night vision scope cau be hand-held or head-mounted, making it an 
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excellent nocturnal 
facilitator for myri
ad outdoor activities 
such as surveillance, 
hunting, range man
agement, naviga
tion, peeping parked 
cars and similar 
activities. 

Designed and 
made in the USA by 
ITT, the Night Quest 
220/210 is tested to 

rigid military specs. The unit features f/1.6 optics with a 52-degree 
fie ld of view. It's lightweight (only 14 ounces) and floats , and is a 
compact 6 in. x 2.5 in. x 5.5 in. Operating on two N-size batteries, 
the unit comes with head mount, neck strap and can-ying case; 
deluxe head mount and IR illuminator are optional. The Model 200 
(pictured) is Generation 2 technology; the 210 Generation 3 tech
nology; both come with a one-year waiTanty. 

State-of-the-art gear from the night vision specialists at Moro 
International , 219 Broadway, Suite 307, Dept. SOF, Laguna Beach, 
CA 92651; phone: 800-424-8222; fax: 714-4497-1270. 

STICK IT IN YOUR EAR 

Remember the clip
to-a-b arb- wire-fence, 
stick-it-in-your-ear crys
tal radio you got from 
the Johnson-Sm.ith cata
log as a kid? It might 
only get the closest one 
or two stations, but its 
salient virnie was tlrnt it 
never needed batteries. 
Go Extreme Sports is 
marketing a new h.igh
tech product tlrnt takes 
that idea to the brink of 
the leading edge: The 
ZF-128 AM-FM stereo 
pocket radio. The solar
powered ZF-128 will 
nm 48 hours in the dark 
when fully chai·ged, and 
will run forever in the 
light. The ZF-128 pock
et radio is about half the 
size of a pack of Luckies 
and weighs about the same. It delivers excellent sound in AM/FM 
stereo, and the wires to the ultra-light stereo headphones do double 
duty as the antenna: it's no Trans-Oceanic, but you will always be 
able to find Rush or your favorite redneck music station uo matter 
where you are. It handily clips to your pocket, keeping the photo 
panel exposed, and to turn it off you simply unplug the ear phone 
jack. Also uses other ear phones, and will work from a standard 
power jack. An excellent idea, very well executed. Capable and 
comfortable for private listening no matter where you are - not 
just when you remembered to buy fresh batteries. Only $29.99 -
ai1d SOF readers can buy one and get a second one for only $15 
more. Go Extreme Sports, Dept. SOF, 4809 Ave. N, Suite 218, 
Brooklyn, NY 11234. 

LUBE THE METAL, NOT BETWEEN THE METAL 

Some very good ideas have to wait for someone to really make 
them work right, such as Teflon-bearing lubricants. Mil-Conun 
has come up with a proprietary process for making niicron-size 
spheres of Teflon, which when applied to clean, warm metal actu
ally penetrate the interstices of the metal, in effect plugging the 
111.icroscopic pores of the metal with a corrosion-inhibiting lubri-
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cant. The result is a lubricant and preservative 
that will not wash off and resists wearing off 
because it is actually embedded in the metal sur
face. Since it i applied and then wiped dry, there 
i no residue to collect dirt or sand, and carbon, 
lead and copper fouling tend not to adhere. Mil
Comm's TW-258 and MC-2500 are lubricant
preservatives that really hang in there. surviving 
a 500-hour salt-water spray (most competitors 
wa hed off or jelled in less than a hundred 
hours). They're non-toxic and do not harm 
wood, metal or synthetics. 

Weapons treated with Mil-Comm's TW-25B 
and MC-2500 are protected for years, yet can be 
fired without removing the lubricant-preserva
tive. SigArms applies these products at the fac
tory. Glock USA uses them as final treatment for 
everything run through their re pair shop, and 
they' re becoming the preservative-lubricants of 
choice among military users. Uses are not limit
ed to firearms: Locks and precision mechanisms 
of all kinds will benefit from MC-2500 spray -
especially if subject to corrosive or freezing 
environs - and the TW-258, which is a light 
grease, is the best thing to come down the pike 
for lubing sizing dies, machine tools, wood
working tools and hard-use precision mecha
nisms of all kinds: Simply thoroughly cJean the 
part or mechanism, warm it, wipe on TW-258 
and wipe it dry. Precision woodworkers can 
d1row away the ir ca11s of paste wax and silicone 
spray - one treatment widl TW-25B lasts for 
weeks instead of hours, preventi ng friction and 
pitch build-up, as it does not scrub off with saw
dust, dirt or sand. 

There are similar-sounding products on the 
market, but this is the good stuff. Reasonably 
priced, no known shelf-life, effective lubrication 
and corrosion resi ranee for everything metal 
from concealable weapons to cannons, from 
chain saws to · milling machines. Ask for it, or 
contact Mil-Comm, Dept. SOF, Box 43278, 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043-7278; phone: 20 l -
743-5404; fax : 201-743-71 39. '9(' 
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D-BALL 

... is exactly what you'll be saying when you UNLEASH your 
gun with the ALL NEW HELLSTORM 2000. Unlike any of it's 
predecessors, this awesome trigger attachment will allow you to 
empty a 30 round magazine in under 3 seconds! Controllability 
is superb. It easily installs in seconds and does not interfere 
with the normal operation of the trigger. It is absolutely the closet 
thing to a fully automatic weapon accurately and legally! 

FOR MOST SEMl· AUTOMATICS $29, 95 PLUS 53 S & H 

PHONE ORDERS ONLY 972-205-1033 
ORDER YOURS TODAY. SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR M.O. TO: 

TEST JET DECA 
Anabolic Steroids build Muscle Mass and Strength 

Now there are safe and effective replacements for steroids 

PRO BODY® Power Formulas 
Leading Steroid Replacer 

Huge gains in muscle mass and strength have 
been reported from Boron users. Completely legal 
and no side effects. Gains won't be as good as with 
steroids for most. but response is great and lifters 
are coming back for more. The extra edge. Boron. 

BORON 3 month cycle #5500 I $ 15.95 

Build Mass and Lose Fat 
Human Growth Hormone increases lean Mass 
and decreases body fat. The ingredients of GH 
Power Formula have been proven to naturally 
increase Growth Hormone levels up to 700% in 
90 minutes. GH levels still 300% higher 8 hours 
later. Get the hard look with GH Power Fom1ula. 
GH POWER FORMULA 90 tabs #55024 $24.95 

D.H .E.A. Now available w ithout Prescription GH POWER FORMULA 180 tabs #55025 $44.95 
This remarkable nutrient has shown extrodinary the ultimate Mass Formula 
results in athletes. New studies have shown that Get big now. Combine all of the bes1 Power 
D.H.E.A. is an effective wav to increase muscle Fonnulas for U/1ima1e gains. Boron, Dibenco
mass in both men and women whi le providing zide. Yohimbe. Smilax & Amino's in a huge 60 
additional strength. try J.T.R.'s D.H.E.A. Today. day cycle. Guaranteed Size. Get it all w ith the 
D.H.E.A. 90 Caps 50 mg. #55034 $29.95 Mass Formula. A t a 30% savings. 
D.H.E.A. 180 Caps 50 mg. #55035 $49.95 MASS FORMULA 60 day cycle- #55050 S89.95 

All PRO BODY Power Formulas are 100% GUARANTEED or our mone back 

FREE 
CATALOGS 

CALL 1-800-962-4769 ask for dept. #939 
(C.0.D. Orders Welcome) 

FAST 
SHIPPING 

Toll free - 24 hours - 7 days 
Send to: JTR Labs - 4069 Wedgeway Ct., Dept #939 - St. Louis, MO 63045 

For auestions and local orders call 314-739-7551 -----------------------RUSH ORDER FORM 
Name (as on card)------------------
Address ________________ Apt.# __ _ 

City State ___ Zip ___ _ 

SEN D TO: JTR Labs 

Phone#( 
Card# 

PRODUCT 
Ex ires 

ORDER# QTY PRICE TOTAL 

4069 Wedgeway Ct. , dept#939 o--------+----+---+----+----11 

St. Lo uis, MO 63045 

- IMPORTANT ORDERI ;G INFORMATIO SUB TOTAL 
-Foreign orders acid 25% of 101al in US funds SHIPPING 5.00 
-2nd day air add $2.00 
-A laska. Hawaii. Pucno Rico add $7.00 
-COD orders add $5.00 (Priony M ai l) 
-Deale r inc ui rcs welcome 

Missouri add X .05975 
OTHER 

TOTAL 
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II took twd months to persuade my wife, Monica, to fl y in an 
Army helicopter. Once that was done, we "enlisted" for a 
Special day of activities sponsored by the Association of 

the United States Army. 
On 18 June 1996, we drove to Ft. Campbell , Ky., where we rode 

in flight simulators, checked out the newest and hottest weapons in 
the U.S. Army arsenal and were shown to 
a viewing area to 
await a "routine" 
air-assault exercise, 
featuring li ve fire 
and a simulated res
cue of downed heli-
copter crew. 

by ~arry .;Safko 
l Photos: Monica DeRis~-Safko/foto-1 

i ~ f I 

' ! ·1 
shoved us toward the woods. I startecl to. cong;.aiulate him on the 
realism of the fantastic scenario when Sergeqnt Adam Britzius, 
with what I thought was a mannequin over his shoulder, came lum
bering past us into the tree line. He laid the "maimequin" down and 
darted back to the helicopters. ' 

Debris was still flying everywhbre and the engines 
were still running when, in a matier of seconds, many 
brave men who fel t they were "only doing their job" 
reacted: Lieutenant Colonel Odom, Major Howell , 
Captains Mosier and Sadler, Lieutenant Begley, 
Command Sgt. Maj. Raper, Sgts. Pruyt, Caskey, 
Kiser, Britzius, Mcintyre, Specialists Horton and 
McKay and others dashed into the wreckage. 

They smothered blazes, shut down engines and 
yanked, shouldered and dragged battered comrades 
to safety even as the rear helicopter, minus its 
rotors, continued in its death throes, gouging a 
huge furrow deep in the hard Kentucky dirt . 

After a "deli
cious" lunch of 
MREs, and personal 
introductions to the 
ground forces who 
were our escorts, we 
were handed goggles 1;~Ji~f!iil.--------~I~,~a=g=a in , attempted to resume II taping but my wife 

virtually pleaded, 
"Oh my god, Larry, 
you ' ve got to he lp 
them!" "Load-bearing 'equipment' " : 

and advised that UH-60 
Black Hawk heli
copters would fl y in 
low, amid a lot of air
borne debris; troops 
would "fast rope" to the 
ground under a veil of 
smoke to the accompa
nying noisy chaos of a bat-

Sergeant Adam Britzius 
dashes from crash site 
with rescued 
Black Hawk pilot. 

tlefield landing zone. We were cautioned to stay calm, 
remain in our seats and enjoy the exercise. 

Since my wife and I had obtained perm iss ion to 
shoot stills and video, our hosts moved us away from 
the other civili ans and we set up to cover the event. 
Speakers were hooked to the mili tary radios so we could monitor 
the traffic as the Black Hawks thumped in toward the LZ. 

I focused the video camera on the lead chopper arriving on sta
tion just over the tree tops. Monica clicked off her f irst frames . 

We fo llowed the aircraft, then heard and fin all y saw the second 
helicopter appear to the right. Just as an M60 machine gun opened 
up, the rotors of both aircraft suddenly tangled and the two Black 
Hawks convulsed wickedly. Ragged pieces of fuse lage and equip
ment were torn apart and rained violently to the turf. 

I kept taping. I was a bi t in awe of how the Army could stage 
such a dangerous stunt so close to the spectators below. 

"Get back, get back! Oh , my God! " our escort ye lled . He 
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She pointed me 
toward a "man nequin" 
lying by a tree, in actu
ali ty a writhing young 
NCO. I applied basic 
fi rst aid and explained 
to his buddy that he 
l ikely had endured a 
fractured arm - maybe 
other injuries. 

I jogged back to my 
wife, still shoot ing 

film , and she po in ted to the fi e ld li ttered wi th bodies, more than 
a few motionless . 

As I ventured into a 1996 version of he ll , I gave aid to the 
first trooper I saw, brui sed and bleeding, hi s harness hi d ing hi s 
name tag. I gazed about and saw broken arms and legs, head and 
fac ial traumas before it dawned on me: The number of wound
ed, outnumbered the a idgivers - and we were isolated in the 
middle of nowhere. 

I screamed to an offi cer that I had been an EMT (Emergency 
Medical Technician) 20 years ago, and that I had captured the crash 
on videotape. 
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Perfect for Hunting, Camping, Sporting Events, 
Birdwatching, Theatre & Travel! 

Practica ll y identica l IO the 8x30 "mi l-spec" binocs 
produced by Germany's fa mous Carl Zeiss-Jena ... at a 
frac1io11 of the pri e! Brand new, o rigi nall y bu ilt for 
Red Army tank corps commanders! Precis ion-ground. 
fu lly-coated, multi-coated optics 1/im 11 glw111 fo r bright
est possible image. even in low light o r haze & a wide 
(390 ft. @ 1,000 yds) fi e ld of view! Rugged porro 
prism design fea tures shock-proof. 
water-t ight construction for maxi
mum protecti on against the e le
me nt s. Indi vidu a ll y-foc us in g 
diopters. range finder reti c le & O 
uniq.ue_ se rial-~rnm~er 011~1e4a9c ~s-~O.-~~~ Se11.1at1011a/ pnce ol Oll i) Hand-slitched leather 
Sorry. /imir rwo pair per customer.' carrying case, ocular 

• covers & neck strap. 

SOVIETSKl'"~COLLECTION 
Disti11ctire optics, owdoor gear, & timepieces l~J 

Dealer inquiries welcome! !Eel 
.._.....-:TTlrrTr.M",,.....::"l'":"l~l,....n,r,T:"lr:"lr.1,,,..,..1~-~ 

GREAT AMERICAN 
GUNSTOCK 
COMPANY 

Craftmanship & Tradition .. . 
The Legacy Continues 
Investors Sought: 

$450K Needed 
This three year old start-up has an 
excellent product, admirable earn
ings record and high real value. A 

superior ventura capital investment. 
Prospectus available to bonafide 

interested parties. 

Contact: 
Henry L Pohl , 

Great American Gunstock Co. 
3420 Industrial Drive 
Yuba City, CA 95993 

1-800-784-4867; 
fax 1-916-671-3906 

Robert L Kinkaid 
7841 ABC Lane 

Columbia, MO 65202 
1-573-4 7 4-9792; 

fax 1-573-474-071 O 
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He grabbed me, led me back across the 
road and urged me to get to work. It seemed 
like everywhere I looked, there were moan
ing bodies. Where to start? 

My wife ceased shooting and, as the 
injured were ferried to the road and re
triaged, she rendered assistance. The casu
alties were loaded onto any available vehi
cle and transported approximately l 00 
meters to a clearing where several 
Medevac choppers were inbound. One after 
another; they snatched up the injured and 
whirled away. 

Commanding General Kernan arrived at 
the crash site to personally ensure that 
everything that could be done, was done. 

With the litter-borne presumably now 
being hoisted from the dust-offs and carted 
into various ORs, we discovered that only 
48 minutes had elapsed since the crash. In 
that time, six men had died, and a lucky, but 
hurting, 33 were receiving class-A treat
ment in military and civilian hospitals. 

We wandered around in shock and dis
belief as the dead were removed. Then we 
began the grim task of gathering up 
"orphaned" MI 6s, scattered across the field 
like tree branches after a hailstorm. 

When the lead safety officer approached 
and asked what I had on film , I explained 
that I caught the actual mid-air collision of 
the helicopters and footage of them on the 
ground after impact. We conversed for a 
few minutes more. When he realized that I 
had ass isted with the wounded and viewed 
close-up the carnage on the ground, he 
requested that I further video the crash site 
and immediate vicinity to aid in the upcom
ing investigation. 

I agreed to shoot add itional video, as 
long as it was understood that even though 
I would furni sh a copy of the crash footage 
to the Safety Office, the original tape 
belonged to me. 

He agreed, so I went back onto the fi eld 
and walked through the debris of the crash 
site videotaping the devastation and reliv
ing those recent horrible moments. 

Major Howell , of the Public Affairs 
Office, had been present and assisted the 
whole time. He accompanied us in order to 
safeguard the tape. 

Upon arriving at his office, we agreed to 
let him make one copy of the video, and 
retain the tapes in his vault, until all the 
family members of the crash victims had 
been notified. 

My video producer, Ke ith Garbinski , 
was given the thankless task of having to 
deal with all media requests concerning 
the videotape (whi ch he eventually so ld 
to CBS). 

We witnessed heroism that day by sol
diers who risk their lives every day, doing 
their job for America - the men who ride 
the warbirds and jump from the sky. These 
brave men - who without hesitation or 
consideration for their own safety, rushed 
headlong into the wreckage before the fires 
had been extinguished, or the engines had 
died - were "just doing their jobs." 

Let us never forget them. ~ 

Finally a Medically 
Tested Steroid Sub
stitute That Works! 
Muscle M ix gives you a rock hard 
pump that allows you to keep com
ing back set a tier set even if you have 
been plagued by plateaus for months. 
Muscle Mix is I 00% Natural, has no 
harmfu l side effects and may be 
taken for years without interruption. 

Test on 83 athletes over a 4 week period show: 

AVERAGE MUSCLE NON-
STRENGTH MIX USERS 
increase in pounds 133.16 lbs 6 1.4 lbs 
Average s trength increase per body part 

chests 19.84 lbs 
back 26.57 lbs 
shoulders 30.86 lbs 
legs 

TOTAL 
57.78 lbs 

135.05 lbs 

8.9 lbs 
8.7 lbs 

17.0 lbs 
24.6 lbs 
59.2 lbs 

Average girth size 
increase in inches 2.84 in .4 in 
Average muscle mass 5.84 lb I lb 
Average fat 1.39 % 2.84% 

percentage (decrease) (increase) 

Overall Results: The average .muscul ar strength and 

muscle mass of Muscle M ix users increased at twice the 
rate of non-users. 

I month supply On ly $29.95 (less than a $ 1/day) 
3 month supply Only $69.95 + $4 .95 S&H 

CALL NOW! 1-800-367-9599 
We accept:-=- • COD 
Send Check or Money Order to: Ext. EM I 06 
Muscle Mix P.O. Box 2888 Tuscaloosa, AL 35403 

FEELING BUGGED? 

WANT PHONE 
ANONYMITY? 
MAKE PHONE CALLS 

WORLDWIDE
W/TH NO PAPER TRAIL! 

Buy prepaid phone cards at a 

low minute rate. Use anywhere I 
anytime. U.S. Rate: $00.191/2 per 
minute. Foreign rates - Lowest 

available. 

Card Denominations: 
$1 ooo- $2000 

SASE for free details and foreign 
rate chart. Money order for cards. 

Please add $2.00 shipping. 

\\'I~ ~NT~ltl•ltlSES 
2300 Foothill Blvd., Box 226 

Laverne, CA 91750 
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SLICK WILLIE WATCH 

FOUR MORE YEARS 

Thanks to the apathy of the 75%, less than a quar-
1er of the eli gible voters in th is country have re in-
talled a sexual predator in the Whi te House. Since 

the sitting president is now a lame duck and inelig i
ble for a further re-election, it woul d be easiest to 
simply hold our breath - or nose - fo r the next four 
years, since anything we could say would not have an 
impact on hi s re-election . After all , there are more 
pleasant topics to cover than the perverts, dopers, 
li ars, liberals and cheats that currently hold the rei ns 
of executive power. 

However, there is an agenda in the White House, 
be it or not that of the elected official, and it does not 
bode well at all fo r Liberty nor the principles upon 
which this cou ntry was founded . We can expect those 
sti ll in power to, under the fa lse flags of compassion 
- or whatever else wi ll play well - do everything 
they can to advance an agenda that ru ns athwart what this nation 
stands fo r. We can expect the institutions of government to be per
verted and the abuses of power to accelerate exponential ly now that 
those at the helm, bu t adrift with no moral compass, do not have to 
worry about a backlash from the electorate next election. 

You can expect the firs t and strongest, and most Lingering and 
well-disguised, attacks on American Liberty to be aimed sq uarely 

Defensive Shotgun Equipment 
Tactical Grips - (front) ............................ ................................. ................ $19.95 

(rear) ... ....................... .................. .... ................ ..... ........ $16.95 
Models to fi t Mossberg 500 - 600; Remington 870; 
Winchester 1200 - 1300. Specify shotgun & front or rear. 

Magazine Extensions 
7 shot for Remington 870, 1100, 11-87 ..... ... ......................... .. ..... ....... $34 .95 
7 shot for Winchester 1200, 1300 ........................................................ $34.95 
8 shot for above Remingtons ........... ...... ... .. ............................... .... .. .. .. $36.95 
10 shot for above Remingtons - Winchesters (speci fy) ....................... $39.95 
(all extensions include Spring & Barrel/Magazine Clamp) 

Barrel/Magazine Clamps ................................. .............. ... ...... ... .............. $6.95 
2 different models fit all above guns . Specify shotgun . 

SideSaddle® Shotshell Carrier .. .... ........ .. ....... ............. .. ....... .. .......... .... $24.95 
Models to fit Remington 870, 1100, 11 -87; Mossberg 500, 
600; Winchester 1200, 1300; HK Super 90. Specify gun . 

Tactical Sling, tor shotguns with pistol grips (w/out mtg hardware) .. $15.95 

Tactical Sl ing, 2 Way (shoulder or chest) (2 OD Swivels included) .... $24.95 

Sling with Padded Shell Holder (9 rds) - Uncle Mike'sr• ...... ... .... ......... $19.95 
OD Swivel - fits B/M Clamp and above Slings ............ .............................. $5.95 
Pistol Grip Shotgun Case - fi ts 18 & 20 in. barrels & folding stocks ...... $24.95 
Folding Stock - Butler Creek - Black - models to fi t 

Rem 870, Moss 5001590, Win 120011300. (Specify your gun) ... .. .. ... .. $69 .95 

Universal Barrel Shroud - Protection from hot barrel, fi ts all makes ... .. $19.95 

Streamlighl "SCORPION" Flashlight 
Super bright, focusing, push button end switch. 
(includes 2 lithium batteries) ...... .. (Fi ts new Saddle-lite) ....... .. .. ......... $39.95 

Unfversal Barrel Mount #4 
Mounts Scorpion fl ashlight to shotgun ................................................. $19.95 

TacStar WLS-2000 Lighting System ....... (Fits new Saddle-lite) ......... $89 .95 
Scorpion with new body, curly cord & pressure switch. 
Includes mounts for 1/2 to 1 inch barrels. 

End Cap Switch, Push Button .... (Fits WLS-2000) ......... ....................... $24.95 
Universal Hanger - hides guns, etc. under hanging clothes ..................... $4 .95 

Send tor tree catalog. - Check us out on the internet. 
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against an American's ultimate defense against internal tyranny -
the Second Amendment. You can expect gun "control" advocates to 
contin ue to play the NRA Li ke a violin, seizing what at least appears 
to be the moral high ground. As we go to press the president is pos
ing en larged definitions of the legal disabilities that would preclude 
citizen gun-ownership. They will characteri ze the new restrictions 
as keeping weapons out of the hands of wife-beaters and child 

New!! Saddle-lite™ Light Holder 
·- ·- ··- · ·- ·--··-·-

Shotgun, SideSaddle & Flashlight 
shown here are not included. 

The ideal way to quickly mount a flashlight to your shotgun when equipped 
with a TacStar Sidesaddle'" shell holder. The Saddle-lite' " snaps into one of 
the shell loops. It will fit 1" dia. lights such as the TacStar & Sure-Fire'" and, 
with a bushing (included) will adapt to the Scorpion™ flashlight. Quickly snaps 
on and off for use when needed. Located for easy access to rear switches 
wi th your thumb. Lights with remote pressure switches can be used by 
attaching the switch to the grip area with velcro. The new MT/ Saddle-lite is 
one of the quickest and best ways to attach a powerful flashlight to your 
shotgun . Manufactured from 6061-T6 Aircraft Aluminum with dull black 
anodize fini sh. Utilizes standard 1" scope ring (included). Manufactured by 
MTI, th is product carries a lifetime guarantee. 

No. 09018 .... ... ........ ... ....... .. .... ....... (list price $39 .95) . ... .. . $29.95 

We stock many new items not listed - send for catalog !!! 

Moore Technical Industries, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1705 - Dept SOF 

Cottonwood, AZ 86326 
Send for our free catalog. For 1st class catalog shipment send $1.00. 

Add $6.00 S&H.Money Orders, Visa, MC, Discover, Am Exp 
Cash Only (ups) C.O.D. 

Phone: (520) 634 - 9891 Fax: (520) 634 - 8190 
http://www.mooretec.com email : mti@sedona.net 
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SOF BACK ISSUES ... 1985 - 1987 

STILL THiii POI Pllll 
Buy just six back issues of SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE for $30 and we'l l throw in three 
FREE ISSUES of your choice. OR buy nine back issues for $45 and we' ll send you THREE FREE 
ISSUES PLUS A BLACK SOF BINDER to keep all 12 in . That's a $70 value for just $45 . And we'll still 
give you FREE DOMESTIC POSTAGE. (Foreign orders: add $3 first issue, $1 each additional.) Act 
Now ! Single issues $5 each . Here's just a partial li st: 
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CO)IBAT: 

CAMBODIA 
LEBANON 

MOZAMBIQUE 

CONCEALMENT 
SHOTGUN 

lRA 
BOMB 

FACTORY 

ANGOlAN 

#94 Augu st 
1985: 10th 
ANN/VER 
SARY ISSUE -
Interviews with 
Robert K. Brown; 
ELITE UNITS
Spain's Caza
dores Espano
les; COMBAT 
REPOR TS -
SOFin El Salva
dor and Leba
non, 1981-1985. 
#95 Septem
b er 1985: 
BELIZE - Hard
fighti ng Gurk
has from Brit

ain; WEAPONS - Testing rustproof backups in 
El Salvador; VIETNAM - Two views of the war 
from both sides of the w ire; ELITE UNITS -
Interview with Israel 's master sniper Chuck 
Kramer. 
#96 October 1985: ELITE UNITS - History of 
U.S. Navy SEA Ls; COM BAT REPORT -
Mujahideen attack Afghan fort; W EAPONS -
SAWs and assault rifles; The tough trad ition of 
Randall-made knives. 
#97 November 1985: HOLLYWOOD - SOF 
reviews Schwarzenegge r 's "Commando"; 
COMBAT REPORT - Argentina's guerrilla arse
nals; MIDDLE EAST - New trucks and no 
Khomeini give Iraq the edge; W EAPONS - The 
big-bore Ithaca MAG-10. 
#98 December 1985: COM BAT REPORT -
Terrorism sweeps the M iddle East; ELITE UNITS 
- Special ops in the Fa lklands; W EAPONS -
Interview with knifemaker Al Mar; Belgium 's 
new carbine. 
#99 January 1986: W EAPONS - SOF reviews 
the MCA submachine gun; DOMESTI C AF FAIRS 
- POWs: A sad saga of fo rgotten heros; COM
BAT REPORTS - On patrol with the United 
Nations; The Karen's 37-year fight drags on in Burma. 
#100 February 1986: 1 OOth ISSUE SPECIAL: 

COMBAT REPORTS - Keeping the torch burn
ing in Mozambique; the tanks of Lebanon; The 
tragedy of Cambodia's puppet regime ; CON
VENTION - Sixth annual expo in Las Vegas. 
#101 March 1986: EL SALVADOR - SOF ar
morer gets Puff's guris back on line; W EAP
ONS - Rasheed: Egypt's bastard battle rifle; 
ELITE UNITS - U.S. Jungle School in Panama; 
COMBAT RE PORT - Update on Mozambique's 
freedom fighters. 
#1 02 April 1986: WEAPONS - M249 SAW: 
Army procurement cou ld endanger U.S. troops 
in the field; BATILE REPORTS - Karen resis
tance drags on in Burma; Two decades of war 
in Angola with no end in sight; DOMESTIC AF
FAIRS - Dole Amendment opens doors for new 
collectors. 
#103 May 1986: WEAPONS - FRV Cycles: 
Two-wheelers made for battle; ANGOLA - So
viet spearhead in Southern Africa; ELITE UNITS 
- Brit bodyguards provide princely protection; 
CH INA - Asia's new military face, the People's 
Liberation Army. 
#104 June 1986: CO LOMBIA - Guerrilla wa r
fare in South America; KOREA - Journalist 
jumps for combat copy; LI BYA - Khadaffi stock
pi les Soviet arsenal; WEAPONS - The M14: 
An American classic li ves on. 
#105 July 1986: WEAPONS - Ruger GP-100; 
VIETNAM - POW/MIA cover-up; CENTRAL 
AMER ICA - SOF train ing team in El Salvador; 
AFR ICA - Commonwealth training team in 
Uganda; PSYOPS - Paper bullets in Vietnam. 
#106 August 1986: AFTER ACTION REPORT 
- Ameri can bombers over Libya; CENTRAL 
AMERICA - Insurgent hardware in El Salvador; 
ELITE UN ITS - French Naval commandos; 
WEAPONS - Combloc sniper rifles; AWARDS 
- Brita in's Victory Cross . 
#107 September 1986: WEAPONS - H&K's 
bolt-action sniper rifles; Taurus M85 revolver; 
SOVIET UNION - First look at captured Soviet 
grenade launcher; DOMESTIC AFFAIRS - Strike 
violence in the USA; ELITE UN ITS - UDT 
teams in Korea. 
#108 October 1986: BORDER PATROL - Ops 
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on t he Tex/Mex border ; WEAPONS -
Kalashnikov side folder; CENTRAL AM ERICA -
Sandinistas bungle Honduran invasion: HISTORY 
- Saga of General Jack Singlaub; SOUTHEAST 
ASIA - Inside Cambodia. 
#109 November 1986: W EAPONS - Caspian 
Arms .45; Skorpion machine pistol; VIETNAM 
- Civilian MIAs in Indochina; HISTORY -
Dezinformatsia, Soviets con Allies in the 
Balkans; MIDDLE EAST - SOF on the green 
line in Beirut; ELITE UNITS - Korea's mountain 
infantry. 
#110 December 1986: VI ETNAM - MIA lab 
scandal uncovered; ELITE UNITS - Norway's 
cold weather commandos; training U.S. Army 
snipers; W EAPONS - Israeli FALs; AFGHANI
STAN - Lance Motley 's holy war combat tour. 
#111 January 1987: W EAPONS - French FA 
MAS Bullpup; CENTRAL AMERICA - Tales of a 
combat correspondent; PHILIPPINES - In the 
bush with the 
New People's 
Army; VIETNAM 
- Op Apache 
Snow, the taking 
of Hamb urger 
Hill; AFR ICA -
South Africa's 
native trackers. 
# 11 2 February 
1987: MARINES 
- Carlos Hath
cock, supersni
per; AFRICA -
Ethiopia 's 
Eritrean rebels; 
W EAPONS -
H&K clones go 
full auto; Hungar
ian AKM; HIS
TORY - Singlaub with the OSS in the CBI. 
#1 13 March 1987: COMBAT - On the front 
lines in Mozambique; SOUTH AMERICA -
Peru's elusive Shining Path guerrillas; VIETNAM 
- Lam Son 719, ARVN solo op; WEAPONS -
Colt's SMG; Smith & Wesson's big bore .45. 
#114 April 1987: MERC OPS - American 
meres target Ghana; DOMESTIC AFFAIRS -
Bounty hunting in the USA; AFRICA - Elite 
police unit tracks SWAPO; WEAPONS - Galil's 
new sniper rifle; Combloc bayonets; Arcane 
weapons shoot-out. 
#115 May 1987: MERC OPS PART 2 - Ameri
can meres set sail for coup in Ghana; USA -
Modern-day Minutemen battle bureaucra cy; 
VI ETNAM - Submarine surface ops support 
special units; W EAPONS - Colt Cobra .357: 
Benelli's Super 90. 
#116 June 1987: MERC OPS PART 3 - Busted 
and jai l bound in Brazil; SOUTH AMERICA -
Mere work in Suriname; VI ETNAM - POW/ 
MIA private citizen rescue attempts; WAR IN 
THE SHADOWS - Running guns to Khadaffi; 
W EAPONS - Hungarian High Power; Fighting 
with folding knives. 
#1 17 Ju ly 1987: DOMESTIC AFFAIRS - Po
lice battle border bandits; ELITE UNITS -
Br itain's Ghurkas; Royal Marines hit the beach 
in Norway; COMBAT REPORT - Wa lking 
through Cambodia's kill ing ground; WEAPONS 
- Assault rifle lookalikes; Israeli Sirkis 9mm. 
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molesters etc. (who could argue with such a premise), but will word 
the decrees so as to further di sarm decent Americans. The NRA 
wi ll of course clumsily react, to appear in the eyes of the public as 
defending wife-beaters and child molesters. 

And when hi s agenda cannot be advanced through legitimate 
means, you can expect presidential fiat, international treaty, execu
tive order and admini strative regulation to be used in the stead of 
legitimate legislation by the elected representatives, and consent, of 
the governed. 

The Remaining Defense 

When the fou nding fathers characterized certain truths as "self
evident" they lived in a period where common sense ruled; in an 
era where there was no television to hide the tru th by overloading 
the body politic 's mind with inconsequential pap: There was not 
even such a concept as an MTV presidency. Today, however, those 
truths that were so self-evident to the founding fa thers are thor
oughly obscured - but they are still there, to those who will focus. 

Which brings us to the better news of the election, that the House 
and Senate are still controlled by Republicans who in the current 
context have a much better track record on individual liberty, in par
ticular the common-sense, self-evident liberties bought with our 
fo rebears' blood and bequeathed to us in our Bill of Rights. Many 
good freshmen legislators were returned to Capitol Hill , and some 
good new ones were elected. In this win-some, lose-some election 
we did not lose the people we must depend on to apply the brakes 
to the mindless juggernaut that is rumbling in attack toward the 
American Constitution. But we must help them to focus. Stay in 
touch with them. Let them know that the values of Liberty, espe
cially the keystone Second Amendment, are very important to you 
and your support of them hinges on their support of the Bill of 
Rights. 

You must also keep your elected representatives apprised of 

programs important to you and America that are being neglected by 
the White House - such as hi s de-emphasizing the war on drugs 
(while teen-age drug use doubled during hi s first term in office). 

In short it's up to your elected representatives not only to keep 
this junk-yard dog on a short leash when he would attack Liberty, 
but to kick him in the slats to goad him into action against the evils 
he neglects. 

You don ' t have to remind them you pay their wages; they know 
that. You don't have to remind them you hired them with your vote 
- they know that, too. What you must communicate to them is 
what's important to you, how you want them to represent you in 
Washington. Be brief and be consistent. Keep them focused. 
Liberty is under attack as never before. Now is not the time to turn 
from the battle in disgust. 

So this column, which we had intended as a one-term watch 
dog, will continue in an attempt to keep you apprised of the un
American activities of the continuing Clinton admi11i stration. 
Whether, because of possible criminal indictments or impeachment 
proceedings, the current administration runs full term or not, is 
moot. But as long as it's there we pledge to help you keep an eye 
on it, that you may encourage your representatives to keep a rope 
on the mad dogs that would attack Liberty. 

As we go to press, what seems like an inordinate number of the 
Clinton cabinet have jumped ship. Between-terms is the common 
time for cabinet reshuffling: Secretaries who only signed on for one 
hitch take advantage of the pause to go back to private life; dead 
wood is culled; and those who have had a bellyful take this oppor
tunity to bail out. But the tlow seems inordinately strong this time. 
Are they shi ps leaving a sink ing rat? Are they doing the Lloyd 
Bentsen Texas Side-Step and opting out while the getting is good 
because they have a premonition, or knowledge, of impending 
legal problems? 

We don ' t know. But we can always hope. In the meantime, keep 
in touch with your representat ives in Washington. 

At this point, they may be the only friends you have there. Y( 

Come see us at our new cyber site: http://www.nightvis.com 
Express Service - Price includes UPS - Blue 
shipping within 24-hours. 
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above with 35mm camera, which is 
not included. 

Gen III -
$2350.00 delivered 
(new unit , new tube) 

Born in the U.S.A. 
American Eagle™ 

beats the competition! 

Tube Certificate - Factory test data sheets, pro
vided with new systems tell the quality story. 

WARRANTY - Our night vision systems include 
a 2-year WARRANTY. 

Get these while supplies last ... 

AN/PVS-4 
Desert Storm Sniper Scope 
Priced from $2099.00 
Delivered with Ml6 weapon mount, batteries, case, manual. 

AN/PVS-5 
Desert Storm Driver's Goggle 
Priced from $2195.00 
Delivered with soft case, batteries, manual, headstrap. 

AN/PVS-7 
Infantryman's Night Vision Goggle 
Price from $2195.00 
Delivered with soft case, batteries, manual, headmount. 
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B 0 Mya, president of the Karen National Union (KNU) and commanding 
general of the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA), undoubted

ly is one of Burma's most successful post-World War II guerrilla leaders. His 
exploits in the '50s and '60s are legendary among the hill tribes. Even Rangoon's 
government-influenced press often refers to him. 

In the early days of the insurgency, which dates from the end of WWII , the 
KNU's educated, English-speaking 
elders in the cities struggled to set 
up a civilian infrastructure. At the 
same time the eastern-most military 
command became dominated by 
the hill tribes. Two young guerrilla 
officers stood out: Shwe Hser, com
mander of what would become the 
Karen 6th Brigade south of 
Kawkareik, and Bo Mya, comman
der of the 7th Brigade, in Pa-an and 
Papun districts farther north. 

Both were animist Sgaw Karens 
from the Papun Hills. Shwe Hser 
achieved a prominent position in 
Karen affairs, especially in the 
Dawna Range (in his 6th Brigade's 
territory), but it is Bo Mya's influence 
- a cross between Robin Hood and 
Che Guevara - that has been felt 
most strongly throughout the Karen 
nationalist movement. 

SOF lnter11ie1111s Ba Mya - Karen1 s 
legendary Guerrilla leader 

Born 1926 in Hti Moo Khi village, 
Bo Mya went as far as the fourth 
grade in a Burmese school. As a 
teenager in WWII he witnessed 

Text & Photos by Rob Kratt 

Karen resistance leader Bo Mya 
(right) and his California-educated 

son, "Rocky," during an SOF 
interview at the general's home 

in southeastern Burma. 
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Burmese Independence Army atrocities in the Papun Hills, influencing him to 
become a policeman under the Japanese puppet administration. In February 
1945, however, Bo Mya made first contact with a British SpecOps unit that had 

parachuted in. As the ranks of volunteer fighters swelled to 
more than 600 local Karen, Bo Mya joined the staff of 

Saw Butler, one of the British army's highest
ranking Karen officers. After the war he 

kept Mya as his personal aide. When 
the Karen insurgency began, 

Butler refused to join the KNU 
whereas Bo Mya returned 

home and joined the Karen 
Highlander battalion as a 

company commander. 
Mya and his men later 
kept their weapons as 
part of the Pyu Saw 
Hti militia. 

In the early 1960s 
Mya was promoted to 
colonel in command 
of the Karen Eastern 

Division's 7th Brigade. 
In April 1963 he 

became the Eastern 
Division commander after 

his predecessor defected. 
Soon after that Mya married a 

Seventh Day Adventist and con
verted to Christianity. 
In 1963 there was a dramatic 

increase in black-marketeering and smug
gling along the Burma-Thai border because of 

socialist Burma's disastrous economic policies. A 5-. 
percent tax on all goods transported through Karen territory 

swelled KNU coffers. Shwe Hser built a Karen "customs post" at Phalu south of 
Myawadi in 1964; Bo Mya established another at Kawmoora in 1965. Others were 
quickly opened, too. Large profits were made through trade and taxation of timber, 
gems, and cattle from Burma and luxury items and manufactured goods from 
Thailand, with 1983 being a peak year. 
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With a strong financial base and 
some adept political maneuvering, Bo 
Mya's influence increased and he even
tually became president of the KNU in 
1976. Under his leadership the KNLA 
was reorganized into five main brigade 
areas; the army along the border grew 
to more than 10,000 well-armed sol
diers with Southeast Asia "surplus" 
weapons purchased on the black mar
ket. The KNLA continued like this until 
the late '80s, when it was forced to 
abandon some of its · Thai-border 
strongholds until finally losing 
Manerplaw and Kawmoora in 1995. 

In . the summer of 1996 the Karen 
were busy reconsolidating and prepar
ing for a renewed guerrilla war against 
the dictatorial State Law and Order 
Restoration Council (SLORC): the mili
tary regime that renamed Burma 
Myanmar. After observing the secret 
training of elite Karen snipers, I was 
granted an interview with Bo Mya. His 
son "Rocky," 28, a graduate of Pacific 
Union College in California, translated . 

Manerpla 

Kamamaunge 

Burma 
fMranmarl 

SOF: What exactly does the senior 
Karen leadership now envision as their goal 
for the future: an autonomous nation state, 
afree state, or a semi-autonomous province 
within a federation? 

Bo Mya: We want to build and to have a 
federation system in Burma. If we have 
independent, ethnic-based countries then 
economically we would be weak and could 
not compete economically with other coun
tries. So we prefer a federation system in 
Burma where we could work together in 
cooperation with other ethnic groups. 

SOF: The fall of Manerplaw, the loss of 
Kawmoora and other KNLA strongholds 
were seen in the West as setbacks for the 
Karen. How has this impacted on your goals? 

Bo Mya: The fall of Manerplaw and 
Kawmoora had little impact on our future. 
They were but temporary setbacks for the 
Karen. To continue our revolution we must 
be united ... but because SLORC receives 
such wide support from the rest of the world 
we' re unable to compete with them on the 
battlefield in conventional warfare, so 
we've changed our tactics back to guerrilla 

Using little more than natural materials 
and green sheets of tarpaulin, KNLA 
guerrillas can quickly build - and just 
as quickly abandon - secret camps in 
the jungle. (Karen scout-sniper train
ing at one such site was examined last 
month in SOF's "Long-Range 
Revenge.") 

Thailand 

Myawadi 

•Moulmein 
This area of southeastern Burma has seen fierce combat between SLORC and Karen 
forces. (Straight-line distan_ce between Moulmein and Papun is 180 kilometers.) 
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warfare. Because of the fall of Manerplaw 
and Kawmoora some people are disappoint
ed, but most people have a strong feeling 
about our struggle, about the revolution. We 
will keep fighting until we achieve democ
racy, freedom, and self-determination for 
the Karen people. 

SOF: So the focus has now shifted back 
to traditional jungle insurgency warfare 
using guerrilla tactics as opposed to occu
pying fortifications? Do you think this will 
achieve your goal of self-determination? 

Bo Mya: By using guerrilla tactics we 
don't need a lot of porters to carry arms, 
am.munition, and supplies for our soldiers. In 
fact, we can move very fast. We can move 
three- or four-man teams out to attack the 
enemy. As soon as they accomplish their mis
sion they simply fade back into the jungle. 
Through guerrilla tactics we feel we can win, 
because it is the easiest, cheapest, and most 
effective way. And the enemy is then unable 
to use their heavy artillery and mortars, which 
they got from China, on a concentration of 
our forces as they did at Kawmoora. 

SOF: Bo Mya, you have been a guerril
la fighter and leader longer than the leader 
of any other insurgency in the world today. 
Garang has been fighting in the Sudan since 
the 1980s and Savimbi in Angola for the last 
20 years, but you have been a guerrilla 
since 1948. How do things compare now to 
those early days? 

Bo Mya: When we first started our rev
olution in 1948 mostly we were fighting in 
the cities and we took control of some of the 
cities. But the Burmese government, and 
now the SLORC, received help from other 
countries and we had to move back. That's 
why we were pushed back slowly to the 
border areas. In 1952 to 1953 we lost most 
of our supplies. We'd already been fighting 
for a long time. [At that time most of the 
Karens' weaponry and munitions were 
WW!I leftovers rapidly being depleted.] At 
one point we only had five bullets for each 
rifle but we continued fighting because we 
would use "One Shot, One Kill." The gov
ernment troops wouldn't come after us 
because we were good jungle fighters and 
they knew we could "One Shot, One Kill" 
them ... that's bow our movement survived. 

SOF: The loss of the border areas 

Armed with M16 rifles of various vintage, 
field troops of the Karen National 
Liberation Army depart on jungle patrol to 
search for and harass Tatmadaw 
(Burmese army) soldiers. 
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caused a decrease in financial revenue. 
What's been. its impact on the future of the 
KNU and KNLA? 

SOF: So the next generation is being 
actively developed, educated, and prepared 
to lead? 

tinue the revolution. 
SOF: Has there been an attempt at a 

rapprochement with SLORC or negotiations 
regarding the formation of a f ederation? Bo Mya: In the past we have faced a lot 

of difficult times such as this, and we made 
it through. We will keep the revolution 
going. We know we can last it out and 
achieve our aims. The Karen wiU survive. 

SOF: Who do you see leading the Karen 
into the 21st century? 

Bo Mya: The next generation will take 
over. They will assume the leadership and 
carry on the revolution. 

Bo Mya: Yes. We have set up schools 
in all the refugee camps [in Thailand] to 
educate our younger generation. But we 
need international support to sponsor 
Karen students for further education, for 
stud ies abroad. These people will come 
back to develop our communities and in 
turn educate our people. So more people 
will get an education through them and 
that is how the next generation will con-

Bo Mya: Negotiations between the 
SLORC and the KNU have been ongoing. 
What we want from the SLORC are peace
ful dialogues ... what we consider political 
dialogues, not just a "paper" cease-fire; 
unlike a cease-fire we had for two months 
and then we had to start fighting again. We 

Continued on page 66 

n Lr'iJ Burmese army, or Tatmadaw, has been described 
_ _ as "a giant, cold-blooded army, anned to the 
betel-nut-stained teeth with everything it needed." It has had near
ly 50 years ' experience in guerrilla/counterguerrilla warfare. 
Myanmar's SLORC regime keeps the Tatmadaw busy. 

ately assigned to the 82nd Burmese Infantry Regiment, 66th 
Infantry Division, as a platoon leader. For six years Lt. Win fought 
insurgents of the Burmese Communist Party (BCP), and participat
ed in Operation Min Yan Aung. In 1985 Captain Win was deployed 
to the Thai border for a year as a company commander. Then be 

Its regional commands com
prise numerous battalions general
ly responsible for static security 
throughout this country of nearly 
46 million, and light infantry divi
sions (LIDs) comprising 10 battal
ions each and used offensively in 
counterinsurgency roles. Each 
battalion usually fields 400-500 

Conversation 
With The Enemy 

served again in the 82nd, includ
ing command of an infantry 
company in the remote northwest 
near the China border. 

Win later was transferred to 
the far-east border of Myanmar 
and assigned to the 94th Infantry 
Battalion, based in the Taung-gyi 
Area Command, to fight the 

combat troops. Sometimes regional commands and 
LIDs may be combined when situations require both 
local security forces and combat infantrymen, such 
as in the northern district of Taungoo. There are 
both light infantry battalions (assault troops) and 
regular infantry battalions (defensive). Three battal
ions - basically, a brigade - often are assembled 
for a specific combat op. Although troops can be 
transported to disputed areas in motor vehicles, 
Burma's formidable terrain usuaUy requires dis
mounted infantry ops. 

insurgents of the Shan State Armies (SSA) and 
BCP. After a tour as a company commander, Win 
was assigned in 1988 to the defense department and 
then received orders as an exchange officer to the 
U.S. Army. After three months of intensive English
language training he was assigned to the U.S. Army 
Infantry School at Fort Benning. Under Georgia 
skies he completed Airborne and Pathfinder cours-

Anti-SLORC resistance groups battle well
equipped soldiers led by officers such as air
borne Lt. Col. Hla Win, who applied his U.S. Army 
training {in 1989) at Fort Bragg, N.C., in the even
tual creation of the Tatmadaw's anti-terrorist unit. 

Typically there are six companies in a line bat
talion: four rifle companies, a heavy-weapons 
company, and a headquarters company. In combat 
the battalion commander controls the headquarters 
and three rifle companies; his executive officer 
commands the heavy-weapons and the fourth rifle 
company. 

The Tatmadaw recently created the 702 Airborne 
courtesy James Donahue 

es before transferring to Fort Bragg, N.C., as the 
second Burn1ese soldier ever to attend the Special 
Forces Officer's Qualification course - a highly 
desired "ticket-punch." 

Battal.ion, adding to a surprisingly large airbome-infanu-y force. 
Many of SLORC's senior paratroop officers are American-trained, 
so there are several organizational similarities to the U.S. airborne 
as well as the old but reliable American T-10 parachute being used 
as standard equipment. (The primary transport is the air force's 
Fokker F27 twin-turboprop, medium-range aircraft; each can haul 
about 45 paratroopers.) 

As I discovered last year during a "Friendship Airborne" jump 
tour in Myanmar (an event the company has discontinued), the 
702's commander bas impressive credentials - including elite 
U.S. training. 

Lieutenant Colonel Hla Win told me his relatively new unit, 
which is based at Hrnaw Bi, already has engaged Karen guerrillas 
in combat. "Yes, we killed many," Win., 38, recalled, wi.thout 
embellishment. "It was very good fighting." 

In the Tatrnadaw's officer corps, Win is a "fast burner." 
Following his 1979 graduation from the Defense Services 
Academy (established by Burmese graduates of America 's West 
Point), he was commissioned as a second l.ieutenant and immedi-

Upon his return to Myanmar, Capt. Win was assigned to the 
Myanmar Airborne School and became the instructor for the new. 
Myanmar Army Pathfinder course. Win saw another tour of com
bat duty in the Northern Command, in the Kachin State, an area 
known for its jade production. "The Kachins were skillful in 
mountain warfare; they were difficult to fight," Win remarked. 

After his promotion to major, he took command of the head
quarters and headquarters company of the Tatmadaw anti-guerrilla 
unit (AGU): 10 battalions functioning under the auspices of 
SLORC's secret police. Win then was tasked with forming an anti
terrorist unit (ATU): a Delta Force-style organization trained for 
dynamic entiies, hijacking response, and hostage rescue. The ATU 
was formed from selected members of the AGU, and in 1991 sev
eral officers were sent to Thailand for specialized training. 

In 1994, Major Win was ordered to the Thai border as deputy 
commander of the 310 Infantry Battalion fighting the Karen 
National Liberation Army. He saw a year of combat, generally in 
battal ion-sized ops, against a tenacious foe that increasingly is 
using small-unit, hit-and-run tactics. -R.K. 

Internet users can tap into more on Burma/Myanmar at these websites: zni@students.wisc.edu, University of Wisconsin's an.ti-SLORC 
"Free Burma Coalition"; and, maungthwin@sorosn.y.org, "Burma Project" at Open Society Institute, New York City. 
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An Army spokesman claimed Houston has "a 
unique environment for certain types of aerial 
maneuvers." Other cities " invaded" by Delta 
trainers were sites of "navigational training" 
[sic]. The Main Building (circled, top, and close 
up, above) was available for rough-and-tumble 
CQC training because it is in the process of 
demolition - and, of course, in "a unique envi
ronment. .. " [sic). Some question whether, espe
cially with current and numerous base closures, 
suitable sites might not be found on military 
bases. 

·-----· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----· ------· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----·-----· ........ ·-----· ·-----· ··----· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----· ------· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----· ·-----· --· ·-· -· -

SOf Dances With DELTJI 

G lancing at my watch, I declined dessert and asked for 
the bill at Josephine's Restaurante Italiano. It was 
almost 2100 hours on Wednesday, 30 October, in the 

high-rise heart of downtown Houston. I'd arrived in Texas the 
day before and, if my intelligence was correct, an after-dinner 
show by the Anny's super-secret and rarely seen Delta Regiment 
was about to begin. 

Josephine's was chosen not for its cuisine, which is enjoyable, 
but because of its vantage point. Three blocks northwest is 
Houston's abandoned Main Building, once an urban landmark, 
now a 20-some story inner-city eyesore, undergoing renovation to 
become a new police headquarters. Between the Main and 
Josephine's are three open blocks of parking lots, making the 
restaurant an ideal and delectable stakeout. 

My dinner guest and partner for this project was Major Mike 
Williams, a longtime Soldier Of Fortune contributing editor. I'd 
picked him up for supper at Houston's old Main Street Gym, 
which is now at another location, the comer of Clay and 
Shenevert. The sign out front still says "Main Street Gym," 
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though, followed by "House of Pain." In the 
opposing corner of the intersection is the 
Southern Noodle Company. A cosmic juxta
position, I thought. 

The gym smeUed like a small mountain 
of rotted jockstraps. Indoors, with the win
dows closed. Its air hung heavy with the 
moist, rank determination of serious 
pugilists, jump ropes whap-whap-whapping 
on the floor, punctuated by the irregularly 
popping volleys of leather against leather 
and other skin. Except for a couple of train
ers, few men were of the Caucasian persua
sion. Except Mike. He was the only guy 
there over 70, a cantankerous war-horse 
boxing a few days each week, as much for 
his sanity as his physique. 

Williams has lived most of his life in 
Houston, except for intermittent absences 
for such diversions as World War II, Korea, 
the Congo and Rhodesia, where the Texan 
won respect for his command of a horse
mounted counterinsurgency force. He was 
in the Army's 10th Special Forces Group in 
the 1950s with Colonel Aaron Bank, the 
spiritual granddaddy of all Green Berets. I 
wou ld need Mike's local savvy and special 
operations expertise. 

As a SpecOps veteran, Mike was skepti
cal that my intel about a raid on the Main 
Building at 2 100 hours would be accurate, 
much less punctual, especially because 
Delta's activities are so heavily cloaked in 
secrecy and subject to change. 

Routine Special Operations 
The two-week Houston maneuvers, like 

similar joint ventures between the Army and 
local police departments ' special weapons 
and tactics (SWAT) teams around the coun
try, was explained to the public as a "rou
tine" military urban-warfare training sce
nario involving run-of-the-mill Spec ial 
Forces troops. But various special opera
tions sources say these regularly scheduled 
exercises, which are growing in number, use 
the story as a ruse for Delta squadrons to 
conduct secret internal-security train-ups for the local SWAT boys 
(see ' 'We Have Met The Enemy - And He Is Us," Oct. '96). 

SOF's intel on Delta's training schedule in Houston proved 
accurate. Before the week was over, we penetrated one of their 
covers with two phone calls, and located one of their staging areas 
at Ellington Field, an old Air Force Base near the NASA Space 
Flight Center. Mike and I were able to recon targets prior to 
Delta's arrival, aUowing us to select the most advantageous shoot
ing positions. I was armed with a Nikon N90, two Canons, two 
tripods and night-vision equipment. Mike had the usual. 

One site, scheduled for two separate Delta exercises in 
Houston, was the old Rice Hotel, where President John F. 
Kennedy spent his last night on 21 November 1963. It is in the 
partial-demolition phase of a major renovation into downtown 
apartments. Delta rented several floors for room-clearing exercis
es; floors 6-12 on 30 October, and the 4th and 5th floors on 5 
November, Election Day. SOF obtained marked floor plans indi
cating which rooms would be used by Delta, and we were able to 
inspect these rooms before and after Army instructors prepped 
them for exercises. 

Our dinner at Josephine 's was leisurely, watching the Main in 

In night photo 
taken from same 
position as inset 
at far left, MH-60 
from 160th SOAR 
hovers over Main 
Building, backlit 
by modernistic 
skyscraper. (inset) 
Mission accom
plished, Delta 
operator-trainees 
are plucked from 
building and fly 
off into the night. 



case anything popped up early. We'd barely 
gotten out to Caroline Street to get my 
Nikon out of Mike's Mercedes when I knew 
my sources were alpha-one. 

The metallic throb of approaching heli
copters was unmistakable, growing in inten
sity. Grackles mobbed on tree limbs across 
the street suddenly bolted airborne, then 
regrouped into one maddened flock, swoop
ing in screeching passes over the sidewalks 
and parking lots. 

Unlit and unmarked, two MH-60 Black 
Hawks - the SpecOps version - appeared 
overhead, ' flying southwest to northeast, 
banking northwest as they descended 
through scudding fog banks that shrouded 
the tops of Houston's tallest skyscrapers. 
Whopping rotors and whining turbo engines 
echoed loudly, reverberating in downtown's 
towering concrete-and-glass canyons. 

Front Row, Center 
Josephine 's big plate-glass windows 

were vibrating audibly when the restaurant 
suddenly disgorged its humanity - cus
tomers, cooks and servers - on the side
walk. A few people caught in the open three 
blocks, over which the choppers made their 
final approach, ran for the cover of nearby 
buildings, while other pedestrians huddled 
in small groups. Skittish motorists pulled 
quickly to the curb, craning their necks 
upward into the swirling darkness. 

First one, and then the other MH-60 
descended out of the fog to hover above 
the Main Building's highest roof. Teams of 
black-clad men fast-roped down from each 
Black Hawk to the top of the roof tower. 
Tossing a web ladder off the upper tower, 
they cl imbed quickly to a lower roof that 
provided access to an elevator shaft. 
Others rappelled off the side toward lower 
windows. 

BOOM! A breaching charge relaunched 
the grackles into careening flight, the explo
sion's sound wave bouncing back and forth 
among nearby buildings, then fading. 

Scores of passersby stood spellbound, as 
if watching a high-wire act at the circus. 
Soon, the helicopters were thundering over 
again, hovering in turn over the roof and 
dropping a line with pairs of steel D-rings 
attached. In a spectacular aerobatic finale, 
the Black Hawks zoomed away, each with a 
clutch of commandos hanging beneath , 
daredevils flying though midair. 

Mike and I looked at our watches: 27 
minutes from start to finish. Not bad. Some 
guy with long hair in his 20s jogged across 
the street as I was putting my camera gear 
away. He asked what in hell all the commo
tion was about. I told him he 'd just wit
nessed the Army 's anti-terrorist Delta unit 
conducting a building takedown and roof
top extraction. He gawked upward. 

"Wouldn ' t it be cheaper to call a cab?" he 
wisecracked. But the humor nailed a serious 
point about the exercise's overall necessity. 

"This is .. . necessary," Houston Police 
Chief Sam Nuchia had said the afternoon 
before, at a press conference to deflect pub
lic complaints about explosions, machine-
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gun fire and low-flying helicopter gunships 
on Monday night, which lit up police 
switchboards. 

Safe Crack-Up 
"There's no danger to the public," Chief 

Nuchia vowed. But his spin for the evening 
news was upstaged before broadcast, by an 
aircraft "incident" near. Sugar Land, an 
affluent, fast-growing suburb about 20 
miles southwest of Houston . It involved an 
Army OH-6 helicopter. 

Unlike Houston 's prior police chiefs, 

The old Rice Hotel as seen from one of 
SOF's surveillance points, an office in 
the Texas Commerce Tower just down 
the hall from former Treasury Secretary 
Lloyd Bentsen. (left) Author and Mike 
Williams on the roof of another building 
used for observation, with the rear of the 
Rice Hotel behind them. 

who wore baggy civilian suits, Nuchia is 
fond of going about in a smartly turned-out 
uniform, generously adorned with piping, 
braids, epaukts, stars and other sartorial 
ma1tial splendor. He likes the military. They 
must like him, too. At least they tried to bail 
him out of the bath he took on the "no dan
ger" claim. 

Apparently trying to save some face for 
Nuchia, a spokesman for the U.S. Anny 
Special Operations Command at Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina, declined to charac
terize the "incident at Sugar Land" as a 
"crash." Minimizing the severity, he called 
it a "hard landing." 

It "landed" hard enough to end up on its 
side, injuring two soldiers. The pilot was 
hospitalized. Maybe it's not a "crash" until 
somebody gets killed. 

Such semantic hair-splitting illustrates 
the type of weasel language used by mili
tary commands to obscure real meaning 
and blur exact intentions, using such 
euphemisms as "hard landing" and such 
acronyms as MOUT, or military operations 
in urban terrain . The same Army 
spokesman said troops were in Houston for 
MOUT training. 

It's only when one understands the defi
nitions of Army training doctrine that one 
can understand the difference between what 
the Army says and what the Army does. Its 
actions reveal its true intent. 

MOUT is typically conducted by regu
lar Army troops, not generic Green Berets, 
much less Delta. In a real-life tactical 
arena, MOUT operations can result in 
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heavy collateral damage and significant 
civilian casualties. Advanced MOUT doc
trine, or AMOUT, also results in heavy 
damage, but it is more confined to the spe
cific target area. 

The most advanced tactical takedown 
doctrine, Close Quarter Combat, or CQC, 
has heretofore been the province of certain 
- but not all - Special Forces-qualified 
troops. The modern definitive CQC opera
tion is· the takedown of the Iranian 
Embassy at Princess Gate, London, by the 
British Army's 22nd Regiment of the 
Special Air Service: 22 SAS is the doctri
nal progenitor of Delta, largely because of 
the influence of Delta 's first commanding 
officer, Colonel Charlie Beckwith, who 
served with 22 SAS in Malaysia. 

Delta 
The most frequent practitioner of CQC 

scenarios in the Army is Delta. Under more 
recent recruiting practices, not all Delta 
operators are SF-qualified, as was once the 
case. Under old SF policy, CQC training 
was not authorized for any civilian law
enforcement agency except the U.S. Border 
Patrol 's tactical team, or BORTAC. Since 
the Waco disaster, when Delta advisers were 
literally in the trenches with FBI HRT mem
bers (see "Black Suits, Badges & 
Bradleys," Aug. '96), the Army's policy has 
been relaxed to allow CQC training to many 
civilian law-enforcement agencies. 

For instance, one of the agencies being 
trained by Delta operators in Houston, 
besides the Houston Police Department's 
SWAT team, was the Texas Department of 
Transportation SWAT team. That fact sur
faced in an article in the 22 October edition 
of the Houston Chronicle. Chief Nu chi a and 
the Army asked the Harris County commis
sioners for permission to practice building 
take-downs at an abandoned condominium 
complex on the San Jacinto River. 

After being flooded out in October 1994, 
the Federal Emergency Management 
Administration purchased Forest Cove 
Condominiums from the owners and deed
ed them to Harris County. The county, in 
turn, made plans to demolish the complex 
and turn the river-front property into a park. 
Nearby residents, fearing the military 
maneuvers might be more dangerous than 
Chief Nuchia later would have the public 
believe, complained to the county. The 
commissioners voted unanimously to deny 
the Army permission. 

The morning after Williams and I wit
nessed and photographed the rooftop 
assault on the Main Building, there was 
further confirmation that the Army troops 
were not generic Green Berets, but Delta 
commandos. Army spokesman Walt 
Sokalski confirmed to Houston Chronicle 
reporter John Makeig that the OH-6 which 
had " landed" at an imprudently high rate 
of speed the week before, and the 11 other 
helicopters scaring residents in and around 
Houston, were all from the 160th Special 
Operations Aviation Regiment. The 160th 
SOAR exists primarily to be Delta 's inser-
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tion platform, but also ferries around the 
FBI's Ifostage Rescue Team, a Delta
trained clone. The OH-6 that crashed, and 
the MH-60 Black Hawks Mike and I saw, 
are uniquely configured for Delta-type 
operations. 

The morning-after coverage of the Main 
Building operation in the Houston 
Chronicle was blase, and poked fun at read
ers who' d called the newspaper and the 
police, disturbed by the sight of rn.ili tary 
commandos zooming and shooting around 
the metro area. "Rumors Fly as Army 
Choppers Buzz City," the headline said. 

The article confirmed that the police did 
not publicly confirm the joint exercises with 

the Army until a day after they began -
when upset residents began caLiing in com
plaints. It said that " ... some people think 
the media are covering up for the culprits." 

Going To See The Elephant 
Truth be known, the local media didn't 

have the energy or the interest to cover up 
for anybody. With the exception of a couple 
of TV stations, whose reporters got good 
footage, but were not particularly well 
informed about what was really going on, 
Houston's media just didn't care. 

Sokalski, the Army spokesman, blew 
some smoke up the Chronicle's ass about 
Houston being "a unique environment for 

I I 
I 

' • 

' 

In the throes of salvage and demolition, the Rice Hotel was prepped by advance Delta 
team, such as by flagging areas and rooms to be the site of training activity. Insertion, 
training and extraction from real urban areas is realistic, but leaves some pondering 
how necessary it is - and who they are training to rescue, take-down, or take away. 
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certain types of aerial maneuvers." Then, 
contradicting himself and Chief Nuchia in 
the news reports of the day before, Sokalski 
acknowledged that these exercises might be 
dangerous to civibans watching in close 
proximity, using that argument as a reason 
to keep secret the dates, times and locations 
of trai ning events. 

"It's like when the circus comes to 
town," Sokalski said. "Everybody wants to 
see the elephants. It creates a greater hazard 
if we have a lot of people trying to watch 
the training." 

The evasiveness by the Army and Chief 
Nuchia about exactly what was going on -
and the public fright that resulted - is typ
ical of Delta 's forays into other U.S . cities 
for similar exercises. 

Houston residents are among only the 
more recent population centers to have the 
jolting experience of machine gun-toting 
ninjas, throbbing choppers, staccato bursts 
of gunfire and the thud of explosions added 
to the everyday nerve-jangling stresses of 
urban life. 

Similar exercises in June in Pittsburgh 
"turned parts of the city into war zones," 
The Washington Times reported, "complete 
with the sound of explosions and gunfue 
that frightened residents and sent one preg
nant woman into labor ... " 

A year earlier, residents of two Chicago 
suburbs were similarly panicked on two 

successive nights when choppers swooped 
in amid crescendos of gunfire and explo
sions. Other cities have been subjected to 
such nocturnal terror by the combined 
forces of their federal and local govern
ments, including Miami , Dallas, New 
Orleans, Detroit, Los Angeles and Dallas. 

Despite Chief Nuchia's assurance that 
there is no danger to the public, there have 

New, mag-wheeled Chevy van did not fit 
usual ambiance of a wrecking crew -
and two phone calls to directory assis
tance and the drapery store pulled the rag 
off their thin cover. 

been training accidents in these exercises. 
An explosion in an industrial area near 
New Orleans caused almost $100,000 in 
property damage - which Delta's com
mand promptly paid in cash. A misplaced 
bullet trap in Miami failed to stop a .308-
caliber bullet, which ricocheted and pene
trated an interior masonry wall, then 
plunged through a window of an all-night 
business . No one was hurt and, again , 
Delta's bag men showed up to soothe tem
pers and nerves with a calming balm of 
Federal Reserve Notes. 

Navigational Training 
A common thread among all these oper

ations has been a remarkable lack of pro
fessed foreknowledge by local law
enforcement agencies, and mysteriously 
vague explanations by the Army of just 
what it's all about. 

For instance, hundreds of citizens of 
Des Plaines, Illinois, frigh tened by clatter
ing copters and· the Boom! Boom! Rat-a
tat-tat, flooded the phone lines of local 
police, who at first denied hearing or know
ing anything, the Chicago Sun-Times 
reported. An Illinois State Police 
spokesman finally admitted that it was 
"some sort of SWAT thing ... We can' t talk 
about it. Call the Department of Defense." 

Pentagon spokesman M ike Sienda 
called it "a routine exercise" pertaining to 

-
Delta's advance team came to Houston with a Ryder truck carrying materiel, seen here behind construction fence at front of Rice Hotel. 
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"military police." Next night, when resi
dents were terrified by a similar assault on 
an abandoned seminary in nearby Lemont, 
Illinois, Sienda described it again as "rou
tine," said instead described it as "a naviga
tion exercise." 

Nav igation exercise? With gunfire and 
explosions? [As we go to press, the Ft. 
Lauderdale Sun Sentinel announced similar 
"night navigation" exercises for 18-27 
November, compromised when City 
Manager George Hanbury sent a memo to 
Ft. Lauderdale city commissioners, which 
stated "this memo is not intended for public 
release at this time" but the memo is a pub
lic record under Florida law.] 

Sienda told the Chicago newspaper that 
no one was notified in advance because -
curious logic here, when trying to justify a 
major public disturbance of the peace - "we 
didn 't want to attract attention." 

The well-dressed Delta operators who 
showed up at the Rice Hotel on 5 
November, ostensibly disguised as demoli 
tion workers, probably didn ' t want to 
attract attention either. But they weren't 
hard to spot. 

I'd been keeping an eye on the Rice for 
a week, and Delta had used it once already, 
on the san1e Wednesday night Mike and I 
watched the helicopter assault on the Main 
Building a few blocks away. The demolition 
crew working in the Rice was all Mex ican. 
They were a dusty, rag-tag looking crew. 
They looked Like - a demolition crew. 

Neither Cover Nor 
Concealment 

I was waiting on the street when Delta 
arrived. A backup photographer was stand
ing by, to take my picture in case the Delta 
guys spotted me and decided to confiscate 
my film or otherwise manifest their dis
pleasure. A Ryder rental truck - the same 
size as the one used to blow up the federal 
building in Oklahoma City - and another 
rental truck had been staged by Delta in a 
parking garage across from the Rice. A 
police officer stopped traffic to let the 
trucks out. As I snapped pictures, they 
turned the comer and parked beh ind a 
chain-link fence in front of the Rice. 

Six Delta personnel were in a brand-new 
white Chevy van with magnetic signs 
attached to the doors indicating they were 

Obviously fit, well-dressed with virginal helmets, $100 sneakers, clean and driving new 
wheels, Delta operators outside old Rice Hotel on 30 October stood out from genuine 
down 'n' dirty salvage crew tearing out toilets the week before. 

The "cover" for Delta operators was " Mike's Dismantling and Restoration" with a local 
phone number that belonged to a drapery store. Here, crew of Delta "dismantlers," 
apparently piqued at being photographed, climbs in van and drives away. 

from "Mike's Dismantling & Restoration." 
A quick check of a Houston phone book and 
directory assistance revealed no such com
pany listed. A call to the phone number list
ed on their sign rang up a company that sells 
wholesale draperies and had never heard of 
"Mike's Dismantling & Restoration." 

It was obvious the moment they 

them and went back for more. I decided it 
would be interesting to let the Delta guys 
see me. So I made myself obvious, taking 
their pictures as th(;y watched. They con
vened a quick meeting in a construction 
trailer, walked out in a group (which I pho
tographed), got in their van and drove away. 

~~~!iiiiriiiii~5iii0iiiii~m1Cll'~~~""'"~ffie stepped out of their veh i
Mike Williams was incredulous when I 

told him how easy it had been to spot the 
Delta boys, how much these well-dressed, 
well-muscled young Anglos stood out from 
the real Mexican demo crew. 

"Well, I know now what the Din Delta 
stands for," Mike said in disgust. 
"Dilettantes. These guys are dabblers, so 
impressed with themselves they ignore the 
most basic lessons of tradecraft. They 
should have had some backstop for that 
cover. Hell, they ought to at least have a 
real phone listing, and a secretary there to 
take calls. 

AS-.J' ........, . 

cles that these guys 
weren 't demolition work
ers. They were weari ng 
stylish sport clothing, 
$100 athletic shoes and 
all looked like they 'd just 
left "Gold 's Gym." Not a 
beer belly among 'em. 
Their construction hel
mets were all brand new, 
without a single scuff 
mark. Their vehicles were 
new and spiffy; undented, 
not a ladder or a tool box 

- FOURTEENTH FLOOR THE RICE 
_,_ . ru.u 

Rooms circled on floorplan are rooms used for 
Delta's training ops. 

to be found. A pretty thin cover. 
I shot two rolls of film, stashed 

"If Aaron Bank and Charlie Beckwith 
knew this shit was going down ," Mike mut
tered to himself, "they'd be spinning in 
their graves." ~ 
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IF the T-62 was the Taliban rebels ' target, then the seven 
government soldiers lounging in foxholes behind the tank 
were some of the unluckiest men in Afghanistan. 

Only minutes after they had folded their Muslim prayer rugs and 
put away their Korans, a 122mm rocket slammed into their little 
piece of earth, killing four and wounding three. We were standing a 
(barely) safe distance away. Our reflexes had been dulled from 
insufficient sleep induced by cheap vodka over the past three days. 
A "wake up" arrived soon, as government soldiers moved their 
wounded and dead from the still-steaming crater littered with smok
ing scraps of clothing and blood-stained sand. 

With a roar, a second Katyusha slammed into the highway. "Get 
into the car! Get into the car! " screamed John, a Montana-born cam
eraman wi th a British TV crew. "We've been targeted! Let's go. Shit, 
did you hear that... ?" 

A third explosion radiated a shock wave that bludgeoned us . 
Then a fourth round in the artillery-rocket strike came closer, so 
close that the pungent smell of cordite coated my throat and nose. 
We wouldn 't be so lucky if there was another Katyusha. It definite
ly was time to unass this AO. 

The Russian-made Volga station wagon fishtailed down the 
Kabul highway as we sped north toward the government foi·ces' rear 
lines. A few minutes later a Soviet-made BMP (boyevaya mashina 
pekhoty: combat vehicle of the infantry) loaded with wounded 
passed us on the way to the nearest hospital in Charikar, a city locat
ed some 60 kilometers north of Kabul. We decided to follow. 

Dozens of government soldiers and anti-Taliban mujahideen 
milled around the gray-walled hospital building. Two stunned sol
diers with eye and face wounds from the Katyusha were quickly led 
into the fly-infested emergency room. Soldiers unloaded a third 
casualty, whose leg had been shredded by the rocket's blast, through 
the rear hatch of the BMP and rolled him onto a urine- and pus
soaked mattress. He was soon surrounded by a team of doctors and 
interns, one armed with a bloody and partly rusted amputation saw 
and what looked like a wad of tennis racket-gauge catgut. This wasn't 
going to be pretty. 

We left without further word and began driving to Jebul-us-Siraj, 
the headquarters of famed commander Ahmad Shah Massood. 

The "Lion of the Panjshir," 
Ahmad Shah Massood, 
radios orders during com
bined-arms op against 
Taliban; his assistant, Dr. 
Abdulla, stands at right. 
{below) Anti-Taliban alli
ance brings Gen. Abdul 
Majid Rozi {in uniform), 
representing Uzbek war
lord Dostum, to confer with 
Massood (in white jacket). 



Massood's troops bring fighter, badly wounded in rocket strike, to hospital in 
city of Charikar. Doctors likely amputated his leg. (right) Taliban mortar round 
lands, explodes in government firing position during combat north of Kabul. 

Afghan vs. Afghan vs. Afghan 
A main battle tank, even an old work

horse from the Cold War, always has right
of-way. 

Just outside Baghram airbase, recently 
retaken by the allied forces of Massood and 
Uzbek warlord Abdul Rashid Dostum, an 
ally of embattled Afghan President 
Rabbani, we were nearly run off the road by 
two government T-55s. 

The tanks were clambering in reverse 
through a narrow street of houses and 
shops. Dozens of soldiers, armed with rock
et-propelled grenades, AK rifles and other 
Soviet-era small arms, were in a near riot. 

Some tried to hop aboard as the metal behe
moths narrowly avoided smashing into each 
other. It was pure Afghan chaos. 

Off to the side, dressed in his trademark 
white "Banana Republic" jacket and chinos, 
stood Massood, the "Lion of the Panjshir." 

"Get the tanks down the road," he fom
ly ordered into a walkie-talkie. "Now. Now 
- go. Get them into position." 

One of the T-55s suddenly stopped, its 
diesel engine sputtering. Massood ordered 
all of the infantrymen to get behind the 
smoke-belching monster and push-start it. It 
worked. Both tanks rumbled off to their 
assigned firing position in an open field a 

Many times with an SOF adventure, half of the story is just getting there. We're 
talking logistics, equipment, airlines that barely fly, ground transport that 
barely moves, petty Third World bureaucrats, religious maniacs, and nasty 

weatlier; then, if all goel ·well and the journey reaches the front 1ines, there are bullets, 
bombs, adrenaline-pumped hosts who can turn 'Violent, the risks of being captured by 
the wrong side, and injury or death. 

'Last fall's flare-up of fighting in Afghanistan, pitting the al1iance of Uzbek warlord 
General Abdul Rashid Dostum antl famed Afghan mujahideen Leader-turned-defense min
ister Ahmad Shah Massood against the Pakistan-backed lslamist Taliban, really put my 
skills to the test. 

From Budapest, Hungary, to the front lines near Kabul's airport is about 2,700 miles 
(4,340 kilometers) as 'lhe crow flies - about 90 hours of nearly nonstop travel under 
conditions that would challenge even the most hardened adventurer. 

After a relativeJy benign flight from Budapest to Istanbul, preparation for the Turkish 
Airlines' " red eye" to Tashkent, Uzbekistan, was a harbinger. First there was lengthy 
questioning and hard stares.by security officials at the Istanbul airport: My personal kit 
comprised Kevlar helmet, threat-level 4 body rumor with ceramic and Kevlar plates 
(front and back), plus 52 pounds of came(as, film, lenses, clothes, medicines, and a hand
ful of aviation maps of northern Afghanistan and portions of Iran and Pakistan. Then I 
had to spend 10 hours waiting for the flight. My companions in this exercise in patience 

Continued on page 72 
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couple of kilometers away. 
Massood, normally media-shy, lit up 

with an atypical smile when asked if an 
SOF correspondent could accompany him. 
"Just don't get in the way," .Massood 's 
assistant, Dr. Abdulla, answered. Massood 's 
seven-man security team, all blood relatives 
or related to him through marriage, took up 
position in the back of his Toyota pickup. 
The headquarters element drove off after 
the T-55s. 

Sygma 

Afghanistan the Soviet army mounted 
seven special-forces missions to capture or 
kill the wily Massood. Each time, Spetsnaz 
teams came back empty-handed. Massood's 
skills as a guerrilla commander were unpar
alleled. He had learned how to organize his 
muj fighters into highly mobile guerrilla 
units and harass the Soviet army at will 
while living off the land with little or no 
logistical support. 

In 1992, three years after the Soviets 
quit Afghanistan, the communist regime of 
President Najibullah fell. Massood entered 
Kabul, the capital, and spent the next four 
years battling other factional leaders as the 
defense minister to President Burhanuddin 
Rabbani and his political party, Jamiat-i
!slami (Islam ic Society). This fighting, 
however, opened the door for the Pakistan
backed, lslamist Taliban forces. 

The Taliban, commanded by a core of 
former Islamic seminarians, launched an 
offensive that first captured the eastern city 
of Jalalabad. Last September the Taliban cap
tured Kabul, driving out the Rabbani govern
ment and sending Massood and his army into 
full retreat northward. (One of the first acts 
of the victorious Taliban was to drag 
Najibullah from a U.N. compound where he 
had been sheltered and execute him.) 

With Taliban armor and infantry hot on 
their heels, Massood's units regrouped 
north of the Panjshir Valley at the mouth to 
the strategic Salang Pass, coordinated with 
the ethnic-Uzbek warlord Dostum 's forces 
- and waited. When the moment was right, 
the alliance forces swept southward in 
counterattack, dealing the Taliban a number 
of significant defeats. Massood soon found 
himself within cannon shot of a strategic 
prize: Kabul 's airport. 

Foreign-Press Paranoia 
Ka-boom. The T-55 fired, sending a 

high-explosive shell onto a ridge just north 
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Afghan government troops prep their Soviet-made BM-22 MAL for fire mission against Taliban. The 220mm artillery rockets have a 
maximum range of 40 kilometers. 
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Motorized rifle troops under Gen. Abdul 
Rashid Dostum assemble at strategic Salang 
Tunnel, in northern mountains, before joining 
anti-Taliban offensive. 

of the hills ringing the Kabul airport. Ka
boom. The second tank, also acting as a 
self-propelled artillery piece, fired. 

Massood then ordered other tanks and 
artillery flanking the road to open up. Puffs 
of smoke from impacts appeared on the 
horizon; seconds later, muffled concussions 
rippled back across the valley floor. 

Fire mission completed, Massood and 
his HQ entourage departed for Jebul and a 
staff meeting. We followed. In Jebul we 
stopped for food then made an unannounced 
visit to Massood's command center and 
quarters. We weren't disappointed. 

After allowing us to "sit in" on the last 
few minutes of staff meeting, Massood sat 
down and spoke briefly with us. "I have no 
plans for political office," he commented, 
referring to the possibili ty that he might 

"' soon retake Kabul. He began discussing the 
5, Taliban 's military strategy. Just then, an 
ill aide entered the room to tell him General 

Dostum, the Uzbek warlord, was on the 
sate II ite telephone. 

"Gee, didn 't the Russians kill [Chechen 
rebel leader] Dudayev that way?" Newsweek 

Continued on page 70 
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outh Africa's . Lyttelton 
lngenieurswerke 
(Afrikaans for Engineering 
Works) - or "LIW" as it is 
now referred to - has a 
proven track record in the 
defense industry. They pro

duce the Z88 and SPI 9mm Parabellum 
pistols, the SP2 .40 S& W pistol, the 
CPI compact pistol, the R4 rifles 
series, the new CR21 bullpup rifle, the 
SS-77 caliber 7.62x51mm GPMG, a 
5.56x45mm Squad Automatic based 
upon the SS-77 , several different 
20mm automatic cannons, the G5 
towed and G6 self-propelled 155mm 

Firing the new South African SP1 
General's Model, a mid-size pistol 
chambered for either the 9mm 
Parabellum or .40 S&W cartridges. 

artillery, a 30mm high-speed aircraft can
non, a 35mm computerized antiaircraft 
cannon system, the Rooikat Armored 
Fighting Vehicle, mortars of all types and 
numerous other defense products. 

General's Model 
I have just returned from another exten

sive trip to South Africa where, among 
numerous other defense industry products, I 
tested and evaluated a bevy of new hand
guns from LIW. Most interesting to me was 
the General 's Model, a compact version of 
the large service-size SPI/2 series pistols, 

~ that will be available in both 9mm 
~ Parabellum and .40 S&W chamberings and 
ci is intended for both the military and com
~ mercial markets. Both the SPl and SP2 (and 
"- LIW's other pistol, the Z88, a greatly 

enhanced version of the Beretta 92F) are 

Peter G. Kokal is 

locked-breech pistols that operate by short 
recoil with a falling locking block driven 
downward to disengage the slide from the 
barrel and halt the barrel's rearward travel. 
This method of operation was taken from the 
German Walther P.38 - a double-action pis
tol of World War II vintage (which 
employed the same locking principle, albeit 
significantly modified, as the Mauser Model 
1896 "Broomhandle" pistol). 

Although it may resemble the Z88 inter
nally, the SP1/2's slide and frame - as well 
as some other important features - are star
tlingly different. SPl/2 slides, which unlike 
Z88 slides are closed except for a conven
tional-sized ejection port on the right side, 
are machined from high-quality, EN-24 (a 
British World War II term that stands for 

"' "Emergency Number" and indicates the 
i alloy content of the steel) ordnance steel bi!
"' lets. Although far more labor-intensive than 
ci mill-finishing a drop forging such as that of 
$ 
~ the Beretta 92F, in this manner the slide's 
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flow lines are maintained in a longitudinal 
direction without distortion , providing con
siderably higher fracture toughness. 

Furthermore, after machining, SPl/2 
slides and other important components, such 
as the locking block, are heat-treated by dip
ping in a neutral salt bath (to prevent decar
bonizing) at 840 degrees Celsius for 25 min
utes. They are then quenched in a neutral salt 
bath at 340 degrees Celsius for 20 minutes 
and finally cooled by air. The hardness of the 
steel after this treatment is 42-48 Rockwell 
C without any internal brittleness. 

The General's Model wiJJ be initially 
offered with either black oxide or electro
less nickel finishes. Eventually, a nitroplex 
fini sh - which looks like nickel , but is 
highly rust resistant - and a black finish 
with the same scratch and rust resistance as 
nickel will be available. 

most important, permits this double-action 
pistol to be carried "locked and cocked" 
(with a round in the chamber, the hammer 
cocked and the safety engaged). The first 
round can thus be fired single action. If pre
ferred, the hammer can be lowered (slowly 
and very carefully) by hand (the safety lever 
does not operate as a hammer drop) and the 
first shot fired double-action. The safety 
lever can also be engaged with the hammer 
rotated forward. Personally, I can think of no 
situation in which I would not prefer to carry 
this pistol in the locked-and-cocked mode. 

The thumb safety on SPl/2 series pis
tols has the correct sense of direction , 
which is to rotate downward into the fire 
position. This is reversed on the Z88 and 
Beretta 92F. In addition, the SPl/2 safety 
lever can be easily manipulated with the 
thumb of the fir ing hand while maintaining 

frame. There is no magazine safety and the 
pistol can be fired without a magazine seat
ed into the well. 

The SPl/2's "ringed " magazine-release 
button is properly located to the rear of the 
trigger guard. It may be reversed for either 
right- or left-hand shooters. Empty maga
zines fall freely away when the release but
ton is pressed. The General 's Model maga
zine capacity is 16 rounds in 9mm 
Parabellum and 11 rounds in .40 S&W. The 
staggered-column, single-position-feed mag
azine bodies have been heat-treated by means 
of carbonizing to a depth of O.Olmm. This 
process provides an extremely rugged mag
azine, which will not deform from repeated 
reloadings nor when it is dropped on the all
critical lips. The finger-extension floorplate, 
an important feature on a compact pistol, is 
made from Nylon-6. Larger SPl and SP2 

by Peter G. Kokalis 

AUTOLOADERS 
Pistol Crafting lit Its Zenith 

In overall geometry, the SP l/2 series 
slide is quite distinctive. The exterior 
racliuses are all clearly defined and the 
sides, at the muzzle end , are wedge-shaped. 
As a .40 S&W chambering was contem
plated during initial development of the 
SPl, a heavier slide was not required when 
the SP2 was introduced two years ago. The 
top of the slide has a wide, serrated, inte
gral heat rib. The rib has a dished-out con
figuration, and both the front and rear 
sights rise above the serrations. 

The blade-type, stepped front sight is 
retained by a roll pin and can be removed to 
install higher or lower blades. The rear 
sight, an open square notch, can be adjusted 
for windage only by drifting it in its dove
tail on the slide. Tritium night sights are 
available as an option. 

The ambidextrous, manual thumb safety 
is mounted on the frame, which is CNC
machined from high-grade aluminum-alloy 
barstock. The safety blocks the trigger and, 
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the firing grip. 
The firing pin is inertial, and a spring

loaded steel block limits its travel. This 
mechanical firing-pin stop, also located in 
the slide, is activated by a coil spring and 
deactivated at the last moment of trigger 
travel by the trigger bar and a lever assem
bly. It ensures that the pistol cannot fire 
unless the trigger is pulled. Finally, the ham
mer has a rather useless half-cock position. 

Trigger-pull weights on the SPl 
General 's Model we tested were 9 pounds at 
double-action and 3.75 pounds when fired 
single action . The polymer trigger is serrat
ed. The mechanism itself is that used on the 
Z88 pistol. In comparison with the Z88 , the 
SP1/2 's hammer has been lightened and its 
profile altered. 

The SPl/2 recoil spring has been 
redesigned to accommodate the abbreviated 
envelope of the General's Model. The recoil 
spring 's guide rod is now polymer instead 
of steel. The fixed ejector is attached to the 

magazines can be used. 
The polygonal-rifled barrel is 102mm (4 

inches) in length and is fabricated from 
tough EN-24 steel. This compares to a bar
rel length of 118mm (4.72 inches) for the 
standard-size SPl/2. All of LIW's pistol 
barrels are "aust" tempered, a process with 
yields a hardness of 43 Rockwell C. SP2 .40 
S&W heat-treated barrels have fired up to 
30,000 rounds without failure. SPl 9mm 
Parabellum barrels feature four-groove 
rifling, while SP2 .40 S&W barrels have six 
grooves with a right-hand twist of one tum 
in 254mm (10 inches). This rate of twist is 
most commonly found on 9mm Parabellum 
barrels. SIGARMS provides their P229 .40 
S&W barrels with a 1:15-inch (380mm) rate 
of twist. However, the importance of twist 
rates on handgun barrels has been vastly 
overrated by gun writers who are long on 
anecdotal material and short on technical 
knowledge. At the short ranges handguns 
are employed, stabilization of bullets closer 
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As a consequence of a request from 
Brazil, which does not permit civilians to 
possess firearms chambered for " mili
tary" cartridges, the South African CP1 
(Compact Pistol 1) will be offered in cal
iber .380 ACP (9mm Kurz), as well as 9mm 
Parabellum. 
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to round balls than boat-tail rifle projecti !es 
and fired through launching platfo1m s with 
an extremely short sight rad ius by operators 
with trembling hands; the rifl ing's rate of 
twist looms as an insignificant factor in the 
accuracy equation. 

Overall length of the General's Model is 
7.4 inches (188mm), as compared to 8.44 
inches (21l mm) for the SP2. As the grip 
area of the frame has been shortened, the 
height, from the top of the rear sight to the 
base of the magazine, is now 5.2 i.nches 
(132mm), while that of the SP2 is 5.8 inch
es (1 45mm). A most important dimension is 
the circumference of the grip portion of the 
frame which is only 5.4 inches (135mm). 
Thickness in the grip frame area is 1.34 
inches (34mm). The weight, wi th an empty 
magazine, is 31.4 ounces (890 grams). 

Injection-molded, one-piece, bl ack 
nylon grips, with an attractive enameled 
brass Vektor logo embedded on each side, 
are held to the frame by a single alien-head 
screw at the heel direc tly to the rear of the 
magazine well. A threaded steel insert in the 

frame retains the grip screw. The top of this 
steel insert serves as a guide for the hammer 
spring. Inside the grips, 45-degree dovetails 
help secure the grips to the frame. 

At the bottom of the frame, di rectly 
under the barrel, is a fla t su1face which 
flows in to die recurved (ugh! ) trigger guard, 
which has no serrations. The rear of the trig
ger guard is undercut, and this provides the 

firing hand a larger purchase on the grip 
portion of the frame and lowers the barrel 's 
axis to diminish muzzle climb. 

Our test and evaluation of the General 's 
Model went as expected, as the SP l /2 series 
pistols have already demonstrated them
selves to be rugged and reliable. Both accu
racy and reliability meet the requirements 
demanded by armed professionals. As this 
pistol is somewhat heavy for a compact 
type, the perceived recoil was mild. 

CP1 .380 
Two years ago LIW introduced what I 

personally feel is the slickest-looking com
pact pistol ever designed (See "Slickest 
Compact Nine Ever?" September '94) . 

CPI .380 SPECIFICATIONS 
Caliber: .380 ACP (9mm Kurz). 

Operation: Gas-retarded blowback - gas-actuated piston holds b.reech 
closed until chamber pressures drop to a safe level. 

Feed: 14- and 15-round, detachable, staggered-column, box-type 
magazines with magazine floorplates curve~ to match the 
configuration of the frame. 

Weight: With empty magazine, 24.7 ounces (700 grams), with standard 
magazine; 24.3 ounces (690) grams, with compact magazine. 

Length, overall: 6.9 inches (176mm): 
Height: 5.5 inches (139mm), with standard magazine; 5 inches 

(128mm), with compact magazine'; 

-- ~~---

Thickness: 1.1 in\:hes (28mm) in the grip-frame are 
Barrel: Four-groove polygonal rifling with a right

turn in 9.85 inches (254mm). J•l•1•1•1•1•;H•ll-
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Barrel length: 3.9 inches (99mm). 
Sights: Blade-type front sight, adjustable for windage zero by drifting 

in its dovetail in the slide; fixed, open square-notch rear sight 
which is an integral part of the slide casting. '!!'. 
Black, nitrite-finish EN24 steel slide and blaci<,polymer 
frame. 
LIW, Dept. FF, 368 Selborne Ave;,,.. LytteJton, P.O. Box 7718, 
'Pretoria 0001, Republic of South Africa; phone: 27-12-620-
2103; fax: 27-12-620-2407. 
Exhibits human engineering at its small-arms zenith. Fixed 
barrel 11nhances accuracy potential. Reliably feeds all mod
ern JHP li~llet configurations. Designed for concealed car~ 
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The SP1 Target model, with a blued slide and natural anodized frame, has a 6-inch 
barrel with a barrel weight. This model is also equipped with a straight trigger, 
extended magazine release and oversize ambidextrous safety levers. 

Now, as a consequence of a request from 
Brazil, which does not permit civili ans to 
possess firearms chambered for "military" 
cartridges, the CPI (Compact Pistol 1) will 
be offered in caliber .380 ACP (9mm Kurz), 
as well as 9mm Parabellum. 

The Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co. of 
Hartford, Conn. introduced the .380 ACP 
(Automatic Colt Pistol) cartridge in 1908 for 
use in a modified version of their Model 
1903 Pocket Automatic Pistol. The first 
European pistol designed to take this car
tridge was the Model 1910 Browning Pocket 
Automatic. It has remained popular to this 
day and provides more effective perfor
mance than the .32 ACP (7.65mm) round. 

The CPl 's attractive and unique frame 
and slide configuration was the result of a 
complex design process between LIW and 
Pentagraph, an internationally respected 
and well-known industrial design fi rm. 
These graphic, product and environmental 
design consultants, together with additional 
consumer input, were commissioned to cre
ate the pistol 's exterior envelope. The final 
result was not only eye-appealing, but 
exhibits human engineering at its small
arms zenith. Thoroughly unconventional in 
appearance, the CPl in either caliber is a 
pistol that literally fits yot,1r hand like a 
glove and almost instinctively comes right 
up on target every time it's presented. 

The CPI has a polymer frame and a 
black steel slide. The slide is machined from 
solid bar stock. The slide's nitrite finish, 
called "QPQ" is both extremely scratch and 
corrosion resistant. Resistance to oxidation 
is an important criteria for deep-conceal
ment weaponry. Both the front and back 
strap areas of the frame have a pebble-grain 
textured surface that provides just enough 
g1ipping adhesion without inhibiting the 
shooter from shifting his grip, if required. 

The CP l operates by means of gas-
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retarded blowback in a manner similar to 
the Heckler & Koch P7 series pistols. This 
operating principle was first employed in 
the World War II-era German 
Volksturmgewehr (People 's Assault Rifle -
VG 1-5) and in an experimental Swiss pistol 
developed by Eidgenossiche Waffenfabrik, 
Bern. Much later, it was also used to oper
ate the now almost-forgotten Steyr
Daimler-Puch 9mm Parabellum GB pistol. 

Most often , gas pressure is used to 
unlock and open a firearm's action. 
Reversing this principle, the LIW project 
engineers used a gas-actuated piston to hold 
the breech closed until chamber pressures 

SPI GENERAL'S MODEL SPECIFICATIONS 
Calibers: 9mm Parabellum and .40 S&W. 

Operation: Short recoil, locked-breech with a falling locking block; dou
ble-action trigger mechanism with frame-mounted ambidex
trous manual safety that blocks trigger and does not drop the 
hammer. 

Feed: 16- (9mm Parabellum) and 11-round (.40 S&W), detachable, 
staggered column, single-position-feed , box-type magazine. 

Weight: With empty magazine , 31.4 ounces (890 grams). 
Length, overall: 7.4 inches (188mm). 

Height: 5.2 inches (132mm). 

Thickness: 1.34 inches (34mm) in the grip-frame area. 

Circumference of grip frame: 5.4 inches (13~mm) . 

Barrel: Four-groove (9mm Parabellum) and six-groove (.40 S&W) 
polygonal rifling with a right-hand twist of one turn in 10 inch
es (254mm). 

Barrel length: 4 inches (102mm). 

Sights: Fixed , blade-type front sight and open square-notch rear sight. 
Tritium night sights available as an option. 

Finish: Black oxide or electroless nickel. 

. Manufacturer: LIW, Dept. FF, 368 Selborne Ave ., Lyttelton, P.O. Box 7710, 
Pretoria 0001 , Republic of South Africa; phone: 27-12-620-
2103; fax: 27-1 2-620-2407. 

T&E summary: Steel slide and locking block machined from billets for maxi-
mum durability. Frame-mounted ambidextrous manual safety 
permits locked-and-cocked carry. Satisfactory accuracy poten
tial. Large capacity, double-action mid-size pistol brought to 
its ultimate level of perfection. 
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drop to a safe level. After the cartridge is 
fired, gases are diverted into a cylinder 
below the barrel. Acting upon a hinged pis
ton attached to the front of the slide, the pro
pellant gases retard rearward movement of 
the slide. T his system eliminates the 
requirement for a locking mechanism, and 
permits a lightweight slide, less powerful 
recoil spring and fixed barrel (pinned to the 
gas block). 

Because the CPI is much lighter than 
the H&K P7, a larger gas port is required. 
The 9mm Parabellum CPI 's gas port mea
sures 2mm in diameter, while that of the P7 
is only 0.9mm. The gas port for the CPI 
.380 is lmm in diameter. 
The gas piston is 
nickel-plated, as 
this process is 
more chip-
resistant than 
hard chrome. 
It is pinned 
to the s l.ide. 

O ve r a ll 
length of the 
CP l is 6.9 inches 
(176mm). Height with 
the standard magazine is 
5.5 inches (1 39mm) and 
with the compact maga
zine only 5 inches 
( 128mm). Width at 
the thickest point 
(the grip area of the 
frame) is 1.1 inch
es (28mm). The 
weight, empty, 
with the stan
dard magazine 
is 24.7 ounces 
(700 grams) 
and 24.3 ounces 
(690 grams) 
with the com
pact magazine. 

The polygonal-
rifled baITel is 3.9 inches (99nun) in length 
and is fabricated from stainless steel. 
Polygonal rifling seals propellant gases 
behind the bullet and increases batTel life. 
CPl 9nun Parabellum batTels have four
groove rifling with a right-hand twist of one 
turn in 9.85 inches (254mm). All of this 
remains the same on the new CP l .380 pistol. 

These single-action pistols have an 
internal hammer with a torsion spring and a 
half-cock notch in the event the weapon is 
dropped. The spring-loaded hammer is 
cocked when the slide moves rearward. 
When the trigger is pulled, the trigger bar 
moves backward to trip the sear (which pro
jects out of the tight side of the hammer 
housing) and release the hammer. 
Consisting of only seven parts, the modular 
hammer assembly is compact and simple. It 
can be removed by d1iving out its retaining 
pin in the frame. The fixed ejector is 
attached to the hammer assembly. The 
extractor, retained by a conventional spring 
and plunger is located at the rear of the ejec
tion port on the right side of the slide. 
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The barrel and gas-block assembly, held 
in place on the frame by grooves on the 
polymer frame, can also be removed. The 
magazine hold-open device is attached to 
the left side of the gas block. Activated by a 
step in the magazine . follower, the hold
open mechanism is spring-loaded. In the 
pocket pistol style, the hold-open has no 
external sl ide-stop lever on the frame. Once 
caught rearward, the slide can travel for
ward again only after the empty magazine 
has been removed and/or a loaded magazine 
has been inserted and the slide is manually 
retracted slightly to the rear before permit
ting it to fly forward. 

courtesy LIW 

Exhibiting human engi
neering at its small-arms 

zenith and with a fixed barrel 
that enhances accuracy 
potential, the CP1 series reli

ably feed all modern JHP bul
let configurations. 

More unconventional for a 
small pistol of this type is the man
ual safety, that is located in the 

front portion of the trigger guard and 
blocks a safety plate connected to the trig
ger. Color coded red, as is the trigger safe
ty, the safety is pushed forward with the 
front of the trigger finger to fire the pistol. 
Placing the pistol in a holster will push the 
safety back into the SAFE position. 
Pressing the red trigger safety (cosmetical
ly reminiscent of the Glock's) in the center 
of the trigger, draws a spring-loaded pin on 
the left side of the trigger inward to permit 
the trigger's rearward travel. 

Those addicted to placing the index fin
ger of the support hand on the front of the 
trigger guard wi ll not be able to apply this 
nonsense to CP J because of the location of 
its manual safety. This useless technique 
only ser.ves to weaken the support arm's iso
met1ic pull inward when firing from the 
Weaver stance. 

The CPI trigger bar. is spring-loaded. 
When the slide is open, the trigger bar is 
forced down by an integral cam on its upper 
surface and is thus disconnected from the 
sear. Furthermore, the hammer cannot go 

forward unless the slide is in battery, as it 
wi ll otherwise impinge on the feed bar (an 
integral part of the breechblock). Premature 
ignition is impossible with this system. 

The manual safety is also employed to 
disassemble the CPI series. After removing 
the magazine and cleating the chamber, press 
inward on the safety (spting-loaded when 
pressed past the safe position) while retract
ing tl1e slide fully rearward and then upward 
to separate it from the frame. Wit11cirawing 
tl1e recoil spring (which is the same on both 
models) from around the batTel is the only 
otl1er disassembly step required. Remove 
carbon fouling from the piston and the gas 

cylinder (which 
is directly 
under the 
barre l ) . 
A f t e r 
clean ing 
and lubri
cating the 

other com- . 
ponents in 

the normal 
manner, re-assem

ble in the reverse order. 
There are two different maga

zines for the CPl pistols. When used wi th 
the CPI .380, both have polymer spacers 

added inside the bodies to make up the dif
ference in length between the 9mm Kurz 
and 9mm Parabellum cartridge cases. The 
standard magazine holds 13 rounds of 9mm 
P and I5 rounds of .380 ACP. The compact 
variant has a 12-round capacity in 9mm P 
and 14 rounds in .380 ACP. A shorter fo l
lower and taper-type follower spring were 
employed in the .380 ACP magazines to 
increase their capacity by two rounds each. 
The bodies are fabricated from stamped, 
sheet-metal pressings. Both the fo llowers 
and floorplates are made of polymer. The 
magazine tloorplates are curved to match 
the configuration of the frame. These maga
zines are incredibly simple to disassemble. 
Simply press inward on the tloorplate's 
integral polymer projections which protrude 
through a slot on each side of the magazine 
body and withdraw the tloorplate. CPI pis
tols in either caliber are issued with a plas
tic storage box and one of each of the two 
types of magazines. 

Located on the left side of the frame to 
the bottom rear of the trigger guard, the 
magazine catch/release is almost flush
mounted, yet easy to depress. It has a spring 
rod in the manner of the Glock, with the 
added advantage that a right-side button can 
be fitted for left-handed shooters. When 
released, empty magazines fall freely out of 
the magazine well. 

There is a feed ramp on both the gas 
block and integral barrel collar. The CPI 
has been designed to reliably feed all mod
ern JHP 9mm Parabellum and .380 ACP 
ammunition and Soldier Of Fortune's test 
and evaluation indicated this to be so. There 
were no stoppages at any time dmi ng SOF's 
T&E of the new CPI .380 pistol. 

The fixed, open square-notch rear sight 
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is an integral part of the s]jde's polymer 
endcap. A blade-type front sight has been 
attached by means of a dovetail in the slide. 
It can be adjusted for windage zero by loos
ening the grab screw that locks it onto the 
slide. Sight radius is 5.4 inches (136mm). 

Accuracy of the CP 1 .380 was at the level 
required for its anticipated use. This is not a 
target or hunting pistol. The vast majority of 
gunfights involving handguns occur at dis
tances under 7 meters. The target is bobbing 
and weaving and the shooter is under intense 
stress. Firing for maximum theoretical accu
racy from a Ransom Rest does not approach 
a reaUstic simulation of this scenario. 

CPI .380 pistols can be distinguished by 
the "Cal. 380" barrel marking visible 
through the ejection port. On the left side of 
the polymer frame, the "9mmP" marking 
below "CPl" has been removed. In addi
tion, the magazines are marked "Cal. 380." 

As human engineering was a salient fea
ture of the envelope's design, target acquisi
tion times during draw-stroke sequences 
were noticeably lower when compared to 
pistols of more conventional configuration, 
such as LIW's Z88 or SPI/2 series. 

Race, Sport And Target Models 
Three new, highly altered SP 1/2 pistols 

were also presented to me for test and eval
uation. The so-caUed SP! Sport Nickel 
Tuned model features an electroless nickel 
finish slide with the aluminum frame "nat
ural" anodized. This model has a muzzle 
compensator, as does the regular Sport 
model. The high-profile front sight is 
pinned to the muzzle compensator to 
increase the sight radius. It carries a single 
white dot and can be replaced by blades of 
different heights. The Italian LPA adjustable 
rear sight has two white dots and is dove
tailed to the slide. It has an oversize 
ambidextrous safety and an extended maga
zine release. Its straight trigger provides 
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The front of the SP1 Target Model's barrel has an adjustable tapered lock nut that inter
faces with the front of the slide. Using the differential screw-thread principle, the pur
pose is to remove all play between the slide and barrel. A wrench and instructions are 
supplied. 

greater leverage with a pull weight of 
approximately 3.3 pounds ( l.5 kg). When 
cocked this trigger is farther forward and 
thus more comfortable for those with large 
hands. The overtravel can be completely 
eliminated. This pistol will eventually be 
available in .40 S&W. Optional magazines 
are available that hold 18 rounds of 9mm 
Parabellum and 14 rounds of .40 S&W. 

The SP! Target model, with a blued 
slide and natural anodized frame, has a 6-
inch batTel with a batTel weight. The front 
of the batTel has an adjustable tapered lock 
nut that interfaces with the front of the slide. 
Using the differential screw-thread princi-

pie, the purpose is to remove all play 
between the slide and barrel. A wrench and 
instructions are supplied. There is a special 
adjustable rear sight that fits into the s]jde. 
The rear face of the rear sight is serrated to 
reduce glare. The reru.· faces of both the rear 
sight and front sight are also slightly angled 
for the same reason. The sight radius is 8.2 
inches (208mm). This model is also 
equipped with a straight trigger, extended 
magazine release and oversize ambidex
trous safety levers. 

The SPl/2 Race Gun is an example of 
weapomy beyond my data base or interest 
level. Equipped with a 6-inch barrel and a 
new muzzle compensator, it also has a 
straight trigger, extended magazine release 
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and overs.ize ambidextrous safety levers. A 
magazine funnel has been added to faci li
tate speed loading and the magazines have 
extended floorplates. A pronounced beaver
tail is integral with the frame, which is 
CNC-machined from aluminum-alloy bar
stock. Even more exotic, to me, is the poly
mer universal scope mount with Weaver 
base and the slide racker installed on the 
rear sight's dovetail in the s]jde. While 
requested by gamesmen, this type of gad
getry has no place on a combat handgun. 

All of LIW's small-arms products, from 
handguns to automatic cannons are market
ed by their Vektor division, Dept. SOF, 368 
Selborne Avenue, Lyttelton, P.O. Box 7710, 
Pretoria 000 I, Republic of South Africa; 

~ phone: 27-12-620-2103; fax: 27-12-620-
~ 2407. LIW is guardedly optimistic that 
~ some of their handguns may meet U.S. 

,__ _________________________________ _, § import regulations sometime in the near 

SP1 Sport Nickel Tuned model features an electroless nickel finish slide with the alu
minum frame "natural" anodized. This model has a muzzle compensator. The high-pro
file front sight is pinned to the muzzle compensator to increase the sight radius. It also 
features an Italian LPA adjustable rear sight. 
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future. If so, this wil l present U.S. gun 
enthusiasts with an opportunity to acquire 
pistols designed and produced at the highest 
possible levels of excellence. ~ 
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Text & Photos by Budd Springer 

T h E 
state of New Jersey, in the 
middle of the Northeast 
corridor between the 

anti-gun capitols of New York City 
and Washington, D.C., is not the 
first place one might expect to host 
a firearms industry trade exposi
tion. But the first Annual Firearms 
Trade Expo held at the Atlantic City 
Convention Center early last year was 
a success, thanks to the tireless 
efforts and unstinting diploma
cy of Andrew Molchan, pub
lisher of American Firearms 
lndust1)' and show organizer. 
There had not been a firearms 
industry trade show in the 
Northeast in living memory: 
The South and West are simply 
more hospitable waters for such 
events. And although the political 
waters of the Northeast corridor are 
sti ll chilly toward private gun own
ership, the success of the inaugural 
show means this trade event wi ll be 
repeated on 9, 10 and 11 April 1997. 
Manufacturers and importers of firearms and 
their immediately related accessories wanting 
to display should contact Ed Conyers; phone: 
954-561-3505. 

The purpose of all such shows is to give purveyors an 
opportunity to display their wares to the trade. They 
displayed what was new and SOF examined 
what was offered. We noted that, un like the 
SHOT Show, at the Firearms Trade 
Expo, firearms displayed did not 
have to be "politically correct." 
Below is a brief collage of some 
highlights. ~ 

H&K's Mark 23 SpecOps pistol , designed to 
hand-filling specs, created a great deal of 
interest, and (inset) the MP5/40 now sports 
ambidextrous sling attachments and is avail
able in 9mm, 10mm auto and .40 S&W. 
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(clockwise from above) Barrett's new Model 
95 Bullpup incorporates subtle improve
ments such as a forward-relocated trigger 
housing to facilitate magazine changes, and 
a redesigned bolt handle to allow easier ejec
tion of spent cases. Of interest to police 
users is the new Micro UZI, only 2 inches 
longer than the UZI pistol, but selective fire 
from a closed bolt. SOF honcho Bob Brown 
(left) visits at expo with Mike Gruber, fire
arms consultant and designer to the indus
try. Beamhit markets the 11 O laser target sys
tem compatible with your weapon and home 
computer, with a new twist: Their new sys
tem connects compressed air to the firearm, 
simulating recoil for more realistic training. 
(below) Among S&W's offerings were the 
Model 686 Magnum plus, a seven-shot .357. 
Taurus lnternational 's entry (inset) in the 
build-a-better-wheelgun contest is this 
Model 608 eight-shot revolver in .357. 
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BUSHNELL 
HOLOSIGHT 

Each year a significant number of scope 
and gun-sight manufacturers introduce 
what they claim is The Scope Or Sight That 
Will Revolutionize Shooting. Most are 
worthwhile improvements, but it takes 
something like Bushnell's new Holosight 
to truly quali fy a revolutionary. 

This remarkable 
holographic gun
sight is based on the 
same technology 
used for "heads-up" 
displays in today's 
most sophi sticated 
combat aircraft. The 
Holosight uses a 

Police trainer Allan Cooper found the 
Holosight to be fast , accurate and 
adaptable. (inset) Unique design is suit
able for long arms, handguns, archery 
equipment. 

compact Class II 
laser light to illumi
nate a holographic 
reticle contained in 
a heads-up di splay 
window. When the 
shooter looks 
through the sight, he 
sees a virtual image 
of the reticle Photos: Galen Geer 

imposed on the target. The advantage is 
the same as in a combat aircraft: The 
sighting can be done precisely, but the 
shooter can sim ultaneously see everything 
going on in his field of view. A further 
advantage is that the eye re lief is from 1/2-
inch to 10 feet. As long as the shooter can 
see the view screen of the sight he can use 
it, which can be an advantage when firing 
from hasty or awkward positi.ons where 
the shooter is not directly behind the rifle. 

Windage is adjustable in 1/2 MOA 
increments, elevation by 1/4 MOA. It 
comes with a polarizing filter for use with 
polarizing sun glasses. It is powered by 
two Type N l.5v batteries, which provide 
an average of 30 to 100 hours of service, 
and it has an auto shutoff feature and a 
live-battery check. Police firearms 
instructor Allan Cooper and I range-tested 
the unit on an AR-15 ri fl e, and it proved 
accurate in all s01ts of unlikely positions. 

The unique design of the Holoscope 
allows it to be mounted on long arms, 
handguns and even archery equipment. 
As there is no magnification, its appro
priate range is the same as conventional
ly sighted weapons. 

Available @ $549 (rep lacement 
screens $99).from Bushnell Sports Optics, 
Dept. SOF, 9200 Cody, Overland Park, KS 
66124. - Galen Geer 
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UNINTENDED 
CONSEQUENCES 

JI Book Gungrabbers INould lo11e To Ban 

N ot since Margaret Mitchell wrote 
Gone With The Wind has a first-time 
novehst come up with a book of 

such great scope, excellence of execution, 
and significance as John Ross' Unintended 
Consequences. This superb novel is written 
much in the style of a James A. Michener 
work in the way it sets a historically accu
rate background to act as a backdrop to the 
completely fictional events that ultimately 
develop. While this book is a very good 
read, it is also thought-provoking and edu
cational in a pleasantly painless way. 

Woven into the story is the best concise 
history of federal gun control in the United 
States I have ever read. Unfortunately, it is 
a history full of nonsensical laws and regu
lations, of questionable constitutionality, 
which have been enforced in an arbitrary 
and capricious manner by petty bureaucrats. 
It is the accumulation of such laws, the 
manner in which they trample the rights of 
good men and women, and the mahciously 
incompetent enforcement of such laws by 
the BATF that set the stage for this book. 

The author, John Ross, is an investment 
broker and financial adviser in St. Louis, 
Missouri. He has degrees in both English 
and economics from Amherst College. He 
is a certified personal-protection instruc
tor, an avid hunter, experienced reloader, 
and enthusiastic shooter of all types of 
firearms . He fires upwards of 20,000 
rounds a year in the pursuit of his firearms 
avocations. Like many among SO F's read
ership, he is also very much a member of 
the "gun culture" and this book is written 
with that perspective. 

While Ross has written a number of 
technically oriented works, this is his first 
novel. The key character in this book, 
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Uninlended Consequences, by John Ross 
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Reviewed by 
Chuck Karwan 

Henry Bowman, is also a member of the 
gun culture and clearly there is a great deal 
of John Ross in Bowman's fictiona l person
ality. Indeed, many of the fictional charac
ters of the book are likewise based on real 
people and many readers will be able to eas
ily identify them. 

(There is also a real-life individual who 
felt he could see himself portrayed among 
Ross' fictional characters and has sued for 
$200,000 damages, claiming he must now 
fear retribution from government agents, 
although this character has been changed in 
current printings.) 

There are also a number of characters in 
the book, such as a senator and congress
man, who are clearly based on a couple of 
the most virulent anti-gun members of 
Congress. In many cases Ross uses real per
sonahties in the novel, including the great 
exhibition shooter Ad Topperwein , the 
extraordinary gun designer and inventor 
John Browning, the late great gun writer 
Elmer Keith, and a number of other past and 
present luminaries of the gun culture. Even 
the names of SOF's national affairs editor 

James Pate and Fighting Firearms ' con
tributing editor Ken Hackathorn appear in 
this book. 

Unintended Consequences is both his
torical and contemporary in that it is based 
on the premise of a federal government that 
has been, and is in many ways continues to 
be, out of control. It covers government 
excesses of the past and brings it into the 
present with Ruby Ridge, Waco, and 
beyond. The beyond part is what so many 
wi ll find to be so troubling: It portrays a 
possible future where honest, law-abiding 
members of society are driven to take up 
arms against agents of the government in 
general and of the BATF in particular. The 
blood really flows in the latter third of the 
book. Lest you think that this book dwells 
solely on gun issues, certain ridiculous laws 
and regulations zealously enforced by other 
agencies such as the FAA and EPA are used 
as springboards into the melee. 

Like all great novels , Unintended 
Consequences can be read and enjoyed at 
several levels. Scattered throughout the 
book are technical and semi-technical 
firearms references that will appeal to the 
gun enthusiast but can be passed over by 
the non-enthusiast. For a book its size 
there were remarkably few technical 
errors , which were corrected in the sec
ond printing. 

A recurrent theme throughout this book 
is the tremendous skill with firearms present 
in the civilian American firearms communi
ty. The main character, Henry Bowman, is 
an accomplished aerial shooter in the t:radi
tion of the great exhibition shooters like Ed 
McGivern, Herb Parsons, and Ad 
Topperwein. Another character demon
strates some fantastic long-range rifle 
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shooting to the detriment of several federal 
agents. I believe that the author is making 
the point that the gun culture has in it a sig
nificant number of members that have the 
knowledge, equipment, and s.kill with 
firearms to make them incredibly capable 
and dangerous were an armed rebellion to 
happen in this country. So dangerous, in 
fact, that any agents of a corrupt govern
ment that might want to attack them would 
quickly find themselves badly out-skilled 
and out-gunned. My personal observations 
and experiences indicate that this premise is 
absolutely right. 

One reviewer of this book, Vin Supry
nowicz of the Las Vegas Review Journal, 
compares Unintended Consequences with 
Ayn Rand 's masterpiece novel of liberty, 
Atlas Shrugged. He certainly has a strong 
point in that both novels are apocalyptic in 
nature, both present a possible outcome that 
is unpalatable to most people, and both 
authors have voiced a hope that by their pre-
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sentation such a disagreeable future might 
be avoided. With any luck at all, sales of 
Unintended Consequences will grow by 
word of mouth to the point where it 
becomes an accepted classic novel on liber
ty like Atlas Shrugged, which has stayed in 
print for more than 40 years. 

Ross makes an important statement 
about the importance of private firearms 
possession and knowledge, by including in 
this novel a character who was a participant 
in the Warsaw ghetto uprising against the 
Nazis during WWII. The realistic experi
ences and revelations of this individual 
should motivate any thinking person into 
protecting their rights to keep and bear 
arms . Not surprisingly, Aaron Zelman, 
executive director of the civil rights organi
zation Jews For the Preservation of Fire
arms Ownership, has strongly recommend
ed this book. 

There is no question that most members 
of the gun culture, which probably includes 

the ma1onty of SOF readers, will enjoy 
reading this book and will improve their 
knowledge on the gun issue by so doing. 
This, alone, is sufficient reason to read this 
book. However, the strength of this book is 
that it is also a good read for those outside 
the gun culture. It is full of fascinating his
tory, interesting characters, action, intrigue, 
and even a touch of mystery. It has sex, vio
lence, and a modicum of profanity but I did 
not find their use gratuitous. This book will 
give people who are not members of the gun 
culture a different perspective and quite 
possibly make them more sympathetic to 
the principle of civilian gun ownership. I 
was pleasantly surprised that my wife 
enjoyed reading this book even though she 
is not particularly interested in guns. 

Unintended Consequences is difficult to 
describe because it is a thriller, a political 
work, and a historical novel rolled into one. 
It is a big book, 861 large pages of fine 
print, so big that many potential readers 
may be put off. The first two-thirds of the 
book are like a historical novel and the last 
third boils with death and destruction in the 
best traditions of pulp fiction. 

Because of the book's size it is too 
expensive to appeal to some casual readers, 
but perhaps this will change if the book 
comes out in paperback. Distribution of the 
book has been spotty at best. Your best bet 
is to order it directly from the publisher -
or watch for it at gun shows. 

Think also about donating a copy to your 
local library. This is an important book that 
needs to be read by as many people as pos
sible, and ·anti-gunners may well try to limit 
its distribution . Not surprisingly, more than 
a few federal agents are unhappy about it, 
and politically correct attacks on it are to be 
expected. In an effort to discredit this work, 
inappropriate parallels will no doubt be 
attempted to The Turner Diaries, the radical 
anti-establishment cult classic credited by 
some as inspiring the OKC bombing. 

Neither this reviewer nor SOF would 
suggest anyone consider the violent cours
es of action taken by the key characters 
portrayed by Ross. However, its fictional
ized plot may well serve to spotlight, as did 
Uncle Tom's Cabin in the case of slavery, 
that there exists an evil that must be 
addressed. It is to be hoped that the plausi
ble scenario of reactive violence in this 
book would serve as a wake-up call to our 
government that the potential is being cre
ated for such violence in real life, if our 
legislatures continue to write bad laws and 
agents of the government continue to 
abuse their power and authority. It could be 
most profitable if every member of con
gress would read this book, but I am not 
holding my breath. 

This book is in the must-read category, 
however, for anyone who believes in the 
United States Constitution, justice, and 
freedom. 

Charles W Karwan is a firearms and 
knife write1; and frequent contributor to 
SOP. ~ 
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ne year ago there was an explosive finale to the 17-
month cease-fire by the Provisional lrish 
Republican Army (PJRA). CarefulJy crafted struc-

tures designed to end decades of terror - including 
those of the present American administration - fell to a bomb 
that ripped through the Docklands area of east London. More 
bombs in Britain itself followed. With the July "marching sea
son," when the benchmark days of the past are celebrated, there 
came spectacular sectarian riots and the return of bomb blasts 
in Northern Ireland. 

There has been a shocked scramble to keep the peace 
process going. But was this eventuality ever really in doubt? 

I believe the collapse of peace was inevitable, because of 
what PIRA is and what it wants. Anyone reviewing infonnation 
available in Ulster, listening to the principal figures involved, 
knew that PIRA would have to come out swinging. It was pre
destined, what with a terrorist organization expecting the 
British government, under pressure from its American cousins, 
to bestow victory to their movement. This was something 
London could not and would not do, regardless of what 
Clinton's Washington wanted. 

There is no shortage of analysts who will come down on the 
other side, to deny collapse was preordained. Few internal con
flicts have inspired 'quite so much ink as "the Troubles," the 
present phase of which dates to the J 968-69 Catholic struggle 
for civil rights in Protestant-majority Ulster, and the conse
quent deployment of British troops "in support of the civil 
authority." There is no romance in this fight, and it's unl.ikely 
anyone is going to live happily ever after. 

Struggle Transformed 
The contenders are clear: ln one corner, the government of 

a democracy. In the other, PlRA. 
But who are they? Freedom fighters or teiTOrists? Each time 

Soldier Of Fortune calls them terrorists, which is what surely 
they are, the mailbox heats up. Cf only we realized what das
tardly things those Brits have done, they write us, we'd see the 
justness of the cause. 

We' re familiar with the history. The contl ict has been centuries 
building, with plenty of blame to go around. We 're aware that the 
label "tetTOrist" poses something of a problem, particularly for 
readers steeped in the mythohistory of the Irish "liberation move-



The Crown in Ireland 
British intervention in Ireland began in 1169, part of the Nonnan 

expansion that cost the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of Britain itself their 
independence. Then, there was no more a "Britain" than an "Ireland" 
- only feudal federations resisting outside i1tfluence. Absorption, 
though, proceeded steadily in the centuries that followed. 

The most Gael ic area of the island, Northern Ireland was 
directly colonized beginning in 1609. Those moving to the 
"Plantation of Ulster" principally were Scottish. Crossing the I 2-
mile strait, they retraced the footsteps of the prehistoric settlers 
from eastern Ulster who gave Scotland its population and name. 

By 1692 a legislature had been established in Ulster, a 
Protestant body on a Catholic island. Thereafter, a series of "coer
cive acts" were implemented to protect the settlers. By 1703, onJy 
5% of the land in Ulster remained in Irish hands (the figure for 
Ireland as a whole was only 14%). Thus the divide between the 
Protestant and Catholic communities became institutionalized. 

Economic reality soon 
broke down this separation. 
With industrialization, substan
tial demographic shifts brought 
the two communities shoulder
to-shoulder in urban areas, 
where tl1ey competed for jobs 

, and housing. The year 1835 
saw the first serious communal 
riots even as the groups increas
ingly intermingled. An impend
ing civil war - as Protestants 

agitated for home rule, Catholics for independence - was averted 
by the outbreak of World War I. 

Two problems preoccupied Britain in the aftermath of "the Great 
War": competing demands for home rule and independence. 
Independence had been given a second wind by clumsy suppression 
of the Easter 1916 Uprising. Now passed into nationalist legend, 
this farcical episode would have remained just that had not London, 
fearful of a German attack through Britain 's soft Irish underbelly, 
responded to Keystone-Cop insurgents by hanging their leadership 
and interning thousands. Outrage became fuel for a renewed inde
pendence drive. 

Britain's solution was to set up two states, the present Northern 
Ireland and Ireland, each with its own legislature to deal with 
internal affairs. A Council of Ireland was to consider matters 
affecting both, and the two states were to have representatives in 
London, which would continue to control foreign affairs and 
defense. To insure viability of the north, three of the traditional 
nine counties of Ulster were shaved off, leaving the remainder, 
today's Northern Ireland, with a two-thirds Protestant majority. 

The Council of Ireland did not become reality. The indepen
dence issue was "settled'' as Dublin went its own way, but com
munal, sectarian problems of the new Ulster state - comprising 
part of "the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland" - arose. Refusing to participate in local government, 
seeQ as illegitimate, Catholics only made matters worse, as gov
ernment functioned without them. Its own gerrymandering solidi
fied the exclusion of Catholics from politics in the province and 
foreshadowed the civil rights movement of the '60s. 

With voting rights detem1ined by property ownership (until 
l 969), and even qualified Catholics boycotting elections, 
Protestants dominated affairs of state in Ulster. The result was 
unequal treatment for Catholics. Inspired by similar American 
events, the resulting Irish civi l-rights movement was co-opted by 
radicals. Aggressive tactics inspired a backlash, and Protestant 
paramilitaries attacked Catholic working-class areas, and 
Catholics turned to their traditional standard bearer, the Irish 
Republican Anny (IRA), for protection. 

Independence achieved by the 26 counties of the south left the 
six Ulster counties in the north unliberated, according to IRA think
ing. While Eire (Dublin) settled down to forming a viable state, the 
IRA continued to wage what it saw as the good fight. - TM. 
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Rural vehicle checkpoint in Omagh area 
monitors traffic, inspects for contraband 
weapons. Inset: Royal Marine radio oper
ator checks ID papers in WestBelfast. 

ment," so fashionable in this country. 
But the definition of terrorism - vio

lence by a small group to gain its political 
ends - fits PIRA to a tee, as it comprises 

Royal Marines. courtesy Sam Katz 
a small group of ruthless individuals deter-
mined to have their way tllJough violence. "Their way" may have a 
certain legitimacy in some circles, but neither the goals nor the 
means enjoy widespread support at home. 

PIRA has grown in lethality over the years, as security forces 
have increased in proficiency and the political landscape has 
evolved. 

Learning from its mistakes, London steadily instituted the mech
anisms of area domination and local security, while working, 
through implementation of direct rule, to eliminate legitimate griev
ances of those marginalized, from whence came PIRA's support and 
recruits. 

But no reforms had meaning to PIRA, which had committed 

British Forces, Army Information Services 

British Forces, Army Information Servic1 

(above) Patrol returns to 
Forkhill Patrol Base by Army 
Lynx helicopter, after rural op. 
(left) Explosives are the weapon 
of choice for terrorists. Here 
Ammo Technician Officer (ATO) 
of the 321 EOD dismantles an 
Mu15 mortar. 



itself to a "the long war." Its approach was 
consistent: to inflict maximum pain and dis
location upon Britain so that, in the end, 
John Bull would simply walk away from 
"the Irish problem." 

Even though its strategic vision was 
unchanging, PIRA's tactics were distin
guished over time by their growing sophis
tication and adaptation to new counter
moves. PIRA's evolution was an effort to 
find balance between the military portion of 
the liberation struggle and other facets, with 
politics gaining increasing emphasis. In 
1982 the decision to emphasize both armed 
struggle and political participation was pith
ily put by Danny Morrison, publicity direc
tor for Sein Fein , stating Iri sh freedom 

Anyone stumbling over 
the "terrorist" label being 
applied to the IRA should 
note their favored use of 
terrorist weapons: bombs 
and snipers. Here is the 
aftermath of bomb at 
Thiepval Barracks. (inset) 
Three soldiers were killed 
in this land-mine attack on 
vehicle in County Armagh. 
IRA's indiscriminate use of 
the most indiscriminate 
weapon - bombs - has 
cost more civilians their 
lives than police and mili
tary personnel. 

would be won "with a ballot paper in one 
hand and an Annalite in the other." 

This was an approach that cut to the 
heart of the liberation struggle and the very 
self-definition of Irish republicanism. 
Armed resistance had always been integral 
to "the movement. " Adjusting means to 
ends was not a matter that preoccupied the 
original IRA. The means, as the end, were 
a given as "the long war" philosophy negat
ed the temporal element. It was the very 
romance of fighting for a cause, of sacri
fice, that helped the IRA to recruit. The 
notion of descending to mundane politics 
was distasteful. 

That politics subsequently emerged as a 
meaningful approach stemmed as much 
from historical accident as from reasoned 
choice. A 1969 split in the IRA had not 
resolved differences, and PIRA itself was 
fragmented. A younger Gerry Adams, now 
familiar as the veteran head of Sein Fein, 
was in a PIRA faction sympathetic to new 

Continued on page 67 
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Birt.la of a Terrorist Organization 
The passionate civil rights movement of the '60s breathed life into a conflict nearly 

dead a few years earlier. Fewer and fewer Irishmen north or south remained interested in 
the IR.A's goal of a united "republic." 

The dynamic events in the north changed this: Quickly, the moribund IRA had an army, 
and Ulster had a problem. Protestant and Catholic communities staked out rurf; violence 
became rampant. The small 3,000-man police force was overwhelmed. Enter the army. 

Initially greeted as liberators by the Catholic community, the soldiers enjoyed only a 
brief honeymoon. In cracking down on all militants, the military convinced many it was 
an occupying power. 

Military emphasis upon cordon-and-search sent recruits flocking to the IRA and for the 
next three years 36,000 soldiers and policemen were busy. By 1972, there were 31 regular 
army battalions deployed to Northern Ireland, augmented by a further 11 battalions of the 
locally recruited Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR, now consolidated with other units as the 
Royal Irish Regiment) - a total of 42 battalions operating in an area the size of 

Connecticut, with just 1.5 
million people. Deaths that 
year climbed to 467. In July, 
there were l 00 terrorist-type 
incidents daily. 

Ironically, military pres
ence, by creating an issue, 
gave the IRA the popular 
following it lacked. 

That the IRA was not 
then a factor of local 
importance runs athwart 
the common impression 
there was an unending 
struggle against British 
"occupation." But such had 
become the case. Although 
partition solidified commu
nalism, prosperity damp
ened overt conflict. When 
the IRA tried to join the 
game by trumpeting a radi
cal version of socialism, 
urging the Cath-Olic and 
Protestant proletariats to 

unite against their oppressors, this only alienated the populace further. 
Attacks by the Protestant paramilitaries, though, ended any hope the l 960s would be 

free of Republican violence. Extremist leaders rose to prominence in Northern politics 
when moderates did not find viable solutions to the problems of administration. 

In the South, a similar dynamic was at work. Caught napping by the civil rights issue, 
the IR.A's strategic approach fearured an increasing drift towards socialism. This meant 
resisting sectarian pulls while simultaneously emphasizing class struggle, particularly 
forging common cause with the Protestant proletariat. 

That this same proletariat, provider of foot soldiers for the Protestant paramilitaries, 
could not be met head on, emaged Northern IRA members. Their anger was shared by 
Southerners who opposed the ruling IRA Army Council's decision to seize the opportuni
ty provided by the civil rights movement. This opposition left in 1969 to form a 
Provisional Irish Republican Anny (PIRA). Likewise, the political wing of the IRA, Sein 
Fein ('Ourselves Alone'), split, to become Provisional Sein Fein (PSF). Loosely affiliated 
with the Official IRA (OIR.A), which even today continues to engage in open politics, IRA 
became the resistance movement, although the old "IRA" label still enjoys widespread 
use. When, in 1982, Sein Fein became "The Worker's Party," PSF reverted to the original 
name, Sein Fein. 

Initially, PIRA, which drew its strength from the north , continued the IRA practice of 
fielding ever-larger units of the volunteers who had flocked to its colors. "Yet we were 
able to infiltrate those," a British army representative observed. "So the military side 
adopted the Active Service Unit (ASU) cell structure. Brigades were divided into cells of 
four or five men each, all compartmentalized." 

In practical terrns, this meant that the British, after facing a broad-based, defensive 
resistance movement officered by committed insurgents, found the enemy had changed. 
London now had to deal with PIRA terrorism and its ability to strike at will as far afield 
as Britain itself, or Germany, where British troops were stationed. Further, the cell struc
ture gave the security forces very little opportunity to gain the intelligence needed to 
smash this new opponent. -T.M. 
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rom U.S. Air Force Major Bob 
"Surf' Beletic's vantage in the 
cockpit of an F-16C flying 
14,000 feet above Srebrenica, 
the scene below looked like 
TV footage of an active vol

cano - running backward. Smoke billowed 
from the factory town in eastern Bosnia. 
But the incandescent chunks of "Java" -
tracers, some large and slow, others small 
and fast - looped into the eruption rather 
than spewing from it. On this third day of its 
assault, the Bosnian Serb Army (BSA) had 
pulled out the stops, pounding the hapless 
city from the surrounding wooded ridges 
with 122mm howitzers, 128mm tube
launched rockets, mortars of various sizes, 
and 23mm automatic cannons. 

Beletic 's earphones crackled with tense 
but properly phrased messages from the 
Dutch/United Nations Tactical Air Control 
Party (TACP) in a sandbagged bunker at 
the crossroads south of Srebrenica. Ten 
minutes earlier, three camouflaged BSA T-
72 tanks had crept from a pine grove and 
fired at the bunker. 

"You are cleared to attack any tanks you 
see," the exhausted young Dutch soldier 
radioed. 

"Roger," Beletic acknowledged, bank
ing his fighter. 

A "fast FAC" forward air controller, he 
had been orbiting with a strike package of 
two more American F-16Cs and two A-10 
"Warthog" tank-killers, waiting for autho
rization to hit the BSA. 

Studying the situation, Beletic clenched 
his jaw in angry frustration. More than 
40,000 Muslim refugees driven by the BSA 
from their homes were jammed into the city, 
one of six "safe areas" under the protection 
of the U.N. Protective Force (UNPROFOR), 
when the BSA began the attack. But the 
lightly armed Dutch/U.N. battalion manning 
roadblocks could not shield the refugees 
from the assault. For two days, the Dutch 
commander at Srebrenica had been pleading 
with the U.N. Balkan headquarters in Zagreb 
for air cover. That morning, convinced the 
town was about to fall, several thousand 
Muslim refugee men and boys, joined by a 
few hundred members of the Bosnian gov
ernment army (BiH) in Srebrenica, had made 
a break for the hills to the northwest, hoping 
to slip through the BSA lines to government 
positions around Tuzla. 

NATO was solemnly committed to guard
ing Srebrenica and the safe areas with air sup
port. But the BSA had defied U.N. demands 
to end the shelling, despite warnings of the 
"grave consequences" it faced. And with 
BSA troops swarming down the pine-covered 
hills to bypass the Dutch positions, it was 
obvious Srebrenica would fall by dark. 

Even now, NATO air power, in the 
form of Beletic 's strike force, was hobbled 
by restrictive rules of engagement that all 
but guaranteed a BSA victory: NATO 
planes could attack the BSA forces 
assaulting Srebrenica only if the Serbs 
were firing at U.N. troops. 
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by Jack Devlin 
The Serbs had heard the threats of for

eign bureaucrats in Zagreb, Croatia, many 
times before. The United Nations had tried 
for years to intimidate General Ratko 
Mladic, the aggressive BSA commander, 
with empty warnings of "massive" NATO 
air strikes. In reality, NATO was hamstrung 
by a "dual key" command structure that 
required the approval of both the U.N. 
Balkan envoy, Yasushi Akashi, and NATO's 
southern commander, U.S . Admiral 
Leighton "Snuffy" Smith, Jr. , for the use of 
air power. Smith favored a robust response 
to Serb aggression, but Akashi always lim
ited retaliatory raids to pinpricks. 

In November 1994, for example, Maj. 
Beletic Jed a flight of F-16s from the 510th 
Fighter Squadron that bombed the Udbina 
airfield, from which the Bosnian Serbs had 
openly launched air strikes against the 
Muslim safe area ofBihac. Akashi had insist
ed only the runway - not the Galeb Light 
attack planes parked beside it - could be 
bombed. Acting too "aggressively," the 
Japanese envoy said, might lead to "tragic 
consequences." So that fall morning Beletic 
and his men had to dodge heavy air-defense 
artillery (ADA) and shoulder-fired, surface
to-air missiles (SAMs) to blow holes in a con
crete runway while the Galeb jets sat undam
aged in open revetments 30 meters away. 

A U.N. Failure 
In May 1995, Mladic had blatantly 

moved his heavy artillery back into the 20-
kilometer U.N. "exclusion zone" around 
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Sarajevo, ignoring the cease-fire former 
President Carter had negotiated that win
ter. When French peacekeepers were killed 
in the renewed shelling of Sarajevo, 
Akashi finally allowed NATO to bomb 
ammunition dumps near the Bosnian Serb 
capital of Pale. 

The BSA reaction to the Pale air strike 
was swift and predictable: They took 378 
U.N. peacekeepers hostage as insurance 
against further attacks. Negotiating their 
release, Akashi caved to all the Serbs' 
demands, implicitly guaranteeing there 
would be no more NATO bombing. (This 
craven act earned Akashi the rather unkind 
nickname "KY Jelly-shi" among some 
NATO airmen.) 

The spectacle of British, French, and 
Canadian soldiers chained to BSA muni
tions bunkers shocked the world and thor
oughly pissed off every professional soldier 
in UNPROFOR and the NATO South com
mand. This humiliation dramatized the utter 
failure of U.N. peacekeeping in Bosnia. 

And NATO, hobbled by the vacillating 
U.N. leaders and unable to effectively use 
its air power, appeared powerless. The 
hostage debacle had convinced Gen. Mladic 
he could overrun U.N. safe areas in Eastern 
Bosnia, roll over all of the Bili outposts in 
the Drina Valley, and tighten his strangle
hold on Sarajevo with impunity. 

On the night of JO July, Akashi had 
belatedly allowed French Army Lieutenant 
General Bernard Janvier, UNPROFOR's 
commander, to request NATO air strikes to 
blunt the attack. Dutch F-16Afighters of the 
Frisian Dragon Wing dropped bombs early 
on 11 July, trying to destroy BSA T-55 and 
T-72 tanks hidden around Srebrenica. 
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Looking For 
Mr. Good Bomb 

Air Force officials were dissatisfied with 
the F-16's bombing effectiveness in the 

Persian Gulf War. Fighting Falcons some
times were driven off while attacking well
defended Iraqi sites with Mk 80-series 
unguided "iron" bombs. F-16 pilots either 
went in low and relatively slow, facing dead
ly air-defense fire, or dropped the "dumb" 
weapons at higher speed and altitude, fre
quently mi"ssing. F-117 A stealth fighters 
often had to return to finish the job. 

By then, though, the Air Force in Europe 
had begun flying upgraded F- l 6Cs 
equipped with the Low Altitude Navigation 
and Targeting InfraRed for Night (LAN
TIRN) system, which already was used in F-
117 As and F-llls. 

The LANTIRN targeting pod contains a 
forward-looking infrared (FLIR) sensor dis
playing ground targets in cockpit images 
resembling sharp B& W television. It also has 
a laser designator/range finder for precision 
delivery of guided bomb units. 

During an attack, a pilot "acquires" and 
locks onto his target with the laser designa~ 
tor coupled to the targeting computer. The 
computer releases the GBU at precise alti
tude and airspeed for the warhead to inter
cept the laser beam and "ride" it down (if . 
clouds don't interfere). 

By the time NATO unleashed Operation 
Deliberate Force, LANTIRN reportedly was 
so accurate and flyers so skilled that a GBU 
impact 15 feet or more from the Desired 
Munition Impact Point (DMIP) - perhaps a 
building's air vent or window - was consid
ered a miss. This standard of accuracy led to 
some reporters' confusion over the effective
ness of Deliberate Force. 

Most of the F-16C strikes achieved 63-
72% "hits," while most "misses" still fell 
within 30 feet of DMIP. "All this media 
whining about 'missed bombs' is bullshit," a 
U.S. intel officer remarked at the time. 
"With a 2,000-pound GBU-10 exploding 20 
feet from the aim point, the old saw about 
'close enough for horseshoes or hand 
grenades' sure as hell applies." -J.D. 
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NATO pilots in American-made F-16 Fighting Falcons flew extensively over former 
Yugoslavia during peacekeeping operations. Night- and standoff-bombing capabili
ties were greatly improved by use of LANTIRN (Low-Altitude Navigation and 
Targeting Infrared for Night) systems in F-16Cs. 

Slipping Punches Over 
Srebrenica 

Now, as the town burned and the 
Dutch TCAP came under attack, 
Beletic's American fighters and attack 
planes had been sent to ferret out the 
camouflaged tanks. 

The F-16Cs were equipped with 
infrared targeting systems and GBU-
10s and -12s: laser-guided 2,000- and 
1,000-pound guided bomb units. The A
l Os carried electro-optical Maverick 
air-to-ground missiles as well as 30mm 
multi-barrel cannons, whose depleted
uranium shells could destroy any tank 
in the world. 

Beletic 's job was to mark targets for 
the four other aircraft. This strike pack
age was a last-ditch effort to convince 
the Serbs the United Nations really 
meant business. 

He rolled into a steep dive and fired 
smoke rockets at a clump of trees along 
the main road. But the Dutch TACP 
controller reported that the tanks 
seemed to have fled. "Let's work the 
field to the east," he called wearily. 

"Hold altitude," Beletic told the other 
pilots. 'Tm going down." 

Dropping low across the valley, Beletic 
realized he was flying through the path of 
the BSA rockets and artillery shells arching 
into Srebrenica. 

Time to earn my flight pay, he thought 
grimly. Knocking out Serb tanks ' with 
GBUs might blunt the attack long enough 
for more refugees to flee Srebrenica before 
it was completely encircled. Climbing 
steeply from a low pass, Beletic looked 
back in horror to see the telltale white
smoke trail of a SA-7 slashing straight 
toward him. In a sharp rush of adrenaline, 
he realized the shoulder-fired SAM had 
locked onto his plane. 

Cringing instinctively under the F-16's 
bubble canopy, he stabbed his thumb on a 
button to dispense a string of glaring mag
nesium flares that might decoy the SAM's 
heat-seeker from the jet 's tailpipe. It worked 
- barely. The missile blazed past, missing 
Beletic's canopy by only a few feet before 
exploding harmlessly above. 

Shaken, Beletic threw the jet into a tight 
corkscrew, clawing for safer altitude. In his 
climb, he saw that the missile's smoke trail 
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led back to a tin-roofed shed in a pasture 
south of the city. 

"Request permission to bomb the cow 
shed in the fie ld," Beletic radioed the 
Dutch TACP. 

"Negative," the young voice replied. 
"You can only fire rockets." Amazing: The 
Dutch kid on the radio was hunkered down, 
artillery and mortar shells smacking all 
around his team's bunker, still bravely try
ing to follow the inflexible rules of engage
ment that U.N. committees - far removed 
from the fighting - had thrashed out. 

Given this turn of events, Beletic had 
every right to declare this sector unaccept
ably dangerous and bring the flight home to 
the big NATO air base at Aviano, in north
ern Italy. Instead, he led the fighters to a 
KC-135 tanker above the Adriatic Sea so 
they'd have enough fuel to give the hard
pressed Dutch some close air support for 
another hour. 

Waiting his turn for fuel, ·Beletic pulled 
off his oxygen mask and rubbed his face, 
trying to relax after his encounter with the 
SAM. He gazed north to the snowy summits 
of the Alps. Western Europe, prosperous 
and peaceful, filled the horizon; carloads of 
vacationers were crossing the mountains, 
bound for Italian beaches. But only a 20-
minute flight across the jumbled mountains 
of Bosnia, a refugee-choked city was in 
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Bosnian Serb soldier guards French UNPROFOR troops 
taken hostage on 27 May 1995 in Sarajevo; another group 
of peacekeepers stands at gun point in Grbavica. British, 
French and Canadian hostages were shackled to BSA 
munitions bunkers as insurance against NATO air strikes. 

flames; panicked women and children were 
being killed by artillery as they fled through 
shattered streets. 

As the war in Bosnia dragged on, 
NATO had massed more than 200 combat 
planes from eight countries at air bases 
stretching down the boot of Italy from 
Aviano to Brindisi. American, British and 
French aircraft carriers, decks crowded 
with war planes, steamed off the Balkan 
coast. For the past three days those planes 
had been on alert, their crews waiting 
impatiently for U.N. authorization to 
answer the Dutch peacekeepers' frantic 
calls for air cover over Srebrenica. But 
U.N. bureaucrats had dithered indecisively 
until that afternoon, hoping not to antago
nize the Bosnian Serbs. 

Beletic took 5,000 pounds of fuel from 
the lumbering tanker. He banked his F-1 6C 
east, leading his flight back toward 
Srebrenica. He did not need his satellite 
navigation system (GPS) to locate the bat
tered city. From 30 miles out he could see 
columns of black smoke roiling up. When 
Beletic re-established radio contact with the 
Dutch TACP controller, he knew the situa
tion had deteriorated further. 

"We've been overrun," the Dutch soldier 
called frantically. "Do not, repeat do not, 
drop any bombs." 

"Roger," Beletic replied sadly. 

Discord Among NATO Allies 
The Serbs then radioed a warning to 

NATO: They had captured 32 Dutch peace
keepers from the crossroads bunker and 
would ki ll these hostages unless air cover 
was immediately withdrawn. Artillery 
shells exploded along the north of the city, 
scattering hordes of desperate refugees 
streaming toward safety in the Dutch base 
camp in the village of Potocari. 

The controller called again, his voice 
thick with resignation: "Request that all 
NATO aircraft leave this area." Beletic 
imagined the Dutch soldier speaking with a 
Serb 's Kalashnikov at his head. 

"Return to base," Beletic ordered, reluc
tantly turning his flight west toward Italy. 

At the NATO air base in Vicenza, Italy, 
Dutch Air Force Colonel Artjen Koopmans 
replaced his telephone receiver and 
clenched his fist. 

He had just taken a call directly from his 
defense minister, Joris Voorhoeve. The 
Serbs ' threat to execute the captured Dutch 
peacekeepers had reached Voorhoeve in The 
Hague and he was frantically telephoning 
down NATO's chain of command to 
announce that the "Serbs have won." 
Voorhoeve ordered Koopmans to make sure 
the l 8 Dutch F-16As supporting NATO 
remained at their base near Verona. 

"Yes, Sir," Col. Koopmans replied 
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Emboldened by May 1995's seizure of some 400 U.N. peacekeepers as hostages, 
Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladic (center) ordered his forces to enter U.N. safe areas 
and intensify the siege of Sarajevo. 

U.N. Balkans Envoy Yasushi Akashi (left) 
shared "dual key" approval authority, for 
use of NATO air power in Bosnia, with a 
NATO officia l, U.S. Admiral Leighton 
Smith, Jr. The two differed on military 
response to Bosnian Serb aggression: 
Akashi was overly cautious, allowing only 
retaliatory "pinprick" air strikes. 

coldly. "I understand." 
Voorhoeve's order put Koopmans in a 

rotten position. What could he do if U.S. 
Air Force Lt. Gen. Michael Ryan, comman
der of NATO's southern air forces, sudden
ly ordered Dutch planes into action over 
Bosnia? The Dutch F-16 pilots were from 
the Frisian Dragon Wing, considered 
among NATO's best ground-attack units. 
For years they had trained hard with their 
NATO counterparts to repel a Warsaw Pact 
attack in West Germany's Fulda Gap. Now, 
with a single phone call , it was as if 
Koopmans ' airmen no longer were loyal 
members of the alliance. 

So Beletic 's strike package was the only 
response - and token at that - the impro
vised NATO-U.N. partnership seemed able 
to muster. 

The French, British, and Dutch at that 
time were assembling a large, heavily 
armed "rapid-reaction force" (RRF) in 
western Bosnia - ostensibly to protect 
U.N. peacekeepers from future hostage
taking. In reality, the RRF's mission was to 
cover UNPROFOR 's planned reLTeat from 
Bosnia later that summer. (Over beers in an 
Italian beach town, a bitter NATO intel 
officer remarked that this retreat promised 
to be " the motherfucker of all bug-outs". 
Intel sources in Sarajevo reported the 
Muslim-led BiH planned to attack depart-
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ing U.N. troops and seize as much of their 
armor and arti llery as they could .) 
Whatever its true mi ssion, the RRF was not 
yet ready to help the Dutch and the 
refugees at Srebrenica. 

To the Americans in the NATO opera
tion, the prospect of Marine CH-53E Super 
Stallion helicopters lifting beleaguered 
UNPROFOR troops off the shell-pocked 
roof of Sarajevo 's Holiday Inn, leaving the 
desperate people of the city to the mercies 
of the Serbs, evoked painful memories of 
Saigon, 1975. 

Srebrenica 's fa ll highlighted the grow
ing cracks in the NATO alliance. 

For five decades of the Cold War, NATO 
had stood resolutely against Soviet aggres
sion. The NATO insignia, an unvarying 
compass, had become synonymous with 
staunch determination. With the Cold War 
finally won, though, it seemed as if NATO's 

unswerving moral compass had come adrift 
in the Balkans. While America had been the 
undi sputed leader of NATO since 1949, its 
refusal to commit ground troops to Bosnia 
peacekeeping rankled Britain and France, 
which had done so. And Germany, which 
had one of the largest armies of the 
European NATO members, was bound by 
its post-World War II constitution not to 
deploy combat troops outside its borders. 

Leaders of the alliance emphasized thi s 
disunity. President Jacques Chirac pro
claimed France was ready to send a heav i
ly armed ground force to recapture 
Srebrenica if the United Nations requested 
this bold move. But in London, Prime 
Minister John Major, fearful of British 
casualties, told the House of Commons that 
the seemingly invincible Serb aggression 
put the entire U.N. peacekeeping operation 
"at risk." Echoing Major, American Defense 
Secretary William Perry sounded even more 
mealy-mouthed. 

Perry reversed the Clinton administra
tion 's earlier, shrill calls for a tough stance 
against the Bosnian Serbs, almost wringing 
his hands when he told reporters that the cap
ture of Srebrenica cast doubt "as to whether 
the U.N. force will be able to stay in Bosnia." 
Jn fact, Perry knew perfectly welJ that the 

secret contingency plans 
for the wi thdrawal of 
UNPROFOR from the 
Bosnian war zone were 
already well along. And, 
like the embittered intel 
officer who feared anoth
er Saigon, NATO officers 
in the region privately 
speculated about a chaot
ic retreat in which mem
ber countries would 
breach alliance solidarity 
to make "cut-and-run" 
deals with the warring 
factions, defying NATO 
orders by abandon ing 
munitions in exchange 
for uncontested passage 
from Bosnia. 

Refugees Tortured, Murdered 
As the sun set through the smoke over 

Srebrenica, BSA Gen. Ratko Mladic arrived 
at the shell-tom Dutch headquarters. 
Hulking in his camouflage uniform, Mlad ic 
scowled at the Dutch officers, brushing 
aside their outrage over the savage assault. 

Shaking his fist, Mladic ordered the 
Dutch TACP unit transmit a formal message 
that there would be no NATO air strikes on 
the Bosnian Serb troops streaming into the 
city. If there were, Mladic shouted, the thou
sands of refugees jammed behind the sand
bags of the Dutch camp in Potocari would 
be massacred by arti llery. Mladic further 
outraged the Dutch officers by forcing them 
to join him in toasting his victory with 
glasses of slivovitz while a Serb TV crew 
filmed the "celebration." 

Within hours, drunken gangs of BSA 
troops roamed the dark streets of 
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Srebrenica, stalking Muslim refugees who 
had not escaped to the hills or the dubious 
protection of the UNPROFOR camp. The 
blacked-out city sounded with the rattle of 
AK-47s and the screams of women dragged 
from cellars. 

In the smoky dawn, terrified refugees 
saw bodies of women who had been raped 
and murdered, and scurried under tree 
branches bent low with the tortured bodies 
of men. Mladic now arrived at the Dutch 
camp in Potocari, leading a column of trucks 
and buses accompanied by his television 
camera crew. As bis troops began herding 
the Muslim men and boys toward the trucks, 
the women refugees howled in misery. 

"No panic, please," Mladic called in 
soothing tones. He grinned for the camera 
as he handed a candy bar to a filthy, terri
fied child. 

For hours, the gri m selection continued. 
The women and children marched to the 
waiting buses bound for Tuzla, another 
"safe area," while Serb troops wielding rifle 
butts drove the men and boys into the 
trucks. Mladic explained to the U.N. 
refugee officials that the male refugees 
would be released later after they had been 
screened for "war criminals." 

The truckloads of men and boys were 
delivered to abandoned stadiums, schools, 
and factories in surrounding towns. That 
afternoon several hundred men were sav
agely tortured, then murdered with rifle fire 
and hand grenades. Each day for the next 
week the surviving prisoners were led in 
groups to surrounding villages. Stumbling 
through the weeds, half-mad with thirst and 
terror, the blindfolded refugees were cut 
down with ragged blasts of machine-gun 
fire. When the killing was finally over, as 
many as 8,000 male refugees from 
Srebrenica had been slaughtered. It was the 
worst European massacre since WWII. 

During these terrible days, U.S . recon
naissance satellites and Predator unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs) transmitted confus
ing images of truckloads of prisoners being 
prodded through the billy fields around 
Srebrenica. Then, in late July, a U-2 spy 
plane took clear photos of bulldozed 
mounds of fresh earth in those fields. But no 
spy plane or satellite managed to capture an 
execution in progress. 

Shocked, heartbroken women and chil
dren from Srebrenica streamed into the 
U.N. safe area at Tuzla. They recounted the 
murder and brutality they had seen and 
waited in vain for their husbands, sons, and 
fathers to arrive. 

A Lesson Of Vietnam 
At NATO South Headquarters in Naples, 

the fust week of August brought solid con
fumation of the Srebrenica massacre. No 
one was more outraged by this atrocity than 
Lt. Gen. Ryan, commander of Allied Air 
Forces in Southern Europe. 

Tall, husky and soft spoken, as a young 
F-4 Phantom pilot Ryan had flown 100 mi s
sion over North Vietnam. His blue eyes 
burned with anger as he studied intel pic-
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tures of the mass graves: Those Muslim 
refugees had been under the joint protection 
ofUNPROFOR and NATO. 

Ryan had the equivalent of three combat 
wings of the best-flown and best-armed 
combat aircraft in the world at his disposal, 
from Forward Looking infrared (FLIR)
equipped F-16Cs of the 510th and 555th 
fighter squadrons at Aviano, to Royal Air 
Force Jaguars, Italian Tornadoes, to Navy 
and Marine F/A- 18 Hornets of the USS 
Theodore Roosevelt. He also had a 
squadron of A-lOs from the Maine Air 
National Guard whose pilots were all Gulf 
War vets; they had specialized in "plink
ing" Iraqi tanks. And the AC-130 Spectre 
gunships attached to the 352nd Special 
Operations Group in Brindisi could orbit at 
L0,000 feet on the darkest night and grind 
up truck convoys with 20mm Vulcan guns, 
40mm Bofors cannons, and computer
sighted 105mm howitzers. Yet Ryan had no 
authority to use this massive air power 
against the BSA. 

His immediate superior, NATO South's 
commander in chief, Adm. Smith, shared 
his frustration . 

Smith had flown many dangerous strike 
rn.issions over North Vietnam during carrier 
deployments as an A-4 and A-7 pilot. In fact, 
Smith had been the pilot who had finally 
destroyed the Thanh Hoa bridge in 1972, 
after 128 American planes had been shot 
down in the seven-year effort to knock out 
this vital logistics link to China. Smith often 
told friends that four-stars and Defense 
Department officials who had acquiesced to 
the White House's fears - that using B-52s 
against such targets in North Vietnam was 
an unacceptable "escalation" - were 
responsible for the deaths of those pilots. 

During that seemingly endless war, 
Smith and Ryan both had friends who were 
killed or captured in air missions that had 
been micromanaged by Washington bureau
crats vainly attempting to exert pol.itical 
pressure on the North Vietnamese. The two 
combat flyers had vowed that, if they lived 
to reach flag rank, they would never allow 
their pilots to be wasted on half-hearted 
"demonstrations" of air power meant to 
intimidate an intractable enemy. 

However, for the two years of the trou
bled NATO-U.N. alliance in Bosnia, Sm.ith 
and Ryan had been obliged to accept crip
pling, U.N. restrnints on the use of air 
power. 

Attack The Enemy's Weapons 
For months Smith had told U.N. envoy 

Akashi that limiting NATO to pinprick 
retaliatory air strikes would never deter 
Mladic from overrunning the U.N.-protect
ed safe areas. 

"What does he care if he loses a few 
tanks?" Smith asked in mounting exaspera
tion. "We have to threaten a hell of a lot 
more than just the forces he uses to attack a 
particular enclave." 

Akashi agreed in principle. But he 
always was reluctant to approve plans for a 
vigorous air campaign that would put U.N. 
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peacekeepers at risk. After the fa ll of 
Srebrenica, Smith and Ryan were haunted 
by the spectacle of bomb-laden NATO 
planes sitting for three days on aircraft car
riers and at Italian bases, their flyers await
ing U.N. authorization to attack BSA forces 
outside the helpless city. 

The night Srebrenica fell, the Bosnian 
Serb government in Pale publicly scorned 
NATO threats of retaliation: "The more 
they bomb us, the more entrenched we shall 
become." 

Smith met with Ryan that night to dis
cuss their options. "Mike," Smith said, 
"they don ' t realize that they're challenging 
NATO to either fight or run." 

For months, Mike Ryan 's intel staff had 
been quietly assembling satellite imagery, 
transcripts of (translated) radio intercepts, 
and reports from clandestine agents. Using 
such multi-source information , analysts 
carefully weighed Mladic 's strengths and 
weaknesses. 

Although the Muslim-led BiH and the 
Bosnian Croat Army (HVO) had a numeri
cal advantage, the BSA relied on superior, 
mobile firepower to control every front or 
engagement. BSA tanks and artillery could 
strike hard, drawing from the virtually lim
itless caches of munitions the Serb leader
ship of the Yugoslav National Army (JNA) 
had stored for them in underground 
bunkers. But Ryan 's intel teams determined 
that Mladic needed a sophisticated com
mand, control and communications (C3) 
system to effectively deploy his forces from 
one battle front to another. 

Ryan's targeting officers realized the 
BSA's mobile forces, their C3 system, and 
munitions dumps were critically exposed to 
air power: C3 "nodes," which depended on 
line-of-sight microwave relays, were often 
located on open ridges; tank- and artillery
repair depots were in well-known former 
JNA bases; and almost all of the ammuni
tion bunkers were dug into remote moun
tainsides. Some targets were on the edges of 
villages, but Ryan was confident his NATO 
airmen could hit them with little danger of 
collateral damage. 

Ryan's staff code-named this projected 
air campaign "Deliberate Force." 

Before NATO planes could destroy these 
targets, however, they would have to neu
tralize the Bosnian Serbs ' sophisticated 
Integrated Air Defense System (IADS): a 
network of mutually supporting SAMs and 
radar-guided anti-aircraft guns linked by 
microwave radio and controlled by comput
ers in hardened bunkers, connected to the 
even-larger air-defense management system 
in the Serb Republic. 

The IADS was potent, indeed. It had 
been a SA-6 missile fired from a hidden, 
mobile launcher that blasted U.S. Air Force 
Captain Scott O ' Grady 's F-16 from the sky 
above Banja Luka. After that shoot-down , 
Ryan's staff completed plans for a complex 
Suppression of Enemy Air Defense (SEAD ) 
operation using electronic-warfare aircraft 
to locate SAM fire-control radars followed 
by strike aircraft launching GBUs and 
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radar-homi ng HARM missiles. This opera
tional plan , "OPLAN Dead Eye," was 
woven into the fabric of Deliberate Force. 

Smith immediatel y grasped the ramifi
cations of Ryan's plan. 

"Once you neutralize their IADS," he 
said, "you can decapitate their C-Three, 
then cripple their mobile fo rces." 

But, recalling their embittering experi
ences in Vietnam, Smith and Ryan knew 
they had to be prepared to go beyond the 
purely military "Option J" targets if the 
Bosnian Serbs chose to hunker down and 
stand fast after the first round of bombing. 
So to increase the pressure, "Option 2" tar
gets would include barracks and key 
bridges. Ryan also had prepared a contro
versial Li st of "Option 3" targets including 
power plants, airports, and fuel refineries. 

NATO's Ultimatum 
As the horror of the Srebrenica mas

sacres reverberated through the internation
al media, British Prime Minister Major 
requested a conference of NATO mini sters. 
The NATO leaders were surprisi ngly unan
imous in their resolution to stop further 
Serb aggression against U.N .-protected 
safe areas, especially the Gorazde enclave 
where some 20,000 Muslim refugees had 
sought shelter. 

If Mladic 's forces attacked Gorazde, the 
min isters proclaimed on 25 July, the 
Bosnian Serbs "will be met by substantial 
and decisive air power." 

That afternoon , the International 
Tribunal in The Hague indicted Gen . 
Mladic and Bosnian Serb President 
Radovan Karadzic fo r war crimes. 

The next day, the Bosnian Serbs overran 
the safe area of Zepa, southeast of 
Srebrenica in the Drina Ri ver valley. United 
Nations Secretary General Boutros 
Bout:ros-Ghali finally was pressured into 
acting. He removed the "dual key" veto 
power from the overly cautious envoy, 
Akashi , and ass igned U.N. approval author
ity for air strikes to Lt. Gen. Janvier. 

The ominous situation in Bosnia 
sparked an urgent meeting of the North 
Atlanti c Council (NAC), NATO 's princi
pal military and civili an policy-makers. 
The somber meeting in Brussels produced 
resolutions that neither Adm. Smith nor 
Gen. Ryan would have thought possible a 
month earlier. 

The NATO ambassadors proclaimed that 
any further Bosni an Serb aggression had to 
be met with " timely and effective" air 
power that would be employed " until 
attacks on or threats to safe areas have 
ceased." Such an air operation would be 
t1iggered if the Serbs concentrated their 
forces near safe areas or continued to shell 
any U.N.-protected enc lave. The NAC 
authorized NATO to prepare an air cam
paign that would include targets in much 
wider "zones of action" than merely the 20-
kilometer exclusion zones previously con
sidered the military responsibility of the 
United Nations and NATO. 

Admiral Smith now had au thority to 
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bomb Bosnian Serb military "assets" on the 
Option-I and -2 lists, but would need U.N. 
approval before attacking Option 3's infra
structural targets. 

"I think maybe we're getting some
where," Smith told Ryan as they read the 
final NAC communique in early August. 
The two then briefed their U.N. colleagues 
on the details of the preplanned air cam
paign. Its scope and intensity shocked the 
other military men. 

The campaign would encompass 300 
specific "Desired Munitions Impact Points" 
in almost 60 target areas and included every 
important Bosnian Serb air-defense site, 
military communications center, and heavy
weapons maintenance facility. They think 
we 're trying to start World War Ill, Smith 
mused with a chuckle. 

"Look," he said, smacking a pointer 
against a map of the theater of operations, 
"if we want to deliver a message to these 
characters, we're going to have to hurt them 
where it really counts." 

British Lt. Gen. Rupert Smith, 
UNPROFOR's new commander in Bosnia, 
supported the plan, as did the British
French-Dutch RRF which then was moving 
into positions near Sarajevo. But Gen. 
Janvier noted that unleashing the air cam
paign would mark "the end of the United 
Nations' mission as we know it." General 
Smith agreed. He added that he would 
immediately begin removing UNPROFOR 
troops from isolated outposts so they 
wouldn't again fall hostage to the Bosnian 
Serbs when the bombing began. 

On 10 August, Adm. Smith and Gen. 
Janvier signed an agreement committing 
their organizations to "Operation Deliberate 
Force." 

NATO was ready to punish the Bosnia 
Serb Army. 

Next month SOF chronicles NATO's dar
ing bombing campaign and nail-biting res
cue attempt of downed French pilots. 
Freelance writer Jack Devlin frequently 
covers European military operations. ~ 

fighting the Gaad fight 
Continued from page 33 

can have a cease-fire but we hope that polit
ical talks will be continued. We have to 
agree on this before we reach a cease-fi re 
agreement. Then after the cease-fire we can 
act freely on those things related to our 
political problems. We want them [SLORC] 
to work toward a solution for the political 
problems that we have between us. 

SOF: How has Khun Sa's deal with the 
SLORC affected the KNU? [Khun Sa: infa
mous Shan warlord and opium trafficker 
who negotiated a disarmament settlement. 
See SOF World Sitrep, April & June '96.] 

Bo Mya: Khun Sa is not a freedom 
fighter - he's just a drug dealer. He's not 
fighting for any ideology. He caused so 
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many problems for us, for our struggle, 
because many in the international commu
nity confused us with him. There's a lot of -
heroin being exported to America and the 
rest of the world. So, because of the drugs 
there 's a lot of money being given to the 
SLORC government for the [poppy] eradi
cation programs. But once they got the 
money they used it for offensives against us. 
So whether Khun Sa is dealing with the 
SLORC or not dealing with the SLORC -
that's not our problem, and it's not going to 
affect us. 

SOF: The Karen people's survival, not 
just physically but also culturally, as an eth
nic group, is endangered. What hopes do 
you have.for the continuation of your tradi
tional way of life - will we see more Karen 
children wearing "Nike " T-shirts and 
watching Star Wars on the VCR? 

Bo Mya: The Karen people love their 
culture and their country [Kawthoolei]. 
They will keep not only our revolution 
ali ve, but wi ll preserve our culture. They 
know their heritage, their history ... there 
will always be people who don't care . But 
they don ' t matter; they are useless. But 
there will always be those who will preserve 
and promote their culture and traditional 
customs. I see there being more progressive 
development, technologically and socially. I 
think we can make a better life for the 
Karen people as we all work together. 

SOF: In closing, what message do you 
have for the people of the United States and 
especially .for its government? 

Bo Mya: I want to address the United 
States ' government and the international 
business community: Please stop doing 
business with the SLORC. Also, we don 't 
want to see more investments in Burma 
because these people [SLORC] are depriv
ing us of our rights. Under the Japanese 
occupation, we fo ught alongside the British 
and the Americans. We suffered so much for 
our allies, the Americans and the British. I 
hope they haven't forgotten us. )i( 

Belfast Palls 
Continued from page 57 

approaches in strategy, and saw the south
ern-dominated leadership of PIRA as out of 
touch with realities on the ground in Ulster. 
PIRA did not then control Ulster, but did 
have the allegiance of most IRA units (nine 
of 13) in Belfast, where the action was. 
Eventually, it would emerge under local 
leadership as the most prominent fact ion of 
the new PIRA, which it did as the "protec
tors" of the northern Catholic population. 
Adams was officer commanding (O/C) of 
Belfast when arrested in July 1973. 

Released in due time, but already 
replaced several times over (as new O/Cs 
were arrested), Adams again i·ose to the top. 
By this time he had become an advocate of 
exp.anding the struggle to socio-economic 
issues, of building a "people's war" as 
opposed to a mere armed rebellion. When 
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continued disagreements over approach, 
particularly to a 1975 cease-fire called by 
the southern PIRA leadership, Jed to a spin
off in 1976 of an independent PIRA 
"Northern Command," Adams eventually 
became its head . Subsequently, he was to 
become PIRA chief of staff. This ri se gave 
him a solid position from which to explore 
new strategies, but another arrest in the 
aftermath of an ugly hotel bombing in 
February 1978 put a temporary rein on his 
influence. 

His thinking, however, was shared by 
Martin McGuinness, another product of the 
civil-rights- movement years. They were to 
move in tandem for a decade - with the 
result that the shift towards political strug
gle remained a strong option, and the focus 
of PIRA shifted to a younger, northern gen
eration of leadership . Thi s new blood 
favored a multifaceted approach to the 
struggle, so Adams increasingly focused 
upon building a true movement, using Sein 
Fein as his vehicle. The older members of 
the leadership kept their focus on armed 
struggle. The balance struck at any particu
lar moment depended as much upon the per
sonalities and designs of the seven or so 
members of the PIRA Army Council as it 
did upon any reasoned strategic di scussion. 

The "political approach" achieved sig
nificance through the hunger strikes of 
1980-1981 (best known for the death of 
Bobby Sands) and the opportunity they pro
vided for popular mobilization at home and 
abroad. Also, captured documents reveal the 
1982 Falkl ands War demonstrated that the 
British Army would be a formidable force 
in a no-holds-barred fracas. Indeed, the 
grow ing totality and effectiveness of 
London's approach, most evident in its mil
itary aspect but in reality multifaceted, gave 
further impetus to a PIRA shift towards pol
itics. This culminated in the PIRA cease-fire 
declared on 31 August 1994, followed by a 
Protestant paramilitary stand-down on 13 
October. 

Strategic Realities 
Though the particul ars leading to the 

cease-fire are well known, the underlyi ng 
strategic rationale remains hidden. That 
GeITy Adams and his allies, particularly 
Martin McGuinness, were able to convince 
the Army Council that the time was ripe to 
achieve through political means what had 
not been gained militarily is unquestioned. 
What that means, is the issue. 

On one hand are those who claim that 
PIRA made a genuine decision to partici
pate in the political process, to compete 
peacefully fo r the unified Ireland it had 
sought through violence. Others hold that 
PIRA simpl y made a tactical decision to 
push "by other means," for the moment. 
Reality seems to be a combination, or "all of 
the above." And therein lies the rub. 

A central tenet of political competition, 
as PIRA interprets the concept, is to inter
nationalize, or broaden, the conflict. To that 
end, PIRA has long sought to invol ve 
Britain's allies in pressuring London to 
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withdraw from Ulster. The U nited States, 
w ith the la rgest Diaspora Jri sh population , 
is the lin c hpin . Over the years, Ir ish
Americans have regu larly provided consid
erable funding fo r the IRA and later PIRA. 
Thus, the leverage point is the large and 
politically potent Iri sh-American commu ni
ty, particularly the " Kennedy wing" of the 
Democratic Party. 

The post-1992 world s ituation appeared 
to offer Adams a window of opportunity: 
The Democrats still controlled the White 
House, but were more beholden than ever to 
traditional constituencies of the left, inc lud
ing the Kennedy wing (a Kennedy was, and 
is, our ambassador to Dublin); a weak 
British governme nt desperately needed 
some sort of " victory" to shore its domestic 
s ituatio n before e lections; the public in 
Ulster was war-weary; and the international 
c limate favored negotiated settlements to 
inte rnal conflicts. The pri ze was a uni ted 
Ire land. The bait would be a new constitu
tion with guarantees for the minority, the 
Protestants. The schedule was negotiable, 
with inte rim "cross-border mechani sms" 
substituting fo r actual unification w hile par
ticulars progressed. All wou ld bargain in 
good faith , and vio lence would be forsworn . 
In ternat iona li zation would bring in outside 
ac tors, espec ially Washington , who wou ld 
nudge the process along. 

That such a scenario stood almost no 
chance of becoming reality seems never to 
have entered the calculatio ns of PlRA or its 
allies. Whether the approach was genu ine or 
but a gambit is irre levant to the judgment, 
for it e rroneously assumed the bedrock 
position of the U ni oni sts , the majority in 
Ulster who favor " union" w ith Britain , was 
open to negotiat ion - w hich it was not. 
Furthermore, it assumed that the goal of 
"Ireland for the Iri sh," the PIRA bedrock 
positi on, was a g iven - which it likewise 
was not. The majority in Ulster sa id as 
much directly, repeatedl y, and to a ll who 
bothered to as k their opini on. 

More bewildering sti ll is the apparent 
Adams-sponsored notion that Britain could 
be forced in to e ither washing its hands of 
Ul ster or, even more farfetched , that of 
extract ing concessions from the Uni oni sts 
through coercion. Neither represents a plau
sible scenario . In the first instance, a Britain 
mobilized to deal w ith PIRA terrorism is 
one thing, but unprepared and militarily 
in signifi cant Ire land attempting to deal with 
Unionist te rrori sm is quite another. In the 
second instance, a Britain unable to quash 
PIRA is one kettle of fish; a Britain attempt
ing to coerce the majority population of the 
province is quite another. 

The Game 
Nonetheless, early on a ll pl ayed their 

expected ro les, especia ll y the Americans . 
Adams and John Hume , leader of the 
majority republican force in Ulster, the 
Social De mocrati c and Labour Party 
(SDLP), which renounces violence as a 
means to unification , came together in a 
pan-republican front under the cover of 
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"peaceful means. " This earned Adams 
audiences with various figures, including 
Prime Minister Albert Reynolds of lre land . 
Rey nolds, in turn , convinced President 
Clinton to allow Adams to visit America to 
raise funds, and ultimately to meet with 
President Clinton . Strongly pushing this 
course of ac tion was American Ambassador 
to lreland , Jean Kennedy Smith (s ister of 
Senator Edward Kennedy) , subsequently 
reprimanded for puni shing two diplomats 
in the embassy who opposed her. "Peace" 
was on all lips, but few seemed to examine 
what was meant by the term, at least as 
advanced by the key pl ayer, PTRA. 

Instead , at center stage was the road
block to " talks" posed by the British 
demand that PIRA disarm prior to any sub
stantive negotiation s. This, predictably, 
PIRA was unwilling to do, as were the 
Protestant paramilitary forces. 

United under the Combined Loyalist 
Military Command (CLMC) , these 
"Loyalist" forces - the Ul ster Freedom 
Fighters (UFF, a cover name for the banned 
Ulster Defence Association, or UDA) and 
the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) - were a 
politically insignificant force, but the real 
muscle behind the Unionist position. 
Judging wimpish Whitehall positions to be 
nearly as great a tiu·eat as either Dublin or 
PIRA, the Loyalists existed structurally in 
rel ation to the Unionist majority - repre
sented by Ian Pai s ley's Democrati c 
Uni onist Party (DUP) and James 
Molyneaux's Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) 
- in much the same position as did PIRA 
vis-a-vis Republicani sm. And just as PIRA 
was unwilling to let "politics" deal with uni
fic ation, so was the CLMC unwilling to 
leave unioni sm to the whims of politi cians. 

Where the populace stood in all thi s was 
simple: Tbey wanted the gunmen of every 
side to go away. Historically, PIRA support 
at the po lls had steadied at approximately 
11 % of the Ulster vote (less than half of the 
Republican vote), while the DUP and UUP 
overwhelmingly dominated the Unioni st 
side of the spectrum. The CLMC, represent
ed politically by the Democratic Unioni st 
Party (DUP) and the Ulster Unionist Party 
(UUP), bad gained but one representati ve in 
local e lections. Still, like PIRA, it was a sig
nificant factor, because it had the muscle. Its 
bottom line, the opposite si de of the PIRA 
coin, was that there would be no unification 
gained through subterfuge. 

Thus, a ll too predictably, came the 
cease-fi re to gri ef. An "International 
Body," chaired by former U.S. Senate 
Majority Leader George J. Mitchell , was 
called in to break the impasse. It issued a 
report in January l996, recommending that 
disarming ("decommissioning") occur in 
stages as talks progressed, and, virtually as 
an as ide, that "an elective process" be 
brought into pl ay. When London seized 
onto the e lective process and announced 
plans for a ballot to select l lO community 
representatives who would meet to discuss 
"peace" particulars, PIRA stren uous ly 
objected. These objections finally became 
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the renewed bombing campaign. 
Although London might be criticized for 

rigidity on the decommissioning issue, it 
had successfully called PIRA's hand. There 
was no way PlRA could allow an Ulster 
vote of any sort, because on the Ulster elec
toral map - even on its own Republican 
turf - PIRA was not the key player. Only 
when exercising politics from the barrel of a 
gun did it command an audience. And only 
if a means were devised for an all-Ireland 
poll could it hope that Republicanism could 
achieve a majority (though, it should be 
noted, in Ireland 's elections Sein Fein itself 
regularly tallied Jess than 2%). London 's 
refusal to force sur:h a vote upon the target 
population, the people of Northern Ireland, 
was checkmate. 

Still, the very dynamic of peace had for 
the moment changed the playing field . 
PIRA never did shrink from violence in its 
own neighborhoods, simply turning from 
guns to beatings and such. Beatings, 
though , were not bullets and bombs. The 
overwhelming sentiment for normalcy, 
especially among its own constituency, pre
sented PIRA with a dilemma and prevented 
it from resuming its murderous campaign 
on Ulster soil. To do so would have risked a 
strong backlash. 

Similarly, the Protestant paramilitaries 
refused to abandon their own cease-fire and 
thereby provide an excuse for a new PIRA 
campaign. The majority community 
remained in control, because PIRA's 
resumption of violence alienated all but its 
most die-hard su pporters, such as the 
Kennedy wing. Even Ireland, headed by 
Reynolds' replacement, John Bruton, came 
out in support of the Ul ster vote sched uled 
for 30 May. 

Sensing disaster should Sein Fein not 
appear at the gate, Adams thus led his party 
into a reversal of its earlier position of non
participation in the election. It garnered 
15.5%, to earn 17 seats in the "Ulster 
Forum." (In contrast, the Protestant UUP 
and DUP took, respectively, 24.2% and 
18.8%, for 30 and 24 seats; Catholic SDLP 
polled 21.4% for 27 seats.) Unfortunately 
for the party, the government had made 
clear in advance that without a fo rmal com
mitment to a renewed cease fire, Sein Fein 
would not be allowed in the democratic 
process. Not only was Adams unable to 
deliver these goods, but PIRA itself 
responded with further attacks, including a 
massive bomb in Manchester that injured 
more than a hundred civilians. 

Though they did not strike back, 
Protestant forces were obviously outraged, 
the more so when U.S. Special Envoy 
George Mitchell was seated, against their 
will, as chairman of the Ulster Forum. The 
majority was bound to erupt: They were 
outraged at the continued presence of the 
political arm of PIRA, Sein Fein, even as 
bombs were going off; they were femful lest 
London ultimately cave to pressure from 
Washington, rooted not in Irish interests but 
in the expediency of American politics -
and they realized Sein Fein/PTRA's "poli-

tics" were but a cover to facilitate their 
objectives by feigning compromise tactica l
ly and operationally. Thus, the July I 996 
"marching season" brought hard-core 
Protestant and Catholic elements toe-to-toe. 
Police errors compounded the volatile situ
ation , and massive rioting occurred. The 
culmination was a return of bombing to 
Ulster itself. 

The Future 
There the situation in Ulster remains, 

with the only clear losers being the politi 
cians who so naively believed that terrorists 
would bargain away their raison d'etre fo r 
something as silly as peace. 

Commentators and politicians in the 
Irish Republic have argued that Bri tish 
shortsightedness or duplicity is what trig
gered this return to the bloody status quo -
a position that can only be maintained if one 
believes, in concert with PIRA, that the real 
issue is the need for a solution to the "Irish 
problem." To the contrary, the crux seems to 
be that PIRA and its minority of supporters 
are unwilling to accept what the democratic 
majority of a small piece of real estate, hi s
torically determined and defi ned, has decid
ed that it wants. 

Since reform within democratic process 
will not change this scenario for the fore
seeable future , PIRAs's only weapon 
remaining is terrorism. That such terrorism 
is wrong, even considering governmental 
missteps in London and Belfast, should be a 
given: Democracies have license to bungle. 
In contrast, however, small , self-servi ng 
groups within those democracies do not 
have the right to unilaterally substitute vio
lence for the possibility of political reform. 

Dr. Tom Marks is an SOF senior foreign 
correspondent. ~ 

The land Peace Forgot 
Continued from page 43 

correspondent Steve LeVine nervously 
remarked, looking out the window for any 
signs of incoming ordnance. (Last year a 
missile killed Dudayev near Grozny, 
Chechnya, after the Russians pinpointed his 
satcom transmitter during a lengthy diplo
matic call to Moscow.) The similarities 
between the two military leaders struck all 
of the foreign newsmen in the room. We 
offered excuses : time to go find dinner or 
take care of personal business. Cameras and 
notepads in hands, we hastily departed. 
Massood, unconcerned, spoke with Dostum, 
his former north-country enemy turned anti
Taliban ally (reportedly due to diplomatic 
pressure from Moscow and Tehran). 

Just because you're a paranoid foreigner 
doesn' t necessarily mean someone isn't try
ing to blow up the muj leader seated beside 
you. But not thi s time, as it turned out. 

The next morning we again headed 
south for the front lines. A Taliban MiG-19 
fighter circled above, drawing anti-aircraft 
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fire before dropping a single bomb near the 
Baghram airbase. Massood had taken to 
ordering inoperative BMPs and tanks 
parked along the Kabul highway in an 
attempt to attract Taliban fire. Maybe that 
MiG pilot had been suckered into wasting 
an "iron" bomb. 

Meanwhile, vehicles filled with rein
forcements were making their way toward 
the southern front pushing toward Kabul. 
The united advance on the capital seemed to 
finally have gone into high gear. 

South To Kabul 
Around the village of Saraj Quaja, about 

6 kilometers from the Kabul airport, the 
fighting was fierce. Artillery shells landed 
every few seconds. Our driver swerved the 
Volga to avoid a dead Taliban fighter laid 
out behind a small truck. The corpse's big 
toes were tied together with string and his 
head turned towards Mecca. 

More shells came in. We parked beside a 
long wall paralleling the road and dug in. A 
government multiple-rocket launcher began 
firing from behind a nearby gan-ison as a 
half-dozen of Dos tum 's tanks ground 
through the village. This combined-arms 
movement indicated a strengthening of the 
initially uneasy alliance of government 
forces under Massood's command and 
Dostum's troops. The Taliban continued to 
counter artillery fire with their own. 

Two days later, however, the "northern 
alliance," as the Massood-Dostum forces 
were now known, was no closer to Kabul 
than it was before the latest push. 
Negotiations between Taliban and the for
mer government had broken down. 

At a site used by government artillery and 
anti-aircraft batteries southeast of Baglu:am 
airbase, two trucks of Dostum's elite ?.anipa 1 
unit arrived just as we pulled up. They 
brought with them a truckload of tank shells 
and 15 fresh soldiers. They were ready to 
man the trenches and take on the Taliban. 

"The Taliban are good fighters," said 
Zanipa commander Abdul Gofor. 
"However, we are much more powerful and 
will win. The people want it, so it must be. 
They told the Taliban to leave these vil
lages. We are here to protect them and to 
take Kabul without harming any civilians." 

Perhaps tiling of our picture taking and 
non-stop questioning, Gofors told us that he 
didn' t think there would be any more fight
ing that day. "It's quiet here," he said. 
"Maybe you should go towards Charikar. 
There you'll see something." We took the 
hint and left for Charikar. 

Gofor's words about not harming civil
ians during their push for Kabul still rung 
hard in my ears when we learned from an 
American television crew that an alliance 
artillery round hit a bus full of civilians flee
ing Kabul along the old highway, only a few 
hours ago, injuring five and killing one. 

The following morning Taliban MiGs 
were again active over Baghram and 
Charikar, dropping bombs on artillery posi
tions - but never coming in low enough to 
strafe the increasing number of convoys 
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"TWO NEW NA VY SEAL VIDEOS $19.95 EACH 

NA VY SEAL BUDS TRAINING VIDEO 
The reason for Navy SEAL success is the caliber of 
troops who man the Teams. Such individuals are 
born , not created. The screening process designed 
to identify those with the fortitude to be the best is 
called Basic Underwater Demolition Seal training 
or BUDS. Witness the harsh physical and mental 
training programs that condition SEALs to prevai l 

1 
under any type of press.me. See motivation and self · 
control tested to the limit as BUDS trainees endure 
the grueling tortures of Hell Week. Discover mind control techniques used by SEALs 
to persevere despite extreme stress, cold, and fatigue. This inside look is the most 
comprehensive film about BUDS training ever made. Although there are many men 
physically strong enough to be SEALS, few have the mental toughness to go with it. 
Identifying those few is what BUDS training is all about. Don' t miss this chance to see 
the extraordinary abi lities that defi ne the modern Navy SEAL. A must have for al.I 
collectors . A LOT! Croup Film. Special Introductory Price Only $19.95 

-
J~·A VY SEAL INDUSTRIAlt STRENGTH PT 
Featuring C. J. Caracci A LOT! Group Film 
When you perform at an optimum level, the mind and body are one. At those times 
even the most strenuous task seems easy. SEAL training centers on learning to attain 

peak performance at wi ll. Combat survival 
frequently depends upon this developed 
toughness. The role physical train ing plays 
in refining advanced mind/body skills can ' t 
be over emphasized. Navy SEAL veteran 
and tactical training expert, Chris Caracci 
conducts a fast paced one on one training 
session. He has compiled a concentrated 
series of SEAL exercises guaranteed to 
deliver twice the resu lts in half the time. 

It' s the only SEAL PT workout designed 
to develop and maintain SEAL strength , 
flexibility, and endurance using a half hour 
daily regimen. This new accelerated total 

body workout is the answer to those requiring maximum results in minimum time. No 
fancy studio, no aerobics dancers-just undiluted SEAL PT training at its best! This 
video contains all the vigorous physical conditioning you need to gain and maintain 
optimum pe1formance capabi lity. Special Introductory Price Only $19.95 

*Please specify video title when ordering. Videos are $19.95 each plus $3.00 per order 
shipping and handling. FL residents add 6% sales tax. Send check or money order to: 

LOTI GROUP 15720 Sunset Drive Suite 305 Miami, FL 33193 
Tape sales benefit UDT SEAL Museum. Dealer inquiries welcomed. 

This is,the book that other· 
, )Dubllshers .were afraid to print! 

BASICS OF: 
._Firearms . ::.' .1 · • ·Armor Systems ~, 

.,, _, ,._~, • ~ ..,:, ;. >-:.......' t' ... ' :.., ,.. 

• Rockets .. &_:Mis,sites , .f! ~iological's 
•Explosives - ~};-.~, '·' .~-Chemicals · ""' 
t Position;ed:Weapons '•Hand Weapons ,., - . ' 

~ Defe~sive Obsta~les 
" , ~a·s . , , , H;' ~ipping.._ Send_ qheck or M.O. to; 
' "STIP,' aox' 59, -Silver Creek, NE 68663 

t'~·' \.\ "" . ... Pt.tone:: (308) l7;3-~~55.: ~4.,;\~ 
Check 04t our Wel:);~ifEt ~t: J1ttp;//~~w.nifty,com/war 
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11()))\7 J\ll)l()ll 
'11Il1\'l1 S't1()1,S 

• L1L1 )IJ\(;N(J)IS 
and weighs only 3 lbs.! 

SOFT. COMFORTABLE. CONCEALABLE 

MED:Sl70 LRG: $205 XL: $275 XXL: $315 
Adjus table ballistic panel ca rri ers 

ava ilab le in while and navy. 
5 YEAR WARRANTY ON BALLISTICS 

Prepaid orders acid $5. SIO charj:!;c fo r CO D's. 
One: week shipping for .s1ork sizes. 

Slate heig ht a nd we ight when o rdcrin~. 

Money orders and ccrlincd check's accepted . 
COD's cash only. Ai r Shipping Extrn . 

MICHIGAN BODY ARMOR 
P.O . BOX 25 1423. WEST BLOOMF I ELD . M l 48325 

TEL/FAX 8 10 · 788 · 2234 

How would you like to 
work from your home 
in your underwear? 

You could if you 
were one of the 25 
million Americans 
who are now work
ing out of their 
homes. Get the real 
scoop on the work
at-home market 
from two FREE cas
settes recorded by 
George and Jeanie 
Douglass. 

They started a $50 
million-a-year busi
ness from the base
ment of their home 
and they have 
already helped cou
ples and individu
als of all ages start 
their own home
based businesses. 
Find out how they 
can help you too! 

To receive FREE explanation 
cassettes and color literature: 

Call toll free: 

1·800·343·8014, ext. 4764 
Computer Business Services, Inc. 

CBSI Plaza, Ste. 4764, Sheridan, IN 46069 
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coming south from Dostum's headquarters 
in Mazar. BBC radio then reported that a 
cease-fire was in the works and Massood 
had ordered his guns to fall silent starting at 
noon today . 

Although unbiased as members of the 
foreign press, we nevertheless were a bit 
disappointed, having hoped that Massood 
and Dostum would finally make the big 
push into Kabul. For whatever reason, the 
Lion of Panjshir had halted within sight of 
Kabul, unable to force the Taliban to leave 
and not ready to share power with them in 
order to stop the fighting . 

The old guard, having made their bones 
as young muj bloodying superpower 
invaders, now defended Afghanistan's post
Cold War status quo against Islamist militia
men led by a new breed of warriors. It was 
Afghanistan-style fighting, plain and simple. 

SOF Chief Foreign Correspondent Mark H. 
Milstein is based in Budapest, Hungary 
and has covered other vacation spots 
around the world. ~ 

The Keular Tourist 
Continued from page 42 

were about 100 Uzbek, Tajik, Kyrgyz and 
Mongol guest workers, some of whom were 
rough-looking characters. 

Hours later we landed in Tashkent. The 
arrivals' terminal was a long, thin heap of 
concrete and slate with glaring fluorescent 
lights - a product of Soviet architecture. 
I needed a strong drink of cheap vodka, 
something Uzbekistan thankfully has in 
abundance. 

Like every other former Soviet republic, 
Uzbekistan still requires all visitors to have 
a "letter of invitation" from a local business, 
ministry, hotel , or friend . Without this letter 
and a notation in an official log that you've 
been ok'd for a visa, you don ' t get your 
passport stamped and are sent back on the 
first bird west. Fortunately none of the cus
toms officials that morning at the Tashkent 
airport could read English; a long-forgotten 
junk fax stuffed in my coat - encouraging 
me to buy a time-share condo in the Canary 
Islands - got me a one-year, multiple entry 
and exit visa for (U.S.) $50. Also in line 
were two British businessmen and the mid
level German bureaucrat whose official let
ters of invitation got each of them a one
month visa (single entry and exit) for $100. 
It felt great to be an American. 

Now, off in search of the Afghan 
embassy for a visa. While the Taliban mili
tia might physically hold the capital Kabul , 
it was the former government that continued 
to run Afghanistan 's embassies as well as 
control its northern and western borders. 
(Pakistan and some Taliban groups con
trolled the eastern entry into Kabul through 
the Khyber Pass.) 

Twenty-four hours and $20 later I had 

my Afghanistan visa and stood on the tar
mac at the Tashkent airport ready to board 
an Antonov-24B turboprop for the 90-
minute flight to Termez, Uzbekistan, a for
mer Soviet garrison town on the border with 
Afghanistan. 

The flight was filled with Kyrgyz and 
Uzbek mercenaries, most wearing baseball
style caps with "John Deere" or "STP" 
logos. These twentysomething muj for hire 
- looking forward to pay of $30 a month 
- were accompanied by two non-talkative 
Russian army officers on their way to fight 
alongside General Dostum against the 
Taliban. Most of the young meres spent the 
bulk of the flight scratching their names into 
the airplane's windows with bayonets or 
throwing around balls of paper. In-flight 
service was our choice of either water of 
questionable quality or lukewarm Coke 
served in urine-specimen cups. I chewed on 
stale Uzbek bubble gum and dreamed of 
dining on an American MRE. 

South of Termez, border guards won't 
allow civilians to cross the bridge over the 
Amudar 'ya River into northern 
Afghanistan. The traveler either has to wait 
for the twice-daily bus or luck out as we 
did: We breezed through hours of customs' 
formalities in less than 20 minutes with the 
aid of an official with the Afghan Islamic 
Unity Party and his friend, a Turkish con
sular officer, who gave us a lift in their con
voy of Land Rovers. 

We were soon over the bridge, dodging 
camels and winding through massive sand 
dunes on our way to Mazar-e Sharif and the 
headquarters for General Dostum and his 
army. The 90-minute road trip to Mazar was 
an eye opener. Hundreds of destroyed or can
nibalized BMPs, tanks, and trucks littered the 
roadside as reminders of the decade-long 
Soviet invasion. A half-dozen demolished 
bases that had housed Soviet logistics and 
helicopters went by in a blur as we entered 
Mazar's labyrinth of streets. Muj, meres, and 
Dostum's soldiers watched us with some 
amusement as our Land Rovers sped past, 
splattering mud on anyone who got too close. 
Chador-covered women scurried by on their 
way home or to the city's bazaar. 

At the Mazar Hotel we met up with a 
British TV crew, were briefed by some 
U.N. field operatives, and arranged for two 
Volga station wagons, two drivers and a 
translator. The next leg of the trip would be 
along mountain passes, through the Salang 
Tunnel and on to Jebul-us-Siraj. Jebul is the 
headquarters of Ahmad Shah Massood and 
Halo Trust, the British government-funded 
mine-clearing operation that also offers 
journalists a place to sleep, eat, charge their 
batteries, and set up their satcom phones. 

As Soviet soldiers learned years ago, 
the Hindu Kush are as severe a mountain 
range as exists anywhere on this planet. 
And now, add to this mile after mile of 
unmarked mine fields, villages full of 
eager muj fighters, unexploded ordnance, 
and dozens of destroyed military vehicles 
and you have one of the most forbidding 
war zones in the world . - M.H.M. 
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Exclusive Video Instruction reveals professional tr icks of !he trade. 
s!ep·by·stepl You will learn; 

• Repairing cracked & chipped stocks 
• Recoil pad & Sling swivel installation 
• Professional Scope mounting tricks 
• Sight & red ramp installation 
• Slugging & casting bores & chambers 
• Cleaning and oiling techniques 

.. • Cold bluing methods 
,,.. • Repairing g_rips . 

• Stock beddmg techmques 
• Polishing chambers & re-tipping firing pins 
• What tools you need/how to set up your shop 

~--~-~ • How to make special tools. . and more 

Over 4 hours al video instruction. Also includes 42-page workbook 
packed with technical details, blueprints, tricks of the trade & sources 
of supply. Reg. $99 SALE - ONLY! 569 "$7.50 ship FREE CA TALOG! 

FREE BONUS!!! Order now & receive a 1-hour Jntroduclory 
Professional Gunsmithing Video 510 value FREE! 

satisf•~~~~! 1•800•797 •0867 DJ 
Gue.ra 24 HOUR ORDER DESK CATALOG AVAILABLE ~ 
lftrl Ai\ I ERICAN GUNS.\llTHING INSTITUT E ~ 
1Ma11 1325 lmola Ave. W. , Suite #504·H1. Napa, CA 94559 

XS-XL XXL XXXL 

************* 
65 FIELD JACKETS 

woodland. Olive Drab, Tiger Stripe. 
Black. Navv. Khaki. Add $4.00 for xx .. 

PULLOVER PARKA 
woodland, Olive Drab. Tiger st ripe , $44 9 
Black, Navy, Khaki. Add $4.00 for xx . . .. -• 

G. I. ALICE PACK 

$56.9 
$78.9 

. . $242.9 
... $58.9 

.. .. $62.9 
Prices may vary depending on sizes. Please call for 

additional prices and items as well as a 1994 catalog. 
Mall proper amount plus 6.75 !double for Canada!, 

!TN residents add 8.25% sales taxi 
for shipping and handling to: 

GREENE MILITARY 

ONLY 
$19.95! 

Prepaid -Add $7.00 for S&H COD $9.50 

Call today for FREE parts catalog! 
P.O. Box 367 
Avondale Estates, GA 30002 

Order Line 1-800-858-0809 

LIMITED TIM E 

0/:4.(o) 
·~1'J 

ORDER TODAY CALL 
1-800-334-007 4 

Dept.101 
VISA ''' MC''' AMEX 

U.S. CAVALRY ~ 
WORLD'S FINEST MILITARY AND ADVENTURE EQUIPMENT 

Our catalog, over 120 full color 
pages, has the equipment you 
need for your outdoor adventures! 

•Boots 
• GPS's 
• Hi-Tech Optics 
• Night Vision 
• Collectibles 
• Memorabilia 
•Knives 
• Shooting Accessories 
• Official & Tactical Uniforms 
Gear for-
• Camping & Survival 
• Military 
• Paintball 
• Climbing & Rappelling 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG 

1-800-317-9455 
1-502-351 -1 164 lnterna lional 

See What 's New On Our Website! 
http://www.uscav.com 

THI S PRODUCT IS TO BE TAKEN Orally. 
100% Natural. No harmful side effects. 

S&K LABS Boron 
Can greatly increase your muscle, mass, strength and 
size. Industry claims Testosterone levels up to 300%! 

Greatly enhance your phys ical appearanc e literally 
sculpting your own body with huge, healthy, HARD 

MUSCLE! 
Get that lean awesome body builder physique now with 

one 3 month cycle for only 514.95! 
If you are not completely satisfied with the growth you 

obtain within 15 days return it for a full refund. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

To get your super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K LABS 

C ORDER NOW!!!t-800-275-7822 .,.. 

E M~~~ry~~s~~~~!!.~~J.~E ~ 
Call 24 hrs a day 7 days a week or send check or money order to: 

S&K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd., Suite 101 
Pompano Beach, Florida 33062 

-- One Bottle (36 Month Cycle 
$ 14 .95 + SS.O S&H 

-- SPECIAL Buy (2) Bottles Get (1) FREE! 
$29.90 + SS.00 S&H 

-- Add S10.00 for Priority Mai l 

-- International orders add 25%. c .o .d . 's U.S. only 

-- Yes, I would like a catalog with my order. 

Name: 
Address : 
Cily, State, Zip: 

Phone: ( } 



NO OBLIGATION • NO SALESMAN 

GLOBAL SCHOOL OF INVESTIGATION 
171 S. PARK ST. STONEHAM, MA 02180 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
CONCEALABLE VEST 

STARTING AT 
$249.95 

AND TACTICAL, 
INCLUDING FLAK JACKET, 

HTV, NATO ASSAULT 
AND DESERT STORM 

STARTING AT 
$499.95 

For Armor Catalogue send $4.00 
or $15.00 for 1500 page complete set 

Inter-American 
Security Products, Inc. 

13605 S. Dixie Hwy., Suite 136-1 
Miami, Florida 33176-7252 

Ph.: (305) 256-0370 
FAX: (305) 256-9587 

AGl"s exclusive "How-10" ARMORER COURSES. Each video 
covers one gun in detail including: history. step-by-step 
design & function using cutaway guns, total 
disassembly down to the last part. reassembly. 
maintenance, troubleshoot ing , repairs and accessories. 
You will also learn feeding, ejection corrections, tuning, 
customizing, common problems and mistakes to avoid. 

Courses available: 

~ 
BERRETTA'J2/ 

~ 
~;~·~u1t~~ 

RUGER 10/22 ~ GLOCK 
--~-=s 1 m1nu1es 76m;;;;JiiS p» - Tnpe•109 T~ 

RUGER MK 11/ 

MKll~~~n~~~~ 
~ 

.1.IOSS8CRG500 
~90 minu1er. 

,,.......-- Tape• 1!9 

WINCHESTER 94 

~ra!1~~;; 

MA KAROV 
~ 

Tope• 11 6 

REAllNGTON 1100 
~- :? hows 
..,.- Tope• 112 

REMINGTON 870 
~95 minu tus 
.--- Tape• 11 1 

S& WAUTOS 
-,~ 

l11p&• l1 7 

$39.95 Value 

$<""'~5 1·800·797-0867 .:J 
f 'dJ . 54 VISA I MC I COD • Catalog Available! ~ 
~7 ship 24 HOUR ORDER DESK ~ 

lir.iil AJ\IER ICAN GUNSM ITH ING INSTITUTE 
~ 1325 lmolaAvenue W., Suite #504-A1, Napa, CA 94559 

Best techniques for creating 
COMPLETE PRIVACY! 

• Avoid Surveillance, Eavesdropping 
• Become "Invisible" to Investigators 

Stop Generating Financial Records 
Comryiunications Privacy .. Phone, Mail 

• How to Stay Out of Government Files 
• Begin Eliminating Negative Records 
• How to Create Helpful New Records 
• Generating Quick Cash Income 

Hiding Your Assets • Privacy Afloat 
Banking Alternatives • "Low Profile" 
Privacy from Taxes • Nomadic Living 
Multiple Addresses 

• Hideouts, Deep Cover 
• How to "Disappear" 
ALL THE PRIVACY YOU 

WANT - and MORE! 
Visa/MC: 800-338-8484 

-----EDEN f'RESS 
I t623 Slater ·r . Box 8410-AP Fountain Valley. CA 92728 

Your {D Regular P&H, $3 .00 (Please add 
Choice D FIRST CLASS,$6.00 to order.) 

!California residents please add 7.750/o sales tax.) 
0 Send latest Book Catalog - FREE. 

When calli~g 911 
just won't do ... 

................... 
· .~ ·~· 

. ~ 

TIMBERSHEPHERD<R· 
-"The Mercedes Benz of 
executive protection dogs.· 

-'The Premium K-9. • 

-SOF Magazine 

Pups and Trained Adults Available 

LR R P K-9 SERVICES 
Box 1620-MA 

Aiken, SC 29802 
(803) 649-5936 

1111111 VISIOll 
• Industry Leader Since '1991! 
• Biggest Selection in the USA! 
• Guaranteed Lowest Prices! 
• Super Specials: Now Save up to 40%! 
• 2-Year Warranty! 
• Optional Lifetime Warranty! 
• Iron-Clad Money-Back Guarantee! 

Offering only Grade "A" quality 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
generation weapon sights, spotting scopes, 

binoculars and goggles from as low as $249! 

ORDERS: 1-800-424-8222 
Info: 714-497-4683 • Fax:. 714-497-1270 

M • 0 •R • 0 • V'I SI 0 N 
N IG HT VISION SPECIALIST SINCE 19 91 , 

219 Broadway. Suite 307/SF, Laguqa Beath, CA 92651 
[ ! 



CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
VHF/FM TRANSMITTER 

W/ RECEIVER & RECORDER 
VOICE 
TRANSMITIER 
Size - 2"x 3" 

2000' range (line of sight) 

170 MHZ - range 

Sensttivity: 
85 db spl@ ±7khz FM 

B Channels available 

Freq. Response: 
100-10,000 hz 

Battery life: 
9V Alkaline= 12 hrs. 
9V Ltthium=20 hrs. 

Transmitter compatible 
wtth any programmable 
scanner. 

FCC APPROVED 

Transmitter: $150.00 +$7 shipping 
MicroRecorder, 4hr. Voice Activated: $150.00 +$7 shipping 

Programmable Scanner: $150.00 +$7 shipping 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro 
Video, Telephone Surveillance Devices, Long 

Play Recorders, Surveillance and Counter
Surveillance and much more send $3.00. 
For more information call 407-725-1000. 

U!il CORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 · Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

Larry Anderson 

Crime Prevention Is a 
Multi-million Dollar Business! 
OUR DEVICES SELL LIKE CRAZY! 

President We carry the best line of security 
sprays, stun guns, personal sound alarms, burglar 
alarms and much more. VVe specialize in offering the 
best security products at the very be'.t wholesale prices. 
We can meet or beat any price 011 tire market . 

14 

oz. I 0% Pepper Sprays 

Fogger ~ 
Key Chain Sprayer 
Retail: Sl9.95 Retail : S22.95 

Sample: 56.25 Samole: 54.25 

Electronic Stun Guns 

Security Plus® . t Security Plus® 
I 00,000Volt · : 200,000Volt 
Straight or Straight or 
Curved Curved 
Retai l: 569.95 Retail: S 119.95 

''m"k "'" l ~'""'' m." 
160,000Volt Baton ~,1«· .'** 
Retail: S 129.95 1 
Sample: S43.95 , .-·I; 

contains 10 boxes of 30 rds. each=JOO Rds. 

Cases: Factory Sealed case contains 
9 Battle Packs=2700 Rds. 

BATTLE PACKS ... #SA1 ... $55.00 
SPECIAL: 3 Battle Packs (900 rds.) $155.00 

CASES ... #SA2 ... $427.00 
We accept checks, Money Orders and VISA & MC (Visa/MC 

Orders must add 3% to price) 
FREE SHIPPING in Continental USI 

This pro- iitl~=====I 
fessional 
level home 
study course shows 
you how to do expert 
work on firearms of all 
kinds. Send or call 24 hours a 
day for free career literature. 

Call 800-223-4542 



We Proudly Present the 

GHILLIE SUIT 

The pl was born' long ago In the 
highlands of Scotland by game keepers who protected 
wildlife from poachers. The Ghillie Suit provided 
unparalleled concealment then, and still does today. 

International Ghillie Suits, Inc. offers over 20 models of 
suits as well as Ghillie Covers for hunting rifles 
(Remington 700 etc.), Ghillie Bands for assault 
weapons, scopes, bipods etc., drag bags and much 
more. Join the proud fraternity of hunters and profes
sionals using the ultimate camouflage system. For full 
color catalog and current price list, send $10 U.S., 
overseas $17, refundable with Ghillie Suit purchase, to: 

lntemational Ghillie Suits., Inc. 
P.O. Box SOS 

Hamptonville, NC 27070 

This product is to be taken orally. 
100% Natural, No harmful side effects. 

S&K Labs Dibencozide! 
Can greatly increase your Muscle mass strength 
and size. Greatly enhance your physical appear
ance literally sculpting your own body with huge 

healthy, hard muscle. Most people say the 
effects from Dibencozide are more than equal to 

Dianabol™, the "illegal Steroid." 
Get that Lean awesome body builder physique 
now with one 2 month cycle for only $22.50! 

If you are not completely satisfied with the growth 
you obtain within 15 days return it for a full refund. 

Money back guarantee! 
To get your super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Labs -lc.o.o.I Order Now!!! $22.50 +Shipping ...=.. 
Cash On Delivery Welcome ~ 

1·800-275·7822 w 
Special Buy 2 Bottles, Get 3rd bottle FREE 
Call Toll Free-24 Hrs. a day-7 days a week 

Or Send Check or Money Order To: ------------------------------S&K Labs 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd., Suite 101 
Pompano Beach. Florida 33062 

__ One bot11e (2 month cycle) 
$22.50 + $4.00 S&H 
SPECIAL BUY 2 BOTILES GET 3MBOTILE FREE 
545.00 for 3 bottles+ $4.00 S&H 

_ _ Add $10 for Priority Mail 
Out of Country Orders + an Addilional 25% C.0.D. U S Only 

Name: 

Address: 

City,State,Zip: - -----------
Phone: ( 

STOCK REFINISHING - v;deo & Custom o;, 
Quick & easy method shown step·by·step · ~ 
on video (82 mins). Stripping, steaming dents, · ... 
repairing chips, scratches, sanding, staining, lilling the grain, plus 
tricks of the trade. Includes 14oz. spray can of Cuslom Oil. 
Professional resuUs guaranteed! (ship SS) $39.95 

STOCK GLASS BEDDING KIT with step-by-step video 
lnprove your rifles accuracy! Proven glass bedding kit and step-by· 
step 96 minute video. Covers wood and composite stocks. Shows 
!ricks of the trade. A perfecl job your first lime! {ship SS)$39.95 

TACTICAL BLACK METAL FINISHING with video 
Refinish that worn or rusty firearm. Durable non-reflective black bake
on lacquer finish. Quick & easy. No chemical dips or tanks. Works on 
brass. steel, aluminum & stainless. Each can will do one long gun or 
two pistols. Instructional video included. (ship SS) $39.95 

PARKERIZING KIT with step-by-step video 
Professional results at home! Includes enough parkerizing solution 
lo do several guns and a detailed 60 min step-by-step video which 
reveals the secrels to successful results. (ship St 2) $49.95 

~~~~~~!~~~! 1·800·797 ·0867 H~1S I[] 
lftrl AME RI CAN GUNSM ITHING INSTITUTE ~ 
llMll 1325 lmola Ave. W., Suite #504-Kl, Napa. CA 94559 L..::J 
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This marve l of miniulurizcd elec
tronics is so ad vanced that it de
fi nes the state of lhL" art in EMS 
tcdrnoll>£Y· No other uni1 on the 
market offers all thcsr.: features. 
Ead1 un il comes l:Ompklc with 
4 rubber pads AN D 4 adhesive 
hydrogcl p:ids for added conven
ience. 11\. even upgradeable 10 
power 6 to 8 pads~ T his EMS 
400 is being sold by M cc.l ical 
Supply Houses for $495. O ur 
11ricc is N ow ONL Y $299! 
G et Yours Today! 

Apt. No. 

BULLETPROOF 
VEST 

Will stop the .357 Magnum, 9mm and 00 
Buck. Meets and exceeds "Threat Level 
D-A" tested In accordance with the NILECJ
STD-0101.01. Weighs 23/4 lbs. Ats easily 
under T-shirt. 

Front & Back Protector $220 
Detachable Side Panels $45 

Chest Trauma Plate $35 

Officially tested by the U.S. Government 
Edgewood Arsenal at the Aberdeen Prov
ing Grounds under the U.S. Department 
of Justice Standards. State height, chest 
and waist measurements. 

MATTHEWS POLICE SUPPLY CO. 
(a division d David Mallhews, Inc.) 

P.O . Box 1754 Dept. Sf 
MaaheWs, N.C. 28105 

Ph. (704) 847~793 rAX: (704) 847-4-447 

The end of the "evil empire" has not solved all of the 
world's problems. The Karens, after a 40-year struggle 
against successive tyrannies in Burma, are now refu
gees in dire straits in Thailand. The medical situation 
in Cambodia is a disaster.The Black Creoles on the 
east coast of Nicaragua are no better ott. And so on. 
ARI is trying to help, but we need l'QY.! help. 

Medical supplies of most types are still urgently 
needed. We can't handle bulky equipment, items that 
have to be locked up or refrigerated. Checks and money 
orders are welcome. None of the funds collected go for 
statt salaries or other administrative expenses. 

All donations are tax deductible. Put a packing 
list with name and address of donor with each 
package, and indicate whether you wish to be listed 
as a donor in SOF. ARI is #1013 on the 1996 
Combined Federal Campaign National List. Be sure 
to designate your gift for RRI. 

Please send letters and checks to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, CO 80306 

Please send UPS and other packages to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

c/o SOF Warehouse, 5735 Arapahoe Avenue 
Boulder, CO 80303 



CLASSIFIED 
NOTICE TO READERS 

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS - $3 .00 per word per insertion -
$60.00 minimum, 10% discount for two or more months. Prepay one 
year for 20% discount. All ads MUST BE PREPAID. Visa/MC OK. Ad 
copy must be typed clearly with authorizing signature, a telephone 
number (for our files) and full payment. Advertisers offering information 
packets for a fee must send sample of packet (packets will not be 
returned). Name, address and telephone number are to be included in 
your word count. EXAMPLE: P.O. Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 = 1 
word; 303-449-3750 = l word. Abbreviations such as DI, SGT, 20mm, 
U.S. count as one word each. No personal services or matchmaking ads 
accepted. We reserve the ri ght to refuse, delete or change any copy 
which we determine to be objectionable. Mail classified ads with 
payment to SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, Classified Dept., 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1340. Fax (include Visa/MC information) 
to: 1-303-444-5617. E-mail advert@sofmag.com. 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is a magazine of national and 
international distribution. There may be products for which sale, 
possession or interstate transportation may be restricted, prohibited or 
subject to special licensing requirements in your state. Purchasers 
should consult the local law enforcement authorities in their area. 

NOTICE TO CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS 
NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997: $3.00 per word per insertion
$60.00 minimum, 10% discount for two or more months. Prepay one 
year for 20% discount. All ads must be typed clearly. 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED THAT SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE DOES NOT 
VERIFY VALIDITY OF EVERY ADVERTISEMENT AND/OR THE LEGALITY OF EVERY PRODUCT CONTAINED HEREIN. SHOULD ANY 
READER HAVE A PROBLEM WITH PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED BY AN ADVERTISER, HE SHOULD SEEK ASSISTANCE 
FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL INSPECTOR AND ALSO CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SOLDIER OF FORTUNE DOES 
NOT INTEND FOR ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVERTISED TO BE USED IN ANY ILLEGAL MANNER. 

INTERNATIONAL DRIVERS PERMIT 
LEMJue Of NATIONS OPEAATORS UceHSE 

SURVIVAL FOOD & EQUIPMENT 
MRE' S (Meals Ready to E at) $47/12 
MRE Heaters $10/12 $150/288 
MR F: En trees (Assorted) S 125/72 
lleaterMeals w/built in hrater $55/12 

IWM (Balann·d Food Mix) $36/t2 
SSl\<I (Survival Stew Mix) $36/I 2 

BSM (Bean Soup Mix) $36/l 2 
llSGJ Mickey Mouse Boots $45 
I ISGI Goretex Ca mo Sels $250 
9 o,. I 2 % pepper spray w/holster $38 

Free shipping (lJSA) 25 page Catalog $1 

PON DEROSA PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 1016 Eagle, ldaJ10 83616 

208-939-1513 

AUTOMOTIVE 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED CARS from $125! Trucks, 
boats, 4-wheelers, motorhomes, furniture, electronics, 
computers by FBI, IRS, DEA. Your area now. 1-800-558-
8672 Ext. A-5336. (232/p) 

BINOCULARS 
NIGHT VISION and BINOPRO professional, 
lightweight, aluminum-alloy binoculars, monoculars, from 
$19.95. Lifetime warranty, over 30 models. COLOR 
CATALOG $2.00 (Refundable with order) 1-800-753-5812, 
l\orth'Star, P.O. Box 3995 Dept. A27 Kingman, AZ. 86402. 
(233/c) 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 
MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE - Paladin 
Press has been described as "the most dangerous press 
in America ... Millions of satisfied readers disagree. 
Outrageous and controversial books and videos on 
firearms, exotic weaponry, new identity, creative revenge, 
espionage and investigation, privacy, action careers, and 
more! To order our 72-page catalog describing over 650 
titles, send $2.00 to: PAIADIN PRESS. Box 1307-6GST, 
Boulder, CO 80306, (800) 392-2400. (242/p) 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine Binder. Holds 
12 issues, SI2.00 plus $4.00 P&H. VISA/MC accepted. 
No CODs. SOF BINDER, P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 
80306. (240) 
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TELEPHONE 
SURVEILLANCE DEVICE 

W/12 HR. RECORDER 
Automatically record all incoming and outgoing 

. _ callsl $99.~ 5.00 sh. Telephone surveillance 
device $19.95 +$2 sh. (seperately) 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 
Transmits voice lo any FM radio up lo \h mi. Easy to 
assemble kit. Up to 9V (not incl.) $19.95 + $2 sh. 

or comprehensive 50 page catalog ol Micro Video. 
VHF Transmitters. Surveillance & Counter
Surveillance and much morel Send $3.00. 

1 x1%" Call407-725-t000 

U!il CORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 · Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

K·9 TRAINING & TACTICAL 
Plus: Protection • Schutzhund •Ring Sport• KNPV. ·0011 
Sports" ls read by Pro's, Po/Ice, Mllltary & Govt world-wide. 
Subscribe/ 1yr.,12 Issues, $48 ($51 foreign). 
Online sample: wviw.prodogs.com/dmn/dogsport. 
(Since 1979). ALSO: FREE WORKING DOG 
BOOK & VIDEO CATALOG I Call today! 
Doa Sports Maaazlne • 32 Cherokee Tri. 
Douglas, WY 82633 / 307-358·3487 I Vlsa·MC·Dlsc. 

• • 
EAVESDROPPING is unbelievably widespread! 
oev;ces with 8mazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone end room conversations RIGHT NOW! Are you 
sure you're safe7 FREE CATALOG tells you fast! Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter·Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
end EXTREMELY profitable (up to $250 hr) full/pert-time 
income. Call Now! : I I I I I 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research 
materials; Videocassettes, photographs, books, 
unpubli shed manuscripts. Catalogue: $3.00. 
COLLECTOR'S ARCHIVES; Box 2, Beaconsfield, Quebec. 
H9W 5T6 (Canada). (240) 

BOOKS ON AFRICAN WARS, hunting, politics. 
Catalogue $2 write: Lemur Books, P 0 Box 1645, Alberton, 
1450, SOUTH AFRICA: Fax 011-869-0890. (232/p) 

MILITARY/INFO PUBLISHING. We produce unique 
books on Military Science. Example: AMBUSH U.S. 
MILITARY DOCTRINE price $15.00 plus $5.00 postage. 
Also available 600+ different military manual photocopies. 
For Catalog, send $2.00 to: Military/Info, P.O. Box 27640-
SF, Golden Valley, MN 55427. (232) 

SKS FULL AUTO CONVERSION. No modification 
original parts required. Simple professionally illustrated 
instruction s $10 . Sardaukar, P.O. Box 38531-S, 
Germantown, TN 38138. ALL BATF RULES APPLY. (233) 

CRIME PREVENTION PRODUCTS 
FREE Pepper Spray Program, 

DISCOUNT PRICES, Alarms, NIGHT 
VISION, Stun Guns, FREE CATALOG, 

1-800-753-5812, Fax, 1-520-753-5051, 
North*Star, P.O. Box 3995, 

Dept. A27, Kingman AZ, 86402 

1' 1' 1' 1' 1' 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" "!\ 1" 1" 1" 1' 1' 
1' Men: 1' 
1' Move to 1' 
; Paradise! ; 
1' Want to live in 1' 
1' paradise? 1' 
1' You can! 1' 
1' In this exciting new 1' 1' book you'll discover .allr-

ways that you can 1 • 
1' enjoy a fabulous 1' 1' tropical lifc.tylel 1' 
1' Contains EVERYTHING YOU NEED including: 1' 
1' "Female" Information - "Can't miss" paradises for 1' 
.,... sizzling romance. Enjoy hot romance with beautiful .,... 
1' f<nign women - regardless of your age, income or looks! 1' 
'f' Bu•lneu Information- Best business opportwlities 'f' 
'f' an<l sources of financing. Get rich while having fun! 'f' 
'f' Job Information - Great jobs and how to get them. No .o1ll. 

degree or foreign language required! 1 • ! Pauporl &. Visa Information - Insiders' seaets to ! 
1 • getting visas and keeping them current! 1 • 

'ft Otlten "'~doing ii and $0 can )>Oil - Ori/a now! 1"' 
+ M~~:~1y~:1~-~v: ~.':!~:1;:: ;~:~u!~495-+ 
'f' Visa/MC/Amex/Discover orden; Call (800) 460-5056 'f' 
.o1ll. or Mail check or money order to: Alexander & Watson, .o1ll. 
I' P.O. Box330155-Suite702l,Ft. WorthTX76163. I' 
1' FAST SHIPPING• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 1' 
'f' • Cannot be found In book slorn- • 'f' 
1' 1' 1' 1' 1" 1" 1" 1" 1' 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1' 1' 

LEARN AMERICAN COMBATIVES. Fully 
illustrated, 100 page new book by Marine Corps vet John 
Kary teaches you the devastating self-defense system 
proven in actual combat. Learn the original and best 
techniques of close quarter combat. ORDER YOUR COPY 
OF AMERICAN COMBATIVES FOR A SPECIAL EDI
TION PRICE OF $17 (includes S&H). AMERICAN 
COMBATIVES. Inc., 5 Heritage Park, Huntington, WV 
25704 (234/v) 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE RUSSIA! Collectors item, 
published in Moscow. Various months. Invaluable 
resource for researchers , mili tary and intelligence 
professionals. Printed in Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for 
$12. Omega Group Ud., 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, 
co 80303-1340. 
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I": ---------;-, ~- BE A LOCKSMITH! 1 l __ __ Home study. Learn locksmithing for a g reat 

I . j ... r career, or to s tart your own at-home business. I 
I ~.~~E LITERATU~E: ~0-22~3-!~42 

I 
Addross _ Pt1one , 

City _ State Zip 

School of Locksmithing, Dept. LKB171 ,· 

L PCOI, 6065 Roswell Ad., Atlanta, GA 30328 ' -------
New Surveillance Devices ! 
Smoke Alann Ultra miniature video cameras hidden in smoke 
and Tobie Clock alann or alann clock-your choice. Wide field of view 
Video Cameras and super .1 lux low light sensitivity! Undetectable! r- sc.ooo TC·70 High quality B/W with 420 lines of 

- re~lution for ultra sharp images. 

~~:~~~;~ $189.95 ea. 
Best price on surveillance cameras anywhere! 
Telephone Transmitter Kit h idden in dual modular adaptor 
Transmits both sides of conversation to any FM radio up to 1/4 ./ 
mile. "SnapKit" technology. Uses phone line for power and'\. {Irr)\ 

scornplete~unnoticed. MA-100$25 .95 ~ 

High quality cassette deck plugs ~ I 
directly into telephone jack! Records up to 

"""'"""''""""" _, 12 hours of conversations on a single cassette. 
THR·1 Recording starts and stops automatica!lywhen 

12Hou' phoneis used! Visa/MC (800)594-1047 
~'!f ~~~g:,e $ 99. 9 5 Free shR)rg! Oleck/MO Q..estim Lme: (972) 255-74 

Seymor-Radix Inc. Box 166055-SF lrving,TX 75016 
NO\vyou can visit us on the internet at http://w.v.v.why.net/home/sr/ 

UNITED STATES SPECIAL FIELD FORCES 
National militia/well regulated. 
Chartered, accredited, Fed. tax 

exempt. S eeks leaders as volunteer 
officers in hometown. 25 & older, 

c ourageous and self-re liant. $5 brings 
information and Commission 
application. General Khan, 

Rt. 4 Box 34, Branford, FL 32008 

Discover the Power of 
Night Vision 

Guaranteed lowest prH:e 
on 1st, 2nd, & 3rd gen. night vision 
binoculars, spotting scopes, pocket 
scopes, goggles, and rifle scopes 

Call now for a technical consultation, 
FREE color brochure, or price quote: 
U~@d.JQl]f]IJ©G{JiJ 11-soo-s&H448l ................................ ; ........................... ~··~ ........ •'· ..... . 

Hitek lntemationaf • 484 El Camino Reol • Redwood Gty, CA 94063 
141 ~) 363-1 404, fox 14151 363-0470 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, NBC, more. 
Catalog $3.00. IIPD/ ACCP, Box 1237, Alpine , TX 79830. 
(232/p) 

WHERE THE HOT GIRLS ARE! The hottest book of 
the year tells you exactly where you will find the hottest 
women in 14 U.S. cities and 44 world countries! "The Sex 
Havens of The World" is 180 pages of everything and 
everywhere you need to know. The ultimate guidebook 
for men who travel and enjoy meeting beautiful girls. Not 
available at any bookstore. Send check or money order 
for on ly $19.95 plus $5 postage a nd handling to 
"FERRARI", 23705 Vanowen Street, Suite-192, West Hills, 
California, 91307. (232/p) 

AITENTION ALL GAMBLERS & INVESTORS 
Secrets to "Predicting for Profits" now breakthrough mind 
power & ESP techniques. Free information: 1-800-573-
4019. (232/p) 

DEALING WITH GOVERNMENT B U REAU
CRACIES Newsletter Send $2.00 and a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: POB 39528 Tacoma, WA 98439. 
(232/p) 
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magazine of articles, ads, 
tech tips, rally listings, 
and news about jeeps, 
military trucks, tanks, 

Humvees, and much more! 

)IJU'l'AllY m VEllICJ.ES 
1mq,vm111 

1 Year (six BIG 92-page iss ues) 
USA $18, Canada $28, All Others $31 

12-L1 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 
'l'IIE HA.ltnE'l'Pl.J\CE J101l 

HIU'l'AllY \fEIIICUIS 

****************** 

SEE OUR CATALOG ON COLOR VIDEO• We have the most 
com lete stock of WWII German bad es, ca s, etc. in the U.S. 

GERMAN M-43 CAP (postpaid w/ video) 

(TAKE DOWN) Grey-Green 
wool with proper patch and 
buttons. State S, M o r L. 
Enlisted-$38, Officers-$42 
(same cap for S .S. 
BLACK- same prices) 

W.W.#2 LTD. Box 2063-F, ST. LOUIS, MO 63158 

r-- -Si'..eer-t.etiiar---, 
I SPEED KILL I I CB" can you hit 111111111 tlmn or more In one second or lea1 I 
I CB" Cln you drop 1 m1n to his knen wtth one blow? I 

CB" Cln you win 1 flghl In 3 seconds or lea1 

I WE TRAIN PEOPLE WHO CAN! FREE DETAILS I 
w.rtor Publl;1t1011s 

L 6252 Dark Hollow Rd., Medford, OR 97501 (503) 535-3188~ 
CUT OUT AND llAIL THIS AD TODAY! -----------

ULTIMATE GUERRILLA HANDBOOK: "MANUAL 
FOR WAR" Proven under fire! Only $11.95 postpaid. ATL! 
PRESS, Dept. SOF, PO Box 7768, Chicago, IL 60680-7768. 
(232/p) 

ELITE MILITARY SELF-DEFENSE. New, full
illustrated book reveals the secrets of the original and 
best techniques of World War II close quarter combat. 
Author is decorated Marine Vietnam Vet. Send $15.00 
(money order/check) to American Combatives, Inc., 5 
Heritage Park, Huntington, WV #25704. (232) 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! The Feds have a file on 
you! Use the FOIA to get that file! Send $10 for complete 
kit to: A.L Rapier, 3647 Sunset Ave. #130, Rocky Mount, 
NC 27804. (240) 

WORKER'S COMPENSATION CLAIMANTS. Don't 
get busted! Learn Investigative Secrets. TI1e book your 
Company doesn't want you to have. $12.95 plus $3.00 
S&H. Olive Branch Books, 270 Greater Butler Mart, Suite 
177SF, Butler, PA 16001. (232) 

NO LIMITS - FIGHTING SPEEDING TICKETS. 
Former Highway Patrolmen demonstrate how Lo Beat 
radar - Win in court. Send $19.95 plus $3.00 S&H to: 
Mariah Publications, P.O. Box 855-S, Azle, TX 76098 or 
call 1-800-639-6851. (233) 

FREE CATALOG OF FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE. 
AU DIO ,VIDEO, PUBLICATIONS ON HEALTH, 
GOVERNMENT CONSPIRACIES, AND SEC RET 
SOCIETIES. R,JFSR TRUST, 8033 SUNSET BLVD# 2640, 
IA CA 90046 U.S.A. (232) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR BUSINESS Owner 
Finally Reveals Secrets ! How you can start your own 
profitable homebased business today! From ideas to 
profits. 1-800-730-5240, ext.HB7770. (23~) 

ANALYZE HANDWRITING! Experts' 48 charac
teris tics, $2./SASE, Box 8232-F, Clearwater, FL 34618. 
(232/p) 

$ 10,000+ PER MONTH. No selling. Call 1-800-995-
0796, ext. 0080 for recorded info. (232) 

IS RAEL MILIT ARV PRODUCTS 
"'.il,.J-

~ o,_,,,1,,-, "{\<1--
Al RB ORNE T-SHIRT S-XXI $11+$3 POST 

IDF WEBBING, HELMET. INSIGNIAS. UNIFORMS, T-SHIRTS 
CATALOG $2 (FREE WITH T-SHIRT ORDER) 

IMP P.O.B. 31006, TEL AVIV 61310, ISRAEL 

@
Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tel ls all! Want 
a life of intrigue, excitement, 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your O wn Bossi 

• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations, 

Sk:iptracing & Surveillance' 

• How To Start Your Own Private De tective Agency! 

• How To Work From Home, Part-Time or FuITTime ! 

• No Experience Necessary, No Investment Required1 

ST A TE APPROVED 

Located in the Entertainment Ca itol 
Of the World! 213) 879-1165 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEYERL Y HILLS CA 90213 

CLOTHING 
AFRIKANER RESISTANCE MOVEMENT T-Shirt! 
$12.00 Each! French Foreign Legion T-Shirt $12.00 Each! 
Wolfgang, Box 709H, Prudenville, MI 48651. (232/p) 

CAMOUFLAGE AND MILITARIA from over 50 
countries. Send $2.00 for New 1996 Catalog. WORLD 
MIL!TARIA P.O. Box 6022 Arlington, TX 76005. (232/ p) 

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY CAMOUFLAGE, 
New 1997 Catalog of Genuine Military Camouflage 
Uniforms from over 35 Countries! Catalog $1.00. l.M.S., 
Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 (232/c) 

SWAT SHOP. Dealers in South African Camouflage, 
Surplus, and Collectibles. Police and Military. Send $1.00 
for catalogue. S.W.A.T. SHOP, P.O. Box 96641, Brixton, 
2019, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA. (233/v) 

RUSSIAN MILITARY SUPPLY New 1997 Catalog of 
the Latest Military Issue Uniforms, Insignia & Equipment 
$1.00. l.M.S., Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. (232/c) 

COLLECTORS 
MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 1900 TO 
PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, P.O. Box 8663, 
San Jose, CA 95155. Call 408-295-1136 or fax 408-288-
6350 (mailing charges: foreign $8.00, domestic $5.00) 
credit cards accepted, U. S. Militaria wanted! (243) 

BRITISH/SCOITISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental insignia and accessories of elite Regiments; 
including SAS; Paratroops; Royal Marines; Black Watch; 
Guards, etc. 45-page illustrated Import Catalog $6.00. 
BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS, Department 6, P.O. Box 
50473, Nashville, TN 37205. (232) 

BRITISH MILITARY SUPPLY, America's Largest 
Supplier of CURRENT ISSUE British Equipme nt, 
Camouflage, Headgear etc. Catalog $1.00. B.M.S., Box 
21606, Denver, CO 80221 (232/c) 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I mail a 
list of Vietnam \Var Militaria six times per year. Lis ts are 
$4.00 each. Insignia are pictured so you know what you 
are buying. I always have a nice collection of original 
patches, insignia, books, maps, uniforms, field gear etc. 
Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I also buy singles and collections 
of Vietnam War souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy 
with confidence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123. (242/p) 

WWII RELICS! German, Japanese and American WWII 
relics! Flags, daggers, uniforms, medals, helmets, insignia. 
Four bi-weekly illustrated catalogs, $10. Telephone: 612-
689-1146. MIL!TARJA, Box 261-D, Cambridge, MN 55008. 
(233) 
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CONCEALED WEAPON BADGE 
Law Enforcement Size. Weig/1/, Quality 

100% Legal lo Catry Or Wear 
· Your Name {up 10 l 6 characters) 

and Permit Number Engraved FREE 
· Silver $45. Gold SSO, Two-Tone SSS 
· Wallet Clip or Safety Pin Attchmnt. 
· USA Eagle or Your State in Center Disk 

Add $3.00 USA Sh pg S 10 foreign 
Color Catalog S 1 (free W/Order) 
Whatever you can write, 
we can engrave FREE. 

Gigantic Selection of Badges 
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 

MAXSELL CORPORATION 
4036 POWERLINE RD. • OEPT SOF 
FT. LAUDERDALE. Fl 33309, USA 
(954) 568·1480 

hltp//www.gate.neV-zoto/badges.htm 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, 
medals, and uniforms to sale . For a list send $2 to 
KAPlANS, Box 890638, Lyndhurst 2106, South Africa. 
(232) 

UNIFORMS, INSIGNIA AND FIELD GEAR. All 
countries, all periods. Send $3.00 ($5.00 foreign) for 
catalog: World Wide Militaria, P.O. Box 522, Germantown, 
MD 20875. (232) 

AMS MILITARY EQUIPMENT BROKER. We buy, 
sell and locate surplus and related items. Visit our Internet 
site at http:// www.silve rlink.net/ ams/index.html. (232) 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE RUSSIA! Collectors item, 
published in Moscow. Various months. Invaluable resource 
for researchers, military and intelligence professionals . . 
Printed in Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. SOF Back 
Issues, 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 

WW2 MILITARIA CATALOG. $5 (Banknote!): Graaff, 
Eikenlaan 14, VLODROP, Ne therlands. (233) 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 19,278 topics available! 
306-page catalog-rush $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho, 
#206EX, Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE: 
800-351-0222 (or 310-477-8226). (238) 

ACCREDITED CORRESPONDENCE Bachelor · 
Ph.D.: Business, Criminal Jus tice, Police Science, 
Security, e tc. Free Catalog. St. John's University, 31916SF 
University Circle, Springfield, Louisiana 70462. (232/ p) 

EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS, STATESIDE. $100-1000 daily. Now 
hiring. FREE list. ZINK'S 117, Box 587, Marshall, Ml 
4 9068-0587. (236) 

STOP!!! WANT LEGITIMATE Home Craft Assembly 
Work' Easy, Fun and Profitable! Call 1-800-558-8672 Ext. 
H-4336. (232/p) 

EARN MONEY WATCHING T.V. $35,000/ yr income 
potential. 1-800-558-8672 Ext. T-1336. (232/p) 

*EARN EXTRA INCOME* Earn $200-$500 weekly 
mailing phone cards. For information send a self
addressed stamped envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box 0887, 
Miami, FL 33164. (233) 

INTERNATIONAL CAREER LISTINGS. Police, 
security, investigation. Nationwide, some international. 
Executives to $119,300. Positions explained. Four monthly 
issues. $21.95. PSIC/ FO, P.O. Box 3831, Springfield, IL 
62708. (232) 

FINANCIAL 
MONEY AVAILABLE NOW! Let the Government 
Finance your business idea. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call 
Toll Free: 1-800-226-3601, Extension BF7770. (232/c) 

VISA/MASTERCARD No CREDIT, bad credit, 
bankruptcy· no problem. FEE $39 check: Thomas A. P.O. 
Box 4511 Pinehurst, NC 28374. (232/p) 
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SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTER SURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 
• Hidden Video Cameras I Systems 

• 'Sma//est"Pinhole Board Cameras 
• Transmitter Kits • Voice Changers 

• Bug and Phone Tap Detectors 
• Shotgun Mies • Micro Recorders 
• Vehicle Tracking • Locksmithing 

• Telephone Recording Systems 
• Telephone Scramblers 

•Much More ••. 
Catalog $5.00 
§py Uutlet 

P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 
(716) 691-34761695-8660 

GET VISA/ MASTERCARD Low Income, Bankruptcy, 
Bad Credit No Problem! Guaranteed! 1-800-558-8672 Ext 
C-7336. (232/p) 

FREE 
LOST DOCUMENTS REPLACED. Birth Certificates, 
College/University degrees. Diplomas. Fast delivery. 
High quality Low price. Free info: (954) 568-1480 24 hrs. 
(236) 

NEW FROM MOLETRACKS! The ultimate pack for 
back country, lrail and long distance runners; skiers and 
cyclists. Anatomically designed for exceptional comfort 
and utility. Essential for those long workouts that take 
you far from home and shelter. FREE CATALOG: 5433 
Clayton Road #K-245, Clayton, CA 94517; 1-800-813-3217; 
http://me mbers.gnn.com/ lcaron/mtracks/ home.htm. 
(232) 

8 PAGE CATALOG IS FREE · Shipping is $2.00 
Military/Education Diplomas, Certificates, Awards any 
High School, College, University, Gov't Dept., Euro. Coat 
Arms. COUCH POTATO PUBLISHING, 9646 Cavendish 
Court, New Port Richey, FL 34655. (240) 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerbe r, SOG, Benchmade, 
Smith & Wesson, Case XX and more. Huge discounts! 
Free List. KNfVES PLUS MAIL ORDER, (800) 687-6202. 
(233) 

EMERSON FOLDERS. Mint condition CQC6s, 7s, 8s 
and 9s. Also rare CQC5 and other non-catalogue knives. 
Write: S. Rosen, P.O. Box 7502, Shrewsbury, N.J . 07702. 
(232/p) 

KABAR NEXf GENERATION, GERBER APPLE
GATE, Emerson (CQC7) serrated. $99.95 each. PA Add 
6%, $4.95 S&H check, MO. Blade Runner Plus, Dept. 1, PO 
10864, Erie, PA. 16515. Sale Ends Jan. 31, 1997. (232/ p) 

BEAUTIFUL KNIVES Low Price!!! Write or call for 
FREE brochure . lGPR-SOF Box 5589 College Station, 
Mayaguez, PR 00681. Tel/Fax 1-787-849-1590. (232/p/v) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CRAPS! Learn to win consistently with amazing new 
system. References furnished. Satisfaction guaranteed! 
Call for recorded details. 1-615-967-0064. (232/p) 

50,000 MAPS: topographic, Tactical Quads, Travel, 
Pol itical. Vietnam, Bosnia, Ohio, Anyplace! 7700 Air 
Photos. Catalog $3.00 (refundable). MONARCH, Box 
42003-203F, Phoenix , A7, 85080. (232/p) 

Everything you have heard about this book is 
true: the one-mile mK:rophone, Ihe FM laserbug, 
even the duster lxlmbs. Throw in a dozen ·free· 
bies· (infrared bugging systems. amps. etc.). 
blow the lid off clandestine escapades. a<tl the 
only declassified copy of Spyboy™ maga
zine. use fine print for more than hall the 210 pag
es. jam them with photos and schematics. sell 
the works for $38.50. domestic PPD. Buk Book 
Sales. 200 Union Blvd. Suite 425· Y. Denver, CO, 
80228. Unusual content-sold only to entertain. 

FREEllDM COUNTRY 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA. s1arting at $19,950.00. 
Trout fishing, backpacking, camping. Elk, deer, moose, 
bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near established 
towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks nearby. 
GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, WARRANTY 
DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
'Vdeo Nailable" 

CALL TOil. FREE 1~-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
~~=-59~'=1k1000 

..-----SKELETON KEY ___ _, 

Works With Most Locks 
Amaze Your Friends 

With A Lock Picking Demonstration. 
You get 3 sized tension keys1 the slide pick, 
l""cise Instructions, & More. Note: this device 
is to be used for demonstration purposes only! 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full Refund; 2 weeks delivery. Visit 
us on the internet at http:/lwww.imall.com/stores/safemarket 
Gettllsexdtilgdevice, SendNOWOrlySB.95 +S2S&HID:Safe Mari<eting, 

113 N. Washington St. No.366SF, Rockville Md 20850 

6,! sf!et~€st{e:t:f~E 
new career. Experience a new • 

1 adventure every day. ~ 
Dynamic home study course. ~r; 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. 

FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT. 

1·800·742·9007 Ext 301 
DETECTIVE TRAINING Box 25750 • SANTAANA. CA 92799 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs available. 
Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8KW5). (233) 

FREE CATALOG of politically incorrect books. Send 
$1.00 for postage. Bohica Concepts, POB 546-SOF, Randle, 
Washington 98377. (232/p) 

LOCATE ANYONE IN THE USA. Find lost friends, 
relatives & military pals. Easy and affordable/RESULTS 
W / I 24 HRS. Info-Data (800) 750-2101. (232/p) 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER! Build for $12 with only 7 
Radio Shack parts. Instructions $8: FAST., Box 369-FS72, 
Pt. Salemo, FL 34992-0369. (236/c) 

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF MERCENARIES 
Membership Coin. Free registration with order. $12. ea. 
plus $3. S&H. John Langley, Box 804, Nokomis FL 34274. 
(244) 

TIRED OF AMATEURS? Let them know. "No Rookies" 
3 X 5 inch window decal perfect for your car, etc. Send a 
SASE and $4.00 to G. Best, P.O. Box 80546, San Diego, 
CA 92138. (232/ p) 

"DON'T REPAIR YOUR CREDIT F ILE" Receive a 
brand new file in less than 60 days. Call 24 hrs for FREE 
REPORT 800-611-4699. (232/ p) 

GO EXTREME SPORTS Rucksacks, boots, trekking 
sandals. South African gear. Credit card s ized solar radio, 
more. For serious oucdoor enlhusiasts. Free catalog. Toll
free 1-888-5-xtreme (24 hours). (240/ v) 

AMERICAN ACCESS TO EUROPEAN AND 
Mexican Anabolic Pharmaceuticals used by top, amateur 
and professional athletes world-wide. For mail order 
information send $15.00 to D&K Supplements 4737 So. 
Hwy. 101 #203 Minnetonka, MN 55345 or fax your order 
to 1-800-554-9804. Visa, Mastercard and Discover 
accepted. (232/p) 
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U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

•

1940 through Current§ 
Large Catalog, $3.00 · 

' Box 3133 •SF • Naples, FL 33939-3133 

. SAUNDERS 

BLACK ARTS SOCIETY 
presents Enemy Neutralization: Special 
Forces Unarmed CombatTactics. "One of 
the finest and most comprehensive instruc
tional manuals I've studied on Close Quar
ters Combat!" says Warrant Officer Rob 
Weary, organizer of the military unarmed 
combat instructor's course within the Royal 
Canadian Regiment Battle School. 

$25 U.S. Check or money order to 
Black Arts Military Unarmed Combat 

Federation, P.O. Box 35132, Nelson Park 
Postal Outlet, 159 Clark Side Road, 
London, Ont. N5W-5MO, Canada. 

Tho World's Mosl Poworrul Blowguns 
arr DOWS & DIRTY! 

\\'rite or Call For lmmedi•lt Info. 
J.W. McFARLIN COMPAHY 

P.O. Box 209, Lake Havasu Cily, AZ 86405--0209 
Tel. (520) 855-8095 

. . 
1996 DAYTONA BIKE WEEK! . . . . 

h/j. -, ti 
' ! t .·...:i.1 

Miss Florida Biker, 30 min. 
A\1/esome tople:-s contest 

Squeeze Wet1Cshirts, 30 min. 
2 contcsls @ St1uecze In Pub 

Bike Blast Babes, 45 min. · 
Hot legs & wel-1' contests 

Wild Women & 'fp 
Iron Horses, 60 min. 

Topless whipped cream wrcstllug, 
biker babe boxing, demoUtlon derb)• 

Miss Bike Week, 45 min. 
Semi-final and championship 

Cabbage Patch Cuties, 35 min. 
. , , Topless cole-slaw wrestling & 

' ly·· .J· 1u· r£, n v5'· awesome bikini con:csl \ '.!Ji ,.I \J.. , "Lotsa Fun" &olic 
' • · . .,..-! ' : · Dancer Directocy 

Professionally produced by ex-LRRP & SOF writer. 
$15.95 each & $3 S&H Orst video, $I each additional. 

Canada double. All six $75 & $7 S&H, save $2 1. 
Perfect 10, 12880 Hidalgo St. , Dese11 Hot Springs, CA 92240 

VISMMC call 800-GIRL-USA; fax 619-329-0817 
30 min. prevue $8 

INTERESTED IN A WARRIOR RELIGION? Order 
T he Odjn Brotherhood ($19.95 hardback/$10.00 soft) 
from World Tree Publishing, PO Box 961, Payson, Arizona 
85547. (233) 

PATCHES, EMBLE MS, cus tom embroidered, for 
Militia, Event, Club, also Custom Enamel Pins, Free 
sample and prices, Patriot Emblem, 800-942-5454. Fax 
317-257-1425. (232/p) 

ANALYZE HANDWRITING! Experts' 48 charac
teristics, $2./SASE, Box 8232-F. Clearwater, FL 34618. 
(232/p) 

PRlV ACY? The Internet has files on nearly everyone! 
We'll te ll you what it says about you! Send $10.00 to: 
Inte rim Inc, Box 25604, Alexandria. VA 22314. (232/p) 

LEGALLY ORDE R your medication from Mexico 
without a prescription and save up to 80%. For complete 
information and order form, send $39.95 plus $3.00 
shipping and handling to M.D. Imes, P.O. Box 7671, 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677. (232) 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $12.95 if you 
mention this magazine with your order. 1l13l's $2.00 off! 
1-800-752-1389. (233) 
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for our new catalog 

13983 Industry Avenue • Becker, MN 55308 
PHONE 1-612-261-5600 FAX 1-612-261-5599 

BEAT THE SYSTEM 
NEVER PAY TAXES AGAIN 

LEGALLY 
Limited supplies, Order now. 

For more info: SEND $4.00 S/H and 
S.A.S.E. TO: The Held Corp., Dept. SOF 

2500 Parkview Dr. #1511 , Hallandale, FL 33009 

REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
• SAS • RAF • BLACK WATCH 

fi(I)~ \\ · PARA • RM • CAMERONS 
~ )) • RSDG • RN • GUARDS etc. 

45 Page Illustrated Import Catalog $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department-6 

P.O . Bax 37 •Palm Harbor, FL 34683 

"SIN G LE MAN ' S G UIDE TO AN EXOTIC 
VACATION IN COSTA RICA," Hot, Infonnative, T HE 
where and how book -worth 3X the price. $19.75 + $3.00 
S&H. WAW, 3 l4 West 231" Street, Corporate Suite #481-
SOF, Riverdale, NY 10463 or visit our website: http:// 
www.travelxn.com/ fe/fe Lhtm. (232/p) 

SAVE 25% ON GAS! Eliminate pinging. Reduce fuel 
consumption. 70% less exhaust. Double engine life. Cut 
engine friction 60%. Revitalize automatic transmission 
seals. Dissolve varnishes. Reduces hesitation. Safe. 
Guaranteed. Free info: MaGee, 39155K Aldie Rd., Aldie, 
VA 20105. (233) 

PHOTO I.D. 100 DIFFERENT CARDS. Your photo 
and data permanently plastic sealed $25.00. Second iden
tity passport with two backup IDs $199.00. High quality. 
low price, fast delivery. Catalog $2.00 cash. LD. World, 
4038 NW 9 Ave., Oakland Park, FL 33309. (236) 

. OPTICS 
NIGHT VISION SCOPE. The smallest, lightest, best 
US-made third generation NATO unit with head mount. 
BRAND NEW. Save $1500, for you only $2100 complete. 
Fax me 415-851-5403. Will call if still available. (232) 

World's smallest vide o transmitter $155, Pinhole 
video camera $195. Transmitter. camera and 9V battery 
fit into a cigarette pack!! Call 423-540-8300. 

CHANG E YOU R IDENTITY! Birth Certificates $4, 
ID card $10. Info: Public Image 4201 Neshaminy Blvd. 
Suite #274, Bensalem, PA 19020. 

CAMOUFIAGE FACE PAINT. The real thing. Four 
color - black. green, grey and mustard. Send check or 
money order for $6.95 plus $2 s&h (Calif residents add 
$00.54 tax) to B.W. Enterprises, 7486 La Jolla Blvd. Suite 
173, La Jolla, CA 92037 (232/v) 

. ·REAL ESTATE 
FORECLOSED & REPOSESSE D HOMES Pennies 
on the SL FHA. IRS, VA, Bailout properties. Available 
Your Area Now! 1-800-558-8672 Ext. G-2336. (232/p) 

GOVERNMENT IAND - $2.50 AN ACRE! 160-
acre parcels being offered. Package includes de tailed 
instructions, procedures, telephone helplines, etc. Send 
$5.00 to: Federal Services Bureau, Dept-3, 608 Stonewall 
Lane. Fredericksburg , VA 22407. (234) 

Attention Classified Advertis.ers: 
New Year's Special! Upgrade to 
a boxed text display ad this 
month, and we will typeset it for 
free. Details 303-449-3750, ext. 4. 

•• s399sea. 
2 For 

$6495 
Plus $4 
Ship/ 
Hnd/g 

• 
#lOZ NATO 

MILITARY 
3'1<' Stainless 

blade. Front open
ing, fast lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" lightning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Money-Back Guarantee. 

I Order 2 knives & get FREE! Swiss Army Knite1 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
11202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192 Dept SA-2), New York, NY 10028 I 
ILLimited offer. ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

----------mum----~ 
Wyoming Acreage Remote 40-160 acres. $9.990.- $19,990. 
$99.00 down $99.00 month 10% APR No Qualifying. Owner 
financed. Sam 714-835-4334 Owner/ Agent (232) 

· . REMAILING SEl:lVICES 
PRIVACY, CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIVING/ 
Forwarding , Since 1981 Single ReMails $ LOO. Phone. 
Fax , Box. Street Address available , Maildrop, Box 
608039-SOF8, Orlando, FL 32860-8039. Check our 
website - http://www.2020tech.com/ maildrop/ (235) 

CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail received here, then 
forwarded to you worldwide. Voicemail, too! Website 
address - www.netcom.com/-mailpost. MAILPOST. 
2421SOF Pratt, Chicago, IL 60645 (312) 764-0100. (800) 
890-3199. (233) 

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY! P.O. Boxes and mail 
drops leave a trail. \Ve have the answer! Not a standard 
remailing. 501-785-3424 (237) 

SECUl.llTY PRODUCTS 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE . . . "Equipment 
Virtually Unobtainable Elsewhere !" Brochures, SL 
Professionals' Catalog ue , $20., Refundable . MICRO
TRON" ', P.O. Box 2240, Elm Grove. W.V. 26003. (233) 

HIDDEN SURVE ILLANCE SYSTEM, pressure 
release activated 35MM camera, concealed in common 
birdhouse. Simple, safe & effective. $49.95 plus S&H. 
(Color information packet $2) . McAvoy /Wood working -
Box 27 - Bethel, Ohio 45106. (232/ p) 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area! Must sell: 
Cars, trucks, computers. more! Great deals! Call Now 
Toll free: l -800·601-2212, ext SP7770. (232/c) 

UNIFORMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD, 
Camouflage Uniforms from over 50 Countries. 16 
page Catalog $ LOO. LM .S .• Box 21606, Denver. CO 
80221 (232/c) 

. SURVIVAL 
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR SURVIVAL: Get 12 big 
monthly newsletters packed with information on survival, 
self-reliance, preparedness and freedom plus a free one 
year membership in America's most respected survival 
advocacy organization only $20.00. Sample issue $2.00. 
Live Free, P.O. Box 1743, Harvey, IL 60426. (232) 

NUDITY!? No, not with my survival sewing kit. 
Complete, high quality , camo-oriented supplies, unlike 
cheap store bought kits. $12.00 ppd cash / mo to TFP, PO 
Box 225, Metaline Falls,WA. 99153. (232) 
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OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit 
• Joos in 48 hours • College degrees • ID by mail 
• Cash income • Private loans It Home businesses 
• Offshore banking • Foreign passports & MORE! 

FREE 48 pg. PRWACY CA1:4LOG: 800-3.38-8484 
EDEN PRESS• Box 8410-PS •Fountain Val I ey, CA 92728 

2000+ MILITARY DESIGNS 

" 

FREE 52 Pago ILLUS CATALOG 
WE DO CUS TOM WORK 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

HOOVER'S MFG. CO. 
P .O. BOX 547 SF 
PERU, IL 61354 

(815) 223-1159, Ask for David 
Fax (815) 223-1499 

WOODBURNING AquaFire demand water heaters and 
AeroFire space heaters for cabin s, camps, outposts, 
preparedness, survival, treks, expeditions. USA Made. 
Guaranteed. Warrantee. Applications Guide $3. HOTPRO, 
23 Fifth St. , Dept. SOF-A, Eureka, CA 95501. (232/p) 

- . . 
-. TRAINING 

BOUNTY H UNTER TRAINING by professionals; on
site in Arizona or at country-wide seminars. Details. 
NABEA, P.O. Box 32230, Tucson, A7. 85751. 1-520-290-
8051. (242/v) 

NAVY SEAL FITNESS PROGRAM . Gain strength 
and self-confidence. Get in shape using the methods of 
the world"s most elite combat unit. Send $10.95 to: T-N-S 
ENT, P.O. Box 16297, Seattle, WA 98116. (232) 

MILITIA. ! s t CAVALRY. !OOAcreEastTexasFacility. 
$10 packet cash or M.O. only. Captain Haggard, !st 
TexCav Regi ment HH C, 6065 Hillcroft , Su ite 508 , 
Houston, Texas 77081-1005. (232/p) 

· TRAVEL 
R & R FOR SINGLE MEN. Meet beautiful, playful 
Filipi nas. $3.00 information packet includes wet T-shirt 
photo sheet. Big Apple Oriental Tours (SOF), 24912 
Elkmont Avenue, Belle rose, NY 11426. (232/ p) 

Cable TV 
Descramblers 
Converters* Fi lters* Much More 

30 doy Free Trial -NO RISK! 
Unbeatable wholesale prices! 
Affordable extended warranty 
l Year Warranty on all products 
Catt tfw cabf. prof,,,.ionaM 

Free 
Catalog 

~~-

BACHELORS BANGKOK TOUR - steamy nightlife, 
great marriage possibilities. AJso pen pal, Asian videos, 
g uide books, etc. Brochure 1-800-669-7020. (242/v) 

VIDEOS 
"WORSE THAN TAILHOOK", screamed "American 
Journal" about "lewdness and debauchery" outside our 
fo rmer Phil ippi nes bases. We offer full-length, uncensored 
videos of these actual part ies. For catalog, send $3 to: 
BAO. Video, 47 Raymond Ave. (SOF) , Poughkeepsie, 
NY 12603. (232) 

WE HAVE THE BIZARRE, the unique, and the stuff 
you 've only heard about ; Mostly VHS, So me BETA. 
Military/Former military we are interested in buying or 
trading videos pu rchased overseas. \Vrite: Foreign Film 
Etcetera, P.O. Box 421, Zion, IL 60099. (234) 

KARATE KUMITE - One hour video shows defenses 
against punches, kicks, holds. etc. $40.00, $3.00 S&H. 
Okinawan Adventures, P.O. Box 3572, Dept. SF, 
Jamestown . NY 14701. (232/p) 

All Services, WW II, 
Korea, Vietnam,SWA 
.. All Full Size Medals 
.. All Miniatures & Ribbons 
.. All Badges & Patches 
.. Fine Display Cases 
.. Flag Cases & Flags 
.. Mounting & Engraving 
.. 100% Guaranteed 

¥>+''' l.'tt • Ji 
Ship Photos & Histories 

•Custom Mounting .... ~ 

~ x di» ~ llJll 
~ M ntW1i ~ ;iU 

Personal Service by Military Veterans 

""Send $2.00 Today for NEW32 Page Color 
Catalog with Full Color MEDAL CHART!" 

r ouroooR -CAREERst; 
I Home study. Train for a career in conser-

1 F;~~ ~;;;~~~~~;·;0~22~542· 
I Name _______ ~~ 

Address Phone _! _ ) __ 

I Cily/Slntc Zip __ 

The School of Conservation, Dept. NNB171 
I PCDI. 6065 Roswell Rd .. Atlanta. GA 30328 
~-----..:._..-: 

WANTED · 
EXECUTIVE PROTECTION & INVESTIGATION 
PROFESSIONALS, join the foremost exclusive inter
nat ional NETWORKJNG Association available. We need 
your expert ise - you need our contacts! Guaranteed 
professional development and opportunities. Send $15.00 
for lnfopak to: BASECA, PO Box 1031, Andover NJ 07821. 
(240/v) 
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SOUND OFF 

llnierica' s Diny War In Guateniala 

"God has no attribute that could take 
sides with an oppresso1: J tremble for my 
country when I reflect that God is just, and 
that His justice cannot sleep forever. " 

- Thomas Jefferson 

I n 1989, Sister Dianna Ortiz, a young 
American nun who taught [ndian chil 
dren in Guatemala's hinterland, was 

abducted at gunpoint. 
At the Guatemala city prison she was 

repeatedly gang raped and tortured. She was 
burned scores of times by cigarettes and low
ered into an open pit. She said there were 
"bodies of children, women and men, some 
decapitated, some lying face up and caked 
with blood, some dead, some ali ve, and all 
swarming with rats." 

properties in Guatemala. When company 
land was turned back to the people, it soon 
became clear that democracy wasn't going to 
be as good for business as tyranny. 

Sadly, America became so 
obsessed with its fights with 

Fascism and then Communism 
that we rationalized that it was 
okay to copy the evil ways of 

the Gestapo and KGB. 

The CIA took the government back from 
the people by installing and supporting local 
dictators who predictably gave the land back 
to United Fruit. Then the killing began in 
what has become the longest civil war in the 
Americas. It's estimated that over I 00,000 
people have been murdered by Guatemala's 
death squads and over 40,000 "disappeared." 

She says a tall American came into the 
torture chamber. He cursed in American
accented English, ordered her release and 
told her he'd take her by jeep to the 
American Embassy. The thugs, who called 
the man "Alejandro," immediately obeyed 
his commands. 

Alejandro told Ortiz that her "shameful 
experiences" had been videotaped, and if 
she to ld anyone about her 30 hours of hor
ror, the tapes would be released. The longer 
she was with th is man the more her senses 
screamed she was in danger. She jumped out 
of the jeep at her first opportunity - at a 
stoplight in heavy traffic - and escaped. 

Col. Dc111id Hackworth (Ret.), also 
writes a syndicated weekly column 
titled "Defending America." "Hack" 
doesn 't pull any punches and many lib
eral rags won't carry his writing. {f 
your Local paper falls in.lo thal catego
ry, call the editor and let him know 
you'd like to see "Def ending America" 
on the Op-Ed page. It 's syndicated by 
King Features, 235 E. 45ih St., New 
York, NY 10017. 

Ortiz has clone everything but douse her
self with gasoline and become a human torch 
to get the truth. 

• She bas written President Bill Clinton, 
as has this writer and hundreds of others, who 
have received only a computerized runaround 
form letter reply. 

• She has talked to Hillary Clinton, who 
assured her "good people are working on 
your case and trying to come up with the 
truth." 

Since then, Ortiz, who believes Alejandro 
is connected with the CIA, has been fighting for justice. 

She wants to know why the "American Alejandro" is being pro
tected by our government. She wants the world to know the fu ll 
truth about the thousands of human beings who have been abduct
ed, tortured and assassinated over the last 30 years in Guatemala. 

It has been proven that our CIA has colluclecl with Guatemalan 
military and security creeps. I have personally seen CIA drunks, 
whores, misfits and sadists in operation, consorting with killers, 
torturers and rapists all over the world . 

Sadly, America became so obsessed with its fights with 
Fascism and then Communism that we rationalized that it was 
okay to copy the evil ways of the Gestapo and KGB. Since its 
beginning, the CIA has run riot in Third World nations such as 
Guatemala with excesses that come close to rivaling the Nazis and 
the Reds at their worst. 

In Guatemala, the CIA has employed its unique form of jack
boot terror since the late 1950s. It came to diat once free land at the 
shameful orders of Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and his 
brother Allen, then head of the CIA. The brodrnr Dul les were for
mer attorneys of the United Fruit Company, which owned vast 
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• She has secured the promise of l 03 
members of Congress to help in her crusade. 

• She conducted a five-week vigil outside the White House last 
April and May. 

• Television, radio and the print media have broadcast her story. 
Sister Ortiz was promised she would receive documents relating 

to her case by June 29d1. But she's still being stonewalled. 
San Antonian Bob Guinee, a decorated, two-war veteran, wrote 

to Clinton: "After hearing about Dianna Ortiz, I blush with shame. 
How low we have sunk. The United States of America has taken 
sides with the oppressor." 

"If our government cannot correct this," Guinee asks, "what 
makes our government different from the Nazi government?" 

It's time America started listening to its citizens and returned to 
the ideals of our founding fathers. 

We need to clean up our totalitarian act muy pronto. 

*** Http://www. hackworth.com 
Hackworth 's home page. 

is the address of David 
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